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MERCENARY'S MANUAL 
MERCENARY'S MANUAL PART TWO 
By Terry P. Edwards. Edited by Robt. K. Brown. 
Photos by Gary Flanagan and Al Venter. 
300+ pages, 150+ photos, dozens of illustrations. 
5Y, by 8Y,. $8.95 plus 75rl postage. 

Books don't make soldiers. And no one can sell you all 
the stuff that does. But these days it takes more than 
guts and muscle to win battles. Mercenary's Manual Part 
Two gets to the details; the how-to-do-it side of urban 
war, anti-tank fighting, mortars, missiles, climbing, track
ing, and more. There is more on demolitions, small-unit 
amphibious and air operations, weather predictions, 
mines, and much more. Part Two is over 300 pages, with 
dozens of I ine drawings and over 150 photos by Gary 
Flanagan and Al Venter. It does not deal in entertain
ment, politics or terrorism, just down-to-earth proven 
methods and techniques. It 's plain know-how . . . dedi
cated to winning. It costs $8.95 plus 75r/. for postage. 
This much we can sell you. The rest is up to you ... 

THE ORIGINAL 

MERCENARY'S MANUAL 
The most compact guide to combat survival is still available 

PART TWO 
•URBAN WARFARE - The hows and 

the whys of a deadly business. Tactics, 
tricks and facts on attack and defense 
in street fighting. 

•ANTI-TANK WEAPONS - The speci
fics on operating the Carl Gustav RCL , 
TOW, RPG-2, RPG-7, Dragon, Sagger, 
3.5 RL, 57 & 106-mm RCL, PZK-44, 
Strim, Entac, and others. The informa
tion you need to get them into action 
and on target. 

•ATTACK AND RETREAT- Methods 
of control, phase lines, checkpoints, 
etc. Assault drills, vehicle drills, princi
ples of success, operating with tanks, 
and more . 

•WEATHER - How to predict what's 
coming; essential knowledge for any
one concerned with operations. 

•TRACKING - What to look for, 
where to find it and what it can tell 
you. 

•MINES - How to employ them, how 
to lay them, how to find them. How 
mechanical, chemical, pneumatic and 
hydrostatic fuses work. Counter
measures . Includes identification of 72 
different mines. 

•CLIMBING - A review of the tools 
and techniques to get you up, over and 
down: Alive. 

•COMMUNICATIONS - In one place, 
morse, semaphore, emergency panel 
codes. Improvised antennas, how to 
extend your radio range, how to oper
ate the sets you may encounter. 

• R ECON- How to do it right; covering 
route, bridge, cross-country and target 
recon. Determining range, corner 
radius, and more. 

•ANTI-TANK - Tackling tanks without 
the proper AT weapons. Not recom
mended practice; but, if your back's to 
the wall . .. 

•IMPROVISATIONS - Page after page 
of tricks and expedients from harden
ing soft vehicles to making an impro
vised AT discriminator. 

•FINANCIAL SELF-DEFENSE - Iden
tifying gold, diamonds and counterfeit 
currency . The ins and outs of "odd" 
methods of payment, Swiss banks, etc. 

•AIR OPERATIONS - How to pick, 
measure and mark a drop zone, create 
a forward or clandestine airstrip, or 
helipad. The facts and formulas you 
need to figure it all out . Even a section 
to help the novice jumper through his 
first jump. 

•MORTARS - How they work, how to 
set them up, how to direct their f ire. 
Operating details for the IM I 50-mm, 
the Tampella and Hotchkiss-Brandt 
60-mm, the M-19, British 2-inch and 
others. 

•AMPHIBIOUS OPERATIONS - From 
patrolling rivers and streams to open 
water landings ; the tactics and me
thods. Mounting weapons on a small 
craft, safety, and even details on wave 
and tide characterist ics. 

•TANK RECOGNITION - Photos and 
facts covering the major tanks, APCs, 
armored and scout cars in use around 
the world today. 

•DEMOLITIONS - Ditching, breach
ing, cutting . . . steel, concrete or 
earth. Buildings or bridges. The formu
las you need, the detai ls in your 
pocket. 

•FIELD FORTIFICATIONS - Con
struction of shelters from foxholes to 
bunkers. How to lay out your de
fenses, tank stoppers and more. 

•NBC - The bomb, biological war and 
chemical attacks . What can be used, 
how to avoid being affected and what 
to do if you are caught in an attack. 

This is only a partial listing of what 
the sections cover; there is too much to 
list . A bibliography is provided to d irect 
the reader in further study . The concept 
of the Mercenary's Manual is simple: 
Cram in enough facts to make it work! 

UPCOMING TITLES 
FIGHTING PATROLS - Gary Flanagan takes 
an in -depth look at the essence of modern war: 
the fighting patrol. at the same price, $4.95 plus 60r/. for postage. 

Part Two tells you how to carry the war to the--..liil9~•~ii111141 GUNS IN A HURRY -World War Two turned 
firearms production upside-down and no guns 
epitomized the new techniques like the subma
chine guns. This is the swry of guns in a hurry: 
the Stens, the Grease Gun, the MP-40 and the 
PPsh. G. N. Dentay and T. P. Edwards. 

enemy, but Part One is intended to keep you alive to do 
so. It's concise : 130 easy-to-read pages packed with tips, 
photos and illustrat ions . Operating instructions for a dozen 
small arms and over a dozen grenades are included. If 
you're serious about the business, you need this book. 

UNIT NINE 
1110 FINCH WEST 

DOWNSVIEW, ONTARIO 
CANADA 

All orders are mailed first class. 
Those outside North America 
please include additional postage. 
Satisfaction or money back. 
Allow 30 days de livery for Part 
Two. 



THE SURVIVOR - VOLUME 1 - $6.00 
Now in one bound volume, the first year's issues 

of THE SURVIVOR. Includes survival, back to the 
land, cottage industry, improvised weaponry, 
kitchen chemistry, 19th century science and 
mechanics. This is a wonder book of modern 
survival knowledge combined with 19th century 
techniques for doing just about everything for 
yourself. Whether you are a craftsman, artisan, 
tradesman or unskilled at anything, THE 
SURVIVOR will show you how to become 
independent and self sufficient. Build a workshop 
out of scrap, a mad scientist's laboratory with odds 
and ends, cut your food bill, and free yourself from 
our tottering parasitic system. 

If you have more confidence in yourself than in 
politicians or in "patriotic" organizations, THE 
SURVIVOR is for you. It cuts through all the 
garbage you read about what "we" can do for the 
world and this country. It puts YOU in the center of 
the picture and tells what you can do to insure the 
survival of yourself and those closest to you in the 
coming chaos. 

THE POOR MAN'S JAMES BOND 
By Kurt Saxon - $10.00 

.The Poor man• 1 . 

JAIDES -BORD · 
, . · Kurt Saxo• .. 

THE POOR MAN'S JAMES BOND is the 
undisputed leader in the field of books on 
improvised weaponry and do-it-ourself mayhem. It 
gives full and simple instructions for making tear 
gas, explosives, firearms, silencers, poisons, 
zip-guns, grenades, knockout drops, flame throwers 
and a wide variety of weapons. It also t ells you how 
to buy most of the needed chemicals from your 
grocery and garden store. With THE POOR MAN'S 
JAMES BOND you can set up a mad scientist's lab 
you make from odds and ends mostly found around 
the home. Although THE POOR MAN'S JAMES 
BOND was written primarily for civilians fearing 
eventual disarmament, police officers will find it 
thoroughly fascinating. This book is a must for any 
Vigilante Squad, Police Riot Control Division, 
SWAT team and just any cop who wants to get it on 
with anybody. And if you are in the Military, this 
book will be invaluable soon. All this plus 
FIREWORKS & EXPLOSIVES LIKE GRAND
DAD USED TO MAKE, EXPLOSIVES, 
MATCHES & FIREWORKS, and WEINGART'S 
PYROTECHNY. All now in one volume. 

-·-·-·-·-·······-·-···-· ·······--······· ......... . 
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WITH CHEMICAL SHIELD 

POCKET SHIELD 

PRODUCTS SHOWN 
1 / 3 ACTUAL SIZE 

MINI SHIELD 

MIDI SHIELD 

PROFESSIONAL MODEL 
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NON-LETHAL WEAPONS 
• Contains the most effective chemical repellent on the market. 
• Completely incapacitates one or a number of attackers. 
• Contains an ultraviolet light sensitive dye for police suspect 

identification. 
• Made of the finest aerosol hardware components available. 
• Genuine suede or leather holsters. 

DEALERS AND DISTRIBUTORS WANTED! 
• Enter this mushrooming business with the leader and founder 

of the industry. 
• Offering the finest and most extensive product lines. 
• Adding exotic products, new to the marketplace, every 6 months . 
• Dyn~mic marketing program includes selling aids and leads for 

both direct and conventional marketing. 
• Work at your own convenience and save tax dollars! 

Weapons Corporation of America 
P.O. Box 681 
Marietta, Georgia 30061 

Gentlemen, 

404-427-8018 

I am interested in earning additional income, saving tax dollars, an d protecting my 
family , friends and neighbors. Please rush details to: 

CITY-----------STATE-------- ZIP-- ---
P.S. I need immediate protection . Please send me Professional models at 
$14 .95 each and / or P~cket Shields at $9.95 each and / or Mini Shields 
at $9.95 each and / or Midi Shields at $12 .95 each, postpaid. 1 understand that 
if I later become a resale dealer that my retail purchase amount wil l be applied against 
m wholesale order. 
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Why We're UNIQUE 

•The independent 
monthly 
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•Covering timely issues, and 
issues that are timeless 

•Written for senior leaders of 
the Armed Forces, defense in
dustry, and decision-makers in 
Congress and the private sector; 

•A magazine which is as likely 
to prod its friends in Defense 
and the Services as to pat them 
on the back, because 
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Ingram MIO Barrel Extensions 
With the advent of the now-famous In

gram (MAC) MlO some years ago , the 
submachinegun concept crested in popu 
larity worldwide. Many thousands of In
grams are in service all over the world, 
and I would concur with those who feel 
that the M 10, either in 9mm para bell um 
or .45 ACP, is the fin est, most advanced 
SMG in the world today. However , in 
spite of this fact, the M 10, mostly be
cause of its small size and extremely high 
cyclic rate, is a difficult arm for the non
skill ed to use effec tive ly without its 
sound-suppressor (silencer) attached to 
provide a forward grip. 

Naturally, there are not enough sup.
pressors to fill the need , and it is not at all 
un common to find lngrams being used 
"in the raw," i.e . , sans sound-sup
pressor, to the detriment of the accuracy 
of which this arm is capable. Recently, 
several firms have taken notice of the 
problem an d have designed and manu
factured barrel extensions intended to at 
least minimize muzzle blast and recoil 
and to enhance control of the weapon , 
should a suppressor not be available or 
suitable for use. 

1 have had the opportunity to evaluate 
three such devices, which reflect two 
basically oppos ite approaches to the 
problem. The first extension , manu
factured and marketed by William Hind
in , 123 Summit Lane , Bala Cynwyd , PA. 
19004, consists basically of a seven-inch 
steel tube fitted with a cast vertical fore
grip similar in design and appearance to 
the Ml921 Thompson SMG 's, with flats 
cut into the exterior of the threaded end 
to allow wrench-tightenin g of the exten
sion onto the muzzle of the gun. An ad
ditional feature is the ability to swivel the 
foregrip a full 360 degrees in either 
direction to accommodate any possible 
firing position. The unit is parkerized and 
the foregrip is coated with a black rubber 
co mpound to minimize slipping of the 
shooter 's hand under wet conditions. The 
extension weighs 21 ounces. I am told 
that longer tubes are available on special 
order. 

The second extension , or grip adapter, 
as it is sometimes called, is designed and 
manufactured by Tim D. Bixler , P .O. Box 
1455, Gretna , LA 70053 . It reflects a 
parallel approach to the Hindin device in 
that it also sports the Ml 921 Thompson 
style vertical foregrip. Beyond that, it 

/;,--;;/. J 
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differs considerably. Essentially, the 'Unit 
is a rou ghly textured , dark-colored 
Tinzalloy grip , cast integrally with the 
barrel extension itself. In addition, it 
features a hex-screw locking arrange
ment to allow mounting of the device in 
any position the firer of the weapon 
desires for comfort. 

Top: Bixler Grip Adapter mounted on 
M-10 9mm SMG for standard left 
hand use; bottom: on M-11 .380 ACP 
SMG for right hand use. Write Bixler 
Firearms, Box 1455, Gretna, LA 
70053. 

The last extension, designed and 
manufactured by Eddie J. Bond of Rough 
Hollow Arms Co., Route 1, Brookesmith, 
TX 76827, is exactly what 1 would create 
were 1 given the problem of making an ef
ficient barrel extension for the Ingram. 
Weighing 24 ounces, the unit consists of 
a substantially larger-than-bore-diameter 
6 1/2.-inch steel tube encased in a per
forated stee l cooling jacket, similar in ap
pearance to those found on the S&W M76 
and Carl Gustav M45 SMGs . The exten
sion is also parkerized and screws onto 
the muzzle of the MlO in the same man
ner as the sound-suppressor. 

While the choice of devices of this type 
is admittedly a matter of personal pre
ference, and Hindin and Bixler deserve 
full credit for recognizing the problem 
and offering a solution, I favor the Rough 
Hollow Arms extension for a number of 
reasons. 

First, it is heavier and more robust than 
the Hindin and Bixler extensions, making 
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the point of balance of the weapon more 
forward , as if the suppressor were at
tached, allowing better control of the 
weapon in automatic fire. Its more rug
ged construction also enables it to sustain 
rougher treatment typica l to combat. 

Second , I favor the horizontal foregrip 
concept over the vertical type fo r the 
same reason the U.S. Navy ins isted on a 
horizontal foregrip instead of a vert ical 
one on the M1928 Thompson SMG: the 
vertical grip is awkward to use and its in
herent fragi lity invites damage under 
fi eld conditions. 

Third, the extension tube of the Rough 
Hollow Arms unit is much larger than 
bore diameter and more th ickly wall ed 
than the Hindin unit so that muzz le gases 
are more effectively carried away from 
the shooter, resulting in the added bonus 
of much less residual heat buildup an d 
more rapid dissipation of whatever actual 
heat buildup is experienced during firing. 
A simple test, consisti ng of firing 210 rds. 
of .45 ACP ball ammunit ion through the 
Rough Hollow and Hindin extens ions, as 
fast as loaded 30 rd. magazines could be 
inserted in the test gun, fai led to heat up 
the Rough Hollow un it appreciably, while 
the Hindin extension was too hot to re 
move by hand and the rubber coating on 
the foregrip was beginning to peel at the 
edges. That's only seven magazines, and 
fired under conditions typical to any fire
fight! 

Unfortunately, I was unable to test-fire 
the Bixler device, as it had not arrived by 
the testing date . However , a visual 
examination indicates that it is basica lly 
sound, well constructed , and well de
signed .. . if you like the vertica l fore
grip concept. I do worry a bit , though , 
about the high probability of excessive 
heat buildup as with the Hindin exten
sion, since the entire device is a li ght
weig ht alloy casting. 

Again , the selection of any of t hese 
devices is a matter of personal taste , but I 
can say that, whil e I favor the use of any 
available extension by the novice in the 
absence of a suppressor, I would , without 
hesitation, carry the Rough Hollow Arms 
unit into combat . I cannot g ive a piece of 
equipment a higher recommendation 
than that. 

Corrosive Ammunition 
in Silenced Weapons 

I have received several letters fro m 
owners of various weapons equipped with 
sound-suppressors (silencers). A large 
amount of the old mercuric-primed 
amm unition is sti ll avai lable all over the 
world, and since it can be obtained at 
prices much lower than modern ammuni 
tion, many individuals wonder what the 
effects of shooting such ammo in their 
silenced weapons would be . 

As the owner of a sound-suppressor
eq uipped Ingram MIO SMG and a .45 
ACP pistol modified to take the WerBell 
suppressor, I can say that I do not advo
cate the use of such ammunition in any 
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suppressor which cannot readily be 
disassembled and rebuilt immediately 
after use. Since the WerBell suppressor 
is not designed to allow corrosive ammo, I 
do not use it in either the Ingram (MAC) 
SMG or my .45 auto when the suppressor 
is attached, although I consume vast 
quantities of such ammunition when not 
using the suppressor! 

compounds found in corrosive ammuni
tion, necessitating replacement long 
before it would be required under normal 
conditions. 

The corrosive priming used in the 
ammo in question attacks the copper 
mesh found in most modern sound
suppressors even more readily than steel , 
thereby rendering the suppressor contin
uously less efficient and eventually 
incapable of its mission. In addition , the 
end-wipe caps found on the WerBell 
suppressor can be damaged by chemical 

Most WWII ammo is of the corros ive 
type, and much of it is also steel, rather 
than brass, cased . Typically, ammunition 
primed with mercuric compound is a 
little hotter ballistically than ammunition 
primed with a non-mercuric compound . 
For this reason, many people think that 
such ammo is designed for use in sub 
machineguns only rather than pistols. I 
have never been able to substantiate any 
production of ammunition intended solely 
for use in SM Gs, and lacking proof to the 
contrary, would have to dispute any 
claims to that effect. continued on page 66 

~/Jt"1 ll~VOLVER ~MOOTl:R~ 
Rf VOLUTIOHARY HC:W' ~IGMT 

Behlert's revolutionary new patented sight 
replaces existing K or N frame sight with 
no alteration to the frame! 
lf.20 clicks per revolution adjustment in ele 

vation, and 14 clicks windage per turn! 
.If.By far the finest adjustable sight on the 

market for S&W handguns! 
*Elevation stud is twice as long as t he stan

dard factory, thus removing the problem of 
popping the stud when adjust ing for long 
range shots! 
~ flat rear blade makes for the clearest 

definition and pickup of your sight! 
A must for the serious shooter, in all f ields! 

Price $30.00 std. or $32.00 white outlines 
Please add $1.00 postage, dealer inquiries invited! 

We pay $5.00 for your old sight if it 's in good condition 
IMPORTANT.If.ORDER FOR MODEL AND DASH NUMBER 

SUCH AS 19-3, 29-2 etc. 
Send $1.00 for our catalog on custom pistol work 

B~Ml~ CU~TO GUH~~ IHC~ 
TNI: CU~TOM guH~NOP 

t\U~TIH .f. Bf:WLfRT 
7Z5 Lf:MICH AVl:ttUf: , DE:Pt ~ 

UtHOH H.J 0766:5 
ZOI fi~7 3350 
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BUY DIRECT ND SAVE MONEY 
LOW •• • LOW ••• PRICES ON T P QUALITY MERCHANDISE TO EVERYONE! 

• ORDER WITH CONFIDENCE! • y , U MUST BE SATISFIED WITH EVERY ORDER ! 

BRAND NEW G. I. M-65 FIELD JACKETS 
Complete with hood, Velcro fasteners, 
etc. Sizes: S, M, L 

Camouflage $29.95 plus $1.50 shipping 

O.D. Green $24.95 plus $1.50 shipping 

ORIG. G.I. M·65 FIELD JACKET 
LINERS, Brand New. Specify Size 

$14.95 + $1.00 Shipping. 

BRITISH COMMANDO BATTLE JACKET 
This attractive jacket is Brand New British 
Government surplus. A rugged, all·purpose jacket 
made of O.D. color, 
heavy-duty denim. It 
features epaulets on 
shoulders, 2 roomy 
breast pockets with 
flaps and an adjustable belted 
waist. Ideal for Spring, Summer 
or Fall. May never be available again! 
Sizes: XS, S, M , L. Only $9.95 + $1.00 shipping. 
Please send height, chest & waist measurements for exact fit. 

BRAND NEW! 
MILITARY EQUIPMENT! 

Most rugged, dependable, combat-proven items available. 
1. G.I. Vietnam Jungle Jacket. Sz: XS,S,M,L,X L. ~i1.95 
2. G.I. Camou flage Poncho Liners $18.00 
3. British Surplus Engineer's Bag, cotton canvas with 

shoulder strap. Size: 5" x 8" x 4Y,''. $2.95 
4. USAF Pilot's Survival Knife, with leather sheath & 

sharpening stone $10.95. 
5. USMC Combat Knife w/leather sheath, 7" blade, 12" 

overall $11.95. 
6. USMC Stainless Steel Pocket Knife, 4 blades, bottle 

opener, screw driver, hole puncher, knife $5.95. 
7. G.I. Duffie Bag, 21 " x 36", 0.D. canvas $8.95 
8. Nylon Parachute cord, 100', 550 lb. test $2.95 
9. Signaling/Survival Mirror with canvas pouch 95i. 

10. G.I. Stainless Steel Unbreakable Trench Mirror 95i. 
11 . G.I. Plastic Canteen, 0 .D. color, dent·proof $1.95 
12. M·68 Canteen Cover, Nato Issue $2.50 
13. G.I. Machete & Sheath, 18" blade, 22" overall $7.95 
14. Original G.I. M-1949 Mountain Sleeping Bag, the 

finest available at any price. 50% feather filled/50% 
down, mummy style, over 6Y,' long. $49.95. 

15. G.I. Jungle 1st Aid Kit, all emergency items in 0 .D. 
case that fits on pistol belt $3.95. 

16. G.I. Flashlight w/extra bulb & lens filter, O.D. $4.95 
17. Snake Bit Kit, everything for treatment in seconds 

$2.95. 
18. G.I . 0 .D. Nylon Poncho, Size 66" x 80" $ 12.95 
19. G.I. Pineapple Grenade w/detachable lever & pin 

(inert) $6.95 
20. .45 Auto Clip Pouch ·w/2 G.I. .45 auto mags $8.95 
21. MP Nightstick with leather thong $3.95 
22. MP Short Wooden Bil lie with leather thong $2.95 
23. MP Peerless Handcuffs, reliable double·lock, best 

available at any price. $14.95. 
24. Bucheimer Handcuff Case for MP cuffs & most pop· 

ular models. $4.95 
25. G.I. 03-A Glove Shells, black leather pair $6.95 
26. G.I. 5-finger Wool Glove Liners, O.D. color, Pr. $2.50 
27. Genu ine U.S. Army Blankets, 100% worsted wool, 

0 .D. color, Size 66" x 84" $ 12.95. 
28. Vietnam Jungle Hat, 0 .D. or Camouflage, Size: S,M, 

L,XL, $4.95. 
29. "Aussie Bush Hats" made in U.S.A .. 0.D. or Camo. 

Size: 6·718 to 7Y, $6.95 
30. Paratrooper Combat Boots, all leather with 

toe. A rugged, heavy·duty boot. Sz: 6-12 
(Add 75d p er item for sh ipping) 

*PLEASE NOTE: 
Do not confuse these genuine items with 
cheap, inferior imports offered elsewhere. 

All items-Brand New! 

" The Little Black Box" 
Warning I This device 1s not to be used ~ 
for surveillance! 

Automatically starls recorder when 
telephone is picked up. Records entire 
telephone conversat io n ... Then automa t1 
cally s tops recorder when te lephone is hung 
up! Can be attached anywhere along the line: If you want to 

BRAND NEW M ·23 RIOT GAS M ASK 
Newest issue, for use 
against riot control 
agents. Lightweight, 
compact, excellent 
visibil i ty. Complete 
with its own water-
proof nylon belt 
pouch with VNM slide 
keepers to fit on pistol 
belt. A m ust for police 
dept's. and S.W.A.T. teams. 
$ 15.95 + $1.00 shipping. 

"The B lack Book of Dirty Tricks" 
" Improvised Munitions Handbook ", is the 

most sought after, here·to-fore impossible 
to obtain Army manual. Includes revealing 
chapters on: Improvised Explosives and 
Propellants; Mines & Grenades; Small Arms 
weapons & Ammo; Mortars & Rockets; In
cendiary Devices, Fuses, Ignition & Delay 
Mechanisms. Plus how to manufacture 
Rocket Launchers and Recoi less Rifles from 
easy to obta in materials and much, much, 
more ! Limited Number Available. 

ORDER NOW! - $10.00 d. 

New ! Quick·Release Vietnam ls.ue PISTOL BELT. 
RARE! $4.95 Add 50i for shipping. 

M·1 CARBINE ACCESSORIES 
.30 Cal. M-1 Carbine ~ 
paratrooper folding stock 
$37.95 (specify ma ke)~ 
Ruger I 0-22 Folding 
Stock $37 .. 95 60 rd. 

~~3B1~d~~a~~lips 
together $2.99; Sling & Oiler $2.99; Mag. Pouch -
hol ds ~-15 rd. mags $1.99 Mag Pouch · holds 2·30 rd. 
mags $4.99; Flash hider $8.99; Muzzle Brake $8.99; 
LO-Profile Handquard $2.99; Venti lated Steel Hand· 
gt!ard $3.99; Piston Nut Wrench Sl.99; Scope Mount 
$8.99 (Add 500 per item for shipping) 

SPECIAL SALE - MILITARY HOLSTERS! 

\ ( 

t 
IAJ 

A) G.I. BELT HOLSTER Brand New! 
original issue. Fi ts .4 5 auto and all 

c'.~.es¥YLErrsH'oiJ!'.\)E'ilt~CicJ#~ 
This military type holster fits all b ig 
frame cal. 9mm, .45 and 38 a uto 
pistols. SI! .95 , 

B) WORLD WAR II 
STYLE 
WALTHER PPK 
MAUSER HSc 
BELT HOLSTER. 
T he Holster worn 
by German officers 
in WWII. Accomo· 

, 
dates PP-PPK, Hsc, 
Sauer 38H and all 
other small auto· (Bl 
matics with 3" to 
4 1h" barrels.$1-1 .9 5. 

C) ~5~~1fJ'RP8Pre1:1e1J1r~~IT,~ 1st t ime 

~ar~be:i1~~ 1f~s-11~l~~e~~~dae~i gned 
by Geo. Luger. Unsurpassed in design 
tfiis ho lster is without a doubt, the 
best mi litarv holster ever developed. 

~C,:g~~;i~~ ap~~1~:.1apit~o~~rsr!1~d~~d 
P·OB pistols. Made from original WWII d ies. S24 .95 
(Please add 75<J. per ho lster for shipping) 

PLEAS E NOTE: We usuall y sh ip 95% 
of our o rders within 10 days. Money 
orders and cert. checks sh ipped first; 
personal chocks held 3 -4 wks. But 
because of the unique service we pro
vide and the new law req u i r ing us to 
state spocific del ivery timos, w h ich in 
some cases we can n o t do . we can 
onl y accept orders with the buyers 
understnnding o f an unspec ified 
delivery date and the buyers waiver 
of an e x act delivery notification . We 
will advise you on an y backordered 
items an d wil l refund you immediatel y 
upon y o ur request. Thank Yo•J . Add 
40t per order for insurance t o avoid 
postal t hefts. 

FOR YOUR 
CONVENIENCE 

,-t~=!I 
Please charge to my 
BankAmericard No. 

Master Charge No. 

CXLivb~l~e~i~::r 01 :a~f cl~~~;?::,e t~?sn~~ri~3f~0f~rAy~~~¥:;;l · 
:~=~~n~a~~~~c~~~l~t~}y10n~fnie~r3eS::~~: ~~ ~e~il~~o;;~elh~e~h~~e. l-O_R_D_E_R_T_O_D_A_Y_!_Cl_1_9_76-----! Exp. Date ---
Extremely useful around the Home or Office for making 
ACCURATE and PERMANENT records of all incoming and 

SP~cl~t c3~'i:,~1NJ~J1b~f; mL9~ l~dd 2~;.=og-;~r shipping) 

American Colonial Armament, Inc. Interbank •--
Dept. $ f, P.O. Box F 
Chicago Ridge, Il l. 604 15 

S I G N AT U RE 

A) B)> 
Q 

NEW! FOR THE 
MAN OF ACTION! 

Accurate! 
L ightning· Fast! 
Deadly! 

C) 

A) Throwing Knife Set: T his set con
sists of 3 scientifica lly balanced and 
weighted knives with multi·colored 
handles. The kn ives are 8" long and 
are excellent for pract ice or com peti
tion. Com plete with sheath . $4.95 
B) Hunting-Throwing Knife: Now here 
is a rugged, combination k nife. Ba l
anced and weighted for th row ing ... 
Razor·sharp 6" blade with blood 
groove for hunting. Comes complete 
with a bound leather hand le and cow 
hide sheath . $3.95 
C) Commando Knife: B lack fin ish 
type l ike that used in WW II by 
crack British troops. Double-edge, 
black night blade is always ready for 
action. Comes complete w i t h black 
leather sheath. $4.95 
Special! All of the above knives -
A $13.85 value for ONLY $11.95! 
(add 50i per knife for shipping) 

8 Shot Tear Gas Revolver! 
With crime on the rise, th is is a must for 
everyone! Fires 8 .22 cal. tear gas cartridges 
or blanks in seconds. Heavy duty metal 
construction with one-step ejection and 
checkered grips. Blue . Rg. Price $11.25 

Now Only 6.95 
... Chrome · Rg. Price $12.75 

Now only 7.95 

Add $ 1.00 shipping 
Hip Holster $1.50; Tear Gas 
$1.50 per t in; 
Blanks · 100 to t in $2.50 

Increase Your Fire Power! Improve Your 
Accuracy! Beautify Your Weapons! 

Brand new, COLT .45 AUTO: 7-shot 
factory fresh, 
standard & over-Standard $4.00, 15-shot $ 10, 
size - Combat 20-shot $ 12, 25·shot $14, 

& Target c_;jHh8b~~9eNoER !Jmm 
Magazines. or 38 Super-(Specify): 

() @ 

Standard $7.50, 15-shot 
$ 1.0. 20-shat $.12 

COLT .32 or .380 AUTO : 
Standard $ 10.00, 15-shot $ 12 
(Please specify cal iber when 
ordering) 
BROWN ING HI - POWER 9 mm 
13·shot Standard $12.00, 
22-shot $16.00 
SMITH & WESSON MOO EL 39 
Standard $6.00, 15·shot $ 12.00 
LUG ER 9mm: Standard $8.00 
WALTHER PPK .32 or .380 
AUTO : Standard $9.00, 
15-shot $12.00 
WAL THEA PP .32 or .:EO Auto 
Standard $9.00, 15-shot $ 12.00 
WAL THEA P·38: Standard $8, 
15-shot $ 12.00 

BER ETTA PUMA .32: Standard $10.00, 
15·shot $12.00 
LLAMA .32 or .380: Standard $7 .00, 15-shot 
$12.00 (Please speci fy old or new model & 
caliber) 
COLT PREWAR POCKET .25 AUTO : 
Standard $1 0.00, 15·shot $ 12.00 
BROWN ING VEST POCKET .25 AUTO: 
Standard $1 0.00, AR-15. M· 16: 20.shot 
$5.00, 30·shot $15; M· l CARB INE : 5·shot 
$3.50, 15-shot $3.50, 30-shot $4. 
(add 50i per mag. for shipping! 
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1~1~1ll{ 
Dear Bob: 

Just a note to let you know how much I 
appreciate your little footnote to my letter 
which appeared in the Spring ' 77 issue of 
SOF . The response has been fantastic! 
I have so far received over 800 pounds of 
medicine and medical equipment from 
various doctors , nurses , paramedics , 
medical students , ex-servicemen, and 
people who simply just want to help. In 
addition , several checks for five or 10 
dollars have arrived , all of which total 
more than 100 bucks . Unfortunately don't 
have time to answer each and every letter 
(it would occupy all my time and all my 
stationery), so I'd like to express my 
sincerest thanks to everyone through this 
open letter . 

Skip Chea! 
Apartado Postal 82 
La Cieba, Atlantida 
Honduras, C.A . 

Gentlemen: 
I am happy to be able to reply to Mr. 

Rivers ' letter (September, 1977) on my 
article , " Snakebite! " (Fall, 1976). Al
though I appreciate · his interest, Mr. 
Rivers appears to be reacting to key 
words in the article rather than com
menting on an article he read in any 
depth . My comments to his letter are as 
follows : 

l. Mr. Rivers states unequivocally that 
" NO snake will attack without provoca
tion." l did indicate that a few species 
would attack on "little or no provoca
tion, " and even main-line herpetologicai 
literature contains reputable accounts of 
attacks WITH NO APPARENT PROVO
CATION by king cobras (Ophiophagus), 
black mambas (Dendroaspis polylepis), 
taipans (Oxyuranus) and bushmasters 
(Lachesis). In fact , it takes little time to 
turn up reports of such attacks by the 
common eastern blacksnake (Coluber 
constrictor); I had ignored that species, 
since it is not venomous. 

2. He states that tourniquets , ligatures 
and constricting bands are all ineffective . 
Indeed , they may be so with some bites, 
but they are demonstrably effective with 
others , and in any case , a ligature used as 
I recommended would not be harmful. He 
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is concerned about the increased tissue 
damage caused by pooling of venom, as 
behind a tourniquet - this is a con
sequence that I very specifically spelled 
out when I discussed the use of a tourni
quet to save a life at the cost of the limb. 
He also states that release of a tourniquet 
will cause shock. First-aid manuals used 
to instruct the periodic release of a bleed
ing-control tourniquet if it m:ust be used 
for prolonged periods, and , if my article 
is read carefully, it will be seen that this 
recommendation is what I am explaining. 
The reason for the present advice of put it 
on and leave it is not to avoid shock 
(which is already present) but to prevent 
blood clots from circulating in the body. 

3. Contrary to Mr. Rivers' supposi
tions , cryotherapy is not the leading 
cause of post-bite amputation; the bite it
self is. Perhaps Mr . Rivers is not familiar 
with the characteristics of enzymes , but 
cooling does retard their action , and such 
cooling has resulted in a lessening of the 
effects of a bite while help was being 
reached. Certainly the treatment can 
cause extreme damage if carried too 
far , but this is true of virtually every
thing in medicine . 

4. He states that cutting is to be 
avoided . Certainly it has an element of 
danger , but it is current practice to t ut if 
the bite is not on a hand or foot (consult 
the American Red Cross) , and studies of 
radioactively-tagged venom injected into 
dogs have shown that immediate applica
tion of cut-and-suck techniques can 
remove over half of the venom - a sub
stantial increase over the 4% to 30% 
claimed by Mr. Rivers. 

5. A snakebite victim may, indeed , get 
" carried away ," as Mr. River suggests. 
So may anybody else, layman or not , in a 
similarly stressful situation . This is a 
problem which has plagued the subject of 
first aid since its conception. I doubt that 
Mr. Rivers has any solution, and the 
possibility of such an over-reaction is 
certainly no reason to avoid first-aid 
treatment . 

6. Snake venom is one of the most 
complex poisons known; Mr. Rivers 
is correct. However , any toxin , no matter 
how simple or how complex, is treated by 
one or more of three methods: patience, 

\ 
. ~ 

Know Who You're 
Dealing With 

When you are contacted by a 
"friend of a friend" do you often 
worry about who you are really 
dealing with? We have a way for 
you to allay your fears and pro
tect yourself in face to face 
conversations. 

Our "bug" detection equip
ment, the Bug Alert EJ7, detects 
and alerts you to the existence of 

a bugging device concealed on 
someone in your presence or 
planted in the room. 

This miniature unit is easily 
concealed in your pocket or 
hand. At the first s ign of a bug it 
warns you , by a tiny W' signal 
light, that your conversation is 
being transmitted to someone 
else or to a recording device out
side the room. 

For other debugging systems 
for roqm or te lephone privacy 
ca ll Ed Russell , (212) 682-4731. 

Anti -Wiretapping & Anti-Bugging 
Corporation of America 
605 Third Avenue 
New York , N .Y. 10016 
Attn: Mr. Ed Russel l 
Suite 940 

Send $20. for complete catalog and compre
hensive report on how to prot ect yourself 
against room bugs and phone taps. Cred ited 
agai nst first purchase. ' 

Dealer Inquir ies Invi ted 

Name ------------

Address'------ --------

City - ------------

Statr. - - ----- Zip _ _ _ _ 

Telephone-----------
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neutralization, or removal. Patience 
requires no equipment, but if. the dose is 
greater than originally thought, it may be 
fatal. Neutralization is effective, but it 
may well be dangerous; this is especially 
true in cases of snakebite, since it re
quires introduction of a foreign protein 
into the body. Removal, the third choice, 
is thus sometimes the preferred method. 
The equipment required is whatever it 
takes to do the job. To suppose some sort 
of comparable complexity between the 
toxin and the equipment needed to treat 
it is, in the words of one MD, "ridic
ulous.'' (He was surprised that such a 
connection would even occur to some
one.) 

7. Antivenin is not the only "cure" for 
snakebite, contrary to Mr. Rivers' claims. 
It is the only way to neutralize the venom, 
but inasmuch as it is a foreign protein, 
its careless introduction into the body can 
produce some very dangerous, even 
deadly reactions. People have died from 
antivenin use. It is also not always 
necessary. A friend of mine was not given 
any , due to a severe horse-serum sensi
tivity, and she recovered from her bite 
with no serious problems. The best 
figures indicate that over 90% of U.S. 
bites would be non-fatal if given NO 
treatment whatsoever. Antivenin is 
hardly the only solution. 

In summary, Mr. Rivers seems to be 
commenting from an urban perspective, 
presupposing readily available medical 

care. Certainly fast medical attention is 
most desirable , but field first-aid treat
ment can be quite valuable , and if 
medical help is some distance away 
(as some SOFers may find), such treat
ment might mean the difference between 
life and death. 

Anthony J . Kohler 
Although we were unable to contact 

Mr. Kohler in time to reply to Mr. 
Rivers · criticism of the article, ··snake
bite! Part!, ··f or inclusion in the Septem
ber 1977 issue, we can now print his 
point-by-point response. We welcome 
any additional opinions or comments re
garding this subject. Please address 
same to Anthony J. Kohler, c/ o Soldier of 
Fortune Magazine. 
Dear Sirs: 

I am a reader of SOF and have been for 
over a year. I enjoy all your articles. To 
get to the point of the matter, I am sick 
and tired of these terrorist activities over 
the world, especially in the free world 
countries. I am writing in anger after the 
.incident in the Netherlands , the Mollican 
takeover of that train. I am an ex-soldier 
and former Marine. Need I say more? I 
feel there should be an international 
strike unit of marksmen and psycholog
ical experts ready to strike anywhere at 
any time at any place with international 
immunity. This should be a force similar 
to Interpol but with more leeway to 
executing hijackers and political ter
rorists. I may sound a little eccentric but 

I am ready to organize if the rest ot' you 
professionals are ready to come to the aid 
of innocent civilians who come helplessly 
under siege of fanatics walking around in 
the streets of this world. 

Thank you kindly, 
R.E. Mills 
Columbia, S.C. 

P.S. Bring those M.F.s to their knees. 

Gentlemen: 
I'm writing in to correct the article by 

Dana Drenkowski on the "Operation 
Linebacker 2" article . He states in the 
course of it that Lt. Randy Cunningham's 
RSO was a Willie Duncan . This is wrong. 
His ''backseater' ' on this mission and in 
fact for all five of his MIG kills was Lt. 
Willie Driscoll. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 
Tom Murphy 
Phila. , Pa. 

Mr. Steele: 
Much appreciate your notes on the 

Gerber Mark II. I use a Mark One myself, 
the old one, before the sawteeth came in. 

My respect for your professionalism 
causes me to write: someone 's been slip
ping you a line as to the Panmunjom axe 
murders (the CP #3 massacre , some here 
call it). Probably someone from the 
Second Division-none of them were 
there . 

SJlortsmen! Ste' into the Future 
with Tomorrow s Sporting Arms Today 
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HECKLER & KOCH's UNIQUE, WORLD FAMOUS LINE OF RIFLES & PISTOLS: MODERN, RELIABLE, ACCURATE, 
RUGGED, EASY TO HANDLE, MINIMUM MAINTENANCE, HIGH-QUALITY. 

YOU CAN BE THE FIRST TO OWN ONE OF H&K's " FAMOUS FIRSTS" 

H & K' s SEMI-AUTOMATIC SPORTER SERIES 
Ideal for the Outdoorsman 

HK 91 /93 A-3 Models Available with retractable stock. Also polygon bore, select 
and match grades. 

HK 93A-2 

Lgth: 37" 

WI : 7.6 lbs 

-~ 
HK91A-3 ~ • 

Lgth: 40.25" Wt : 9.37 lbs. 
HK 93A-3 

H&K AUTOMATIC DOUBLE-ACTION PISTOL SERIES 

• A 1ea1 big game s1opper1 8 roun(I<, 111· 
stanlly ready 

• Weighs less 1t1an 1wo pounds 

• Polygon bo1e 1nsu1es accU1acy 

• Delayed r0Ue1·lockea s•Oe 1era1ds •C 

'°'' 

power 

• Weighs IWO J)OUllU!> • K•ls to• 32 and 25 cal also avallrtblc 

• Rcl!ab1e - accurale • Per1ec1 tor lhe oackpacker 

• ~:r'.:~:::,s::~gonoorean=oela•fed • Ligh1weoghl (169oz) 

• Qp11mum sidearms lor every 0111· 
doorsman 

Ask your dealer about all olthe exciting new H&K guns or write for our20-page 
color catalog. Please include $1 .00 for postage and handling. 

H&K Semi-Auto Rifle Series: A Sportsworld " First" 

HK300 .22 Magnum FIRST OUT! Only 
Semi-Auto .22 Cal In the world with poly
gon bore. Accurate (1" @ 100 yds). A 
shooter's dream. 

(Larger calibers 
available soon HK630 

Lgth: 39.4" Wt. : 5.7 lbs. .223 Cal.; HK no .308 Cao. 

Heckler & Koch, Inc. 
Attn: Dept. ZN 

933 N. Kenmore St. , Suite 218 
Arlington, Va. 22201 
(703) 525-3182 
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I serve in the U.S. Army Support 
Group/ Joint Security Area. I saw the 
fight from front to back. True, Cpt. 
Bonifas was not armed, according to 
some. Bu t Lt. Barrett was, as were all the 
other JSA security guards. 

No one drew : and this was the ULTI
TIMATE in bravery; fighting axes, knives 
and pipes , bare handed . Sure, we took 
two losses. The Neutral Nations folks said 
the KPA admitted to three on their side, 
but from personal observation , it was 
actually closer to six. 

Had the men drawn , it would have 
been a blood bath . Inside 60 seconds 200 
KPA troops armed with AKs to our .45s 
would have wiped us out. So Lt. Barrett , 
after Bonifas got greased in the initial 
five seconds , jumped into a rice paddy to 
protect one of his men who was being 
pressed hard to defend himself. Lt. 
Barrett was drowning that KPA slime in 
the mud when he got it. We ' re authorized 
.45s . Most of us carry blades or nunchaku 
concealed. We are not total fools, sir , so 
we keep the edge. But we have to abide 
by the Armistice, like it or -not, so we 
make do. 

As to martial arts, well, I' ve never seen 
such a bunch of South Korean and G.I. 
ass -kickers in my life! Despite the reputa
tion of the NKs , they took three times our 
losses, des pite a 2-1 advantage in num
bers and superiority of weapons . We can 
fight. 

By the way, guys , this stuff may or may 
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not be classified. I don 't really know . But 
I can 't stand by and watch someone , even 
if they mean well , feed you false informa
tion. 

Name Withheld upon Request 

Dear Sirs: 
Relative to your story concerning the 

recruitment of mercenaries in England, 
especially a " Colonel Dungan and Mr. 
Panos ", you will find that they and other 
names that slip my mind at the moment 
have at various times acted as a cover for 
the Special Branch of Scotland Yard , MS, 
or the SAS , and when they are not re
cruiting tools for mercenary work in 
Africa, they have been known to try to in
filtrate people into the Irish Republican 
Army. 

There has been quite a scandal in 
British police circles regarding the news
paper ex pose of this type of infiltration 
because most of the cases involving 
people so infiltrated into the Provisional 
IRA have been dismissed with prejudice. 

I am somewhat familiar , from the 
English and Iri sh press , with their intel
ligence operations in Irelan d , and would 
adv ise anyone who wan ts to be a mer
cenary in Africa to stay the hell out of Ire
land . 

I do not feel like disclosing my own 
identity at this moment , but if you would 
want more information about the life 
expectancy of American mercenaries in
volving themselves with British Inte l-

ligence, please indicate it in your next 
issue. 

We received this letter. unsigned, fro m 
Ft. Lauderdale. Florida. We have no con
finnation at this time concerning the 
charges regarding "Colonel Dungan" or 
"Mr. Panos." We would. however, be 
interested to see the author 's comments 
about mercenaries involved with British 
Intelligence. -ED. 

Dear Sir: 
I was rather surprised at the amount of 

feedback in the Spring 77 issue to my 
letter which you published in the Winter 
77 issue . I would like to answer here a few 
of the comments and add a thing or two. 

Mr. S.D .H. reminded us all that the 
M-1 6 family was originated by Armalite . 
The term " Colt" was used to distinguish 
between the two systems in the same 
sense as John M. Browning's .45 is called 
a Colt .45. It was not my intention to 
imply that the name "Colt" made it bad. 

In reference to Mr. J .D. Hall 's com
ments, he condemns the Arl80 stock 
des ign for folding the wrong way for 
right-handed shooters. In fact, the stock 
is des igned correctly for right-handed 
shooters, while those wh ich fold to the 
right side of the weapon , such as t he 
Gali!. are designed incorrectly. In use, 
the right hand (of the right-handed 
shooter) should never leave the pistol 
grip; the left hand is used to open the 
stock, work the bolt , or change the 

conti"nu ed .on ae62 -· 
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Length 
Folded = 6 %" 
Opened= 12" 
Weight = 1 lb . 

by W.A. K. 

"ATCH ISSON FOLDING" 
HUNTER 

A weapon as si lent as a s li ght 
breeze - for that uneasy situation. 
Acclaimed by fighting forces, mer
cenaries, and men. of action. 

Amazin.g accuracy through gyro
/1ke action. The kinetic energy pro
duced wi ll penetrate %" plywood at 
20 yards! 

This four bladed hunter is easily 
thrown and always sticks-takes 
down easi ly to fit pocket or pack, 
opens instantly for emergency use. 

Made of high quality, tough carbon 
steel, heat treated to Rockwell 55-
60 Re. with hard black oxide finish. 

Another quality product by W A.K. 
Distributed WORLOW/ DE by: 

B INGHAM LTD. 
3609 Shallowford Rd., N.E. 

Suite 105-D 
Atlanta, Georgia 30340 

PHONE: 404-455-0050 

THE FlLIL(L 

603-609 E. Davis St. Luling, Texas 78648 

7;~E;","';;:,;:~;:;;:e~;;a~;; 
along with a copy of Enclave's letter = 15. 
Enclosed is $1.00. e 

-------Name------
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Se nd letters meant for this column to 
author at Soldier of Fortune, Box 693,. 
Boulder , Colo. 80306. If you desire a 
personal quick reply, send a self
addressed stamped envelope. Because of 
the sensitive nature of the subject 
matter , initials , rather than names of 
wri ters, will be used in print, unless 
requested otherwise. · 

Q. In the Winter '76 SOF, columnist 
Je rry Ahern praised the new Gerber 
Mk. II survival knife. I suppose it is a 
diffe rence of aesthetics and use, but the 
original Gerber Mk. JI Assault Dagger 
looks better to me . An afficionado of 
knives can well appreciate th is dagger's 
Zeitgeist , the sinuous length-b lade
curve ratio, its spiritual haft , in a very 
real sense tendering empowerment to 
its possessor. Truly a tribute to Gerber 
designer, Al Mar, who also developed the 
Mark l . 

If 1 had my way with the proper military 
authorities, I would have the Gerber 
Mark II designated as the official sidearm 
of our Special Forces . After all , the 
Bri tish Commandos have their Fairbairn . 

R.P.S., Brookline, Mass. 

A. As you point out, the older Mark II 
is more useful as a combat field knife and 
killing dagger. The original Mark II had 
a slim, angled blade with no sawteeth . 
The angle of the blade was designed to 
more easily find the heart when the knife 
was thrust between the fourth and fifth 
rib; obviously, this was only a theoretical 
advantage. and the angle was dropped 
from later production. Bob Brown, 
Green Beret publisher of SOF, carried . 
one of these early daggers in Vietnam. I 
also have one in my collection, flecked 
with blood rust left by its previous owner , 
an operative in Southeast Asia . 

The second major Mark II design had a 
slim , non-angled blade with sawteeth . 
This is my favorite version of the Mark JI 
a lethal beauty . However, some soldier~ 
reported the slim blade would not stand 
up to heavy jungle use, so Gerber beefed 
up the width of the blade to its current 
dimensions. A limited-production diving 
knife, the Neptune, was also produced, 

using the Mark Ii desig n with a stainless 
blade and yellow-painted handle. 

Most Special Forces recruiting litera
ture shows the Green Beret with the old 
Sykes-Fairbairn Commando knife , the 
d rawbacks of which are well known. I 
think the Gerber Mark II would make an 
excellent limited-issue knife for the 
Special Forces , just as the Case V-42 
stiletto was issued to its predecessor, the 
First Special Service Force of World 
War II. Of course, there have been some 
other popular knives among Special 
Forces troopers, such as the Randall 
Model 18 Attack-Survival, not to mention 
the more mundane Camillus Pilot Surviv
al and Ke Bar knives . 

Q. I had the good fortune of seeing 
your book, Secre ts of Modern Knife 
Fighting, just recent ly, and I must say 
that it is an outstanding work on the sub
ject. I am a police officer by profession, 
g raduate of severa l criminal investigation 
schools . I am also an ex-Marine sergeant 
with experience in boxing, jiu-kitsu, and 
hold a first dan Black Belt in Tae Kwon 
Do. 

I have recently completed a bio
graphical work on the famous Jim Bowie 
Bowie : The Man and the Era, which will 
be in print shortly. Naturally, no book on 
Bowie could fail to at least mention the 
famous Bowie knife and the technique of 
its use. My book contains an entire 
chapter on the subject, a chore in itself, 
especially when one comes upon legends, 
rumors, and fiction. (My research began 
in 1968 and has taken me to no less than 
seven states and at least twice that many 
historical societies and museums .) 

The Bowie style of knife fighting . as 
taught in the south in the 1830s and 40s. 
is the sabre grip and stance style used by 
J ack Styers in his book, Cold Steel. What 
little information about such schools 
exists is very frag mentary, but it in
d icates that Bowie-knife fighting was 
based on sabre-fencing techniques, the 
cut, slash, and thrust method which the 
late Col. J ames Bowie made famous. 

Bowie's duels and encounters were al
most invariably short. He used the prin 
ciple of reach and disable, that is, attack 
the opponent's knife hand. Once dis-

continued on page 74 
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"IT MOST BE TROE . .. I READ IT IN THE PAPER" 
Remember how that proclamation 

always settled an argument when the facts 
were in dispute? Now, it just doesn't seem 
to have the ring of authority it once had, 
does it? 

Or remember when the editorial page 
was just that ... the only place where 
editors expressed their views and opinions? 
Nowadays it seems one-side.d editorializing 
runs from page one to the back page. 

HERE AT LAST ..... . 
The Newspaper You Can Trust 

Yes, it's here at last. A newspaper you 
can really trust. If you want to get the side 
of today's headline stories from the stand
point of the taxpayers, voters and con
sumers, you will find everything you want 
in the pages of the SPOTLIGHT. 

SPOTLIGHT is aimed at the broad mass 
of Americans who know that something is 
radically wrong, but get only platitudes 
from their political leaders, and distortions 
and coverups from the liberal press. 

For example, did you get the full story 
concerning: 
• How A Foreign Nation Controls Your 

Congress 
• The Great Drug Coverup 
• Sex Deviates May Be Teaching Your 

Children 
• U.S. Moving Toward One-World 

Government 
• Terror of Boston Busing Exposed 
• New Facts About the Mysterious 

Bilderbergers 

• ls Zionism "Racist?" 
• National "Scoop" On Beginning Of 

Conflict In Spanish Sahara, How This 
Battle Over Phosphate Will Raise Your 
Food Bill 

• Workable Steam Engine For Cars 
Developed By Lone California Inventor 

• Red Agents Swarm Capitol Hill 
• "Cancer Cure" Covered Up 
• Panama Giveaway Serves Goal Of Soviet 

Sea Power 
• The Coverup Of Herpes Simplex Type 2-

Virulent And Incurable VD Spreading 
Among Youth, Thanks to Sex Promis
cuity Education In Tax -Financed Schools 

• How Congress Sneaked A Pay Raise 
For Themselves 

• American Monitor Poll Dwarfs Gallup & 
Harris-And Gives Opposite Results 

• Urban Renewal-Nation's Biggest Graft 
• Coca Cola's Vast Conflict Of Interest In 

Carter Administration 
• CIA Spends At Least $ 6 Billion Per Year

Not A Penny Accounted For In U.S. 
Budget 

• IRS Tortures Woman 
• More Than 20 Carter People Belong To 

Trilateral Commission 
• The FDA Persecutes Cancer Victims And 

Permits Cocaine In Soft Drinks 
• Truths About Marijuana The Media 

Distorts, Suppresses And Ignores 
This is but a smattering of the features 

and exclusive news you will find in 
the SPOTLIGHT. 

Subscribe today to see for yourself. 

I THE 
PAPER 

YOU CAN 
TRUST 

------------------~----------------, 
SPOTLIGHT (Please list additional names and addresses 
300 Independence Ave., S.E. for gift subscriptions on separate paper 
Washington, D.C. 20003 and attach.) 
Dear Sirs: Please send me subscriptions to SPOTLIGHT as indicated below. 

20 weeks at $6.00 $ ___ _ 

52 weeks at $12.00 $ ___ _ 

TOTALENCLOSED $~~~-

Name~-----~~-------------------------Address _______________________________ _ 

City, State, Zip -----------------------------

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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RUGGED ORIGINAL 

FALLSCHIRMSPRINGERSTEIFEL 
GERMAN PARATROOPER BOOTS 
Now available for custom orders. 
Prized jump boots for all Airborne per
sonnel. Rugged beyond compare. 
Smooth black leather with a patented 
lacing system . Lined w ith supple calf
skin and padded for protection . Closed 
tongue. Waterproofed . Double-stitched . 
Non-slip rubber heel and half-sole over 
leather base . European sizes 39-4 7 
(US 6-12) Narrow, regular & wide. 
Shortages require 10 weeks deliv-
ery. MC, SAC accepted. Phone 
404-943-9336 today' U .S .A. & A.P.O . 
Addresses only. Or send paym ent to : 

BRIGADE QUARTERMASTERS LTD. 

P.O. BOX 108-l POWDER SPRINGS, GA., 30073 

INTRODUCTORY OFFER .. $88.95 PPD 

COMMUNICATIONS 
THE Vil AL KEY 

TO COMMAND! 

NOW FOR YOU, SUPERB 
COMMUNICATIONS AT A 

FRACTION OF GOVT. COST 

This lightweight (Magnes ium Alloy Case) 
FM radio is bu i lt to take roughest use, has 2 
Km range. An y crystal channe l from 47 to 
55.4 MHz . Comes complete wi th auxiliary 
handset, aeri al, ca rrying strap. 

USED SURP' US, $ 35.00 
REM ' FG TO GOVT. SPECS $ 150.00 
TESTED SURPLUS BATTERY $ 7.00 

ALL ITEMS SHIPPED PREPAID; LARGE 
PARTS STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND 

AN /COM 
ELECTRONICS 

5521 Cleon, No, Hollywood, CA 91601 
(213) 769-5518 
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IN 
REVIEW 

A Coffin Full of Dreams by Frisco Hitt. 
Bantam Books (paperback) $1.95. 

Even a casual glance at our culture 
since the beginning of this century re
veals that much of its flavor, substance, 
and direction has been determined by the 
mass media: fads , fashions, and even 
forceable changes , some with shock ,' 
some gently , insidiously-by movies , 
radio and television, particularly tele
vision newscasts. "Detente" quickly be
comes a household word. "Mercenary," 
thanks to satellite communications, 
emerges from vocabulary tests and cross
word puzzles into our everyday language 
with amazing rapidity. 

We saw those romantic, modern 
soldiers of fortune on our screens nightly, 
as the networks made hay during the 
Congo civil war and during American use 
of mercenaries in Southeast Asia. Ah, 
could exploitation be far behind this kind 
of exposure? Of course not, and soon the 
predictable swarm of predatory writers 
swooped down to mine this rich vein of 
adventure genre . Among the results is A 
Coffin Full of Dreams. 

Faced with a bundle of flaws and faux 
pas from which to choose , I decided, as a 
weapons expert , to take aim at Coffin's 
flagrant disregard of accuracy in the 
technicalities of arms . It would seem that 
the minimum effort required of even our 
rush-it-into-print authors would be a 
visit to the local library where a bit of 
research would uncover what weapons 
are or were germane to a particular 
period, country , or war, 

Much to our loss , Mr. Hitt appears to 
have eschewed this elementary step. 
What's ·more , M.r. Hitt-unless he has 
written in a tongue-in-cheek style which 
escaped me-seems to be almost totally 
unaware of the weapons used by a 
modern mercenary. Almost hilariously , 
the favorite weapon, according to Coffin, 
of all mercenaries in Africa is the .45 
caliber, Angolan-made automatic pistol 
called the Kiwi. This pistol , swash
buckled about Africa (the locale of Cof
fin), has a retractile trigger , is water
·proof, anti-magnetic and, of course , 
shockproof. As an arms dealer and a 
student of military history , I know of sev
eral Kiwis, none of which is particularly 
lethal. One is a rather retiring bird of 

New Zealand, another a brand of shoe 
polish. 

Weapons come and go in this fantasy . 
At one point Mr. Hitt's phantoms carry 
Czech assault rifles (which I presume to 
be model 58Ps in 7.62mm) _and bitch con
stantly about their inaccuracy (I've 
fired the entire AK series and found not 
the slightest inaccuracy) . . Assault rifles 
change to carbines; SMGs become 
LMGs; the wondrous Kiwi automatic 
changes into a revolver artd back again', 
and mythical guns such as the heavy 
DeHaviland machine gun extricate the'se 
mercenaries from every scrape. Con
fusion reigns-at least for the reader-as 
machine pistols are always available but 
carry no brand nor model name nor ar 
pear to be of any caliber ·at all . All tols 
may have confused even the mercenaries . 
At any rate, they carry 400 rounds each 
for their Kiwis , but only 250 rounds for 
their assault rifles! But who could take a 
rifle seriously that changes irtto a carbine 
the moment it is taken into battle? 

If the technical flaws in Coffin dismay 
even the mildly technically minded 
reader, the florid style and inchoate plot 
may have him dropping this paperback 
entirely and searching late-night tele
vision for James Bond. In preparing to do 
battle with American Special Forces in 
the Congo, Mr . Hitt 's mercenaries train 
in a camp of 500 men! In one of the more 
amusing lines , a camp trainer fires his 
carbine from the hip because " a good 
automatic carbine at the hip of a deter
mined man in a camouflaged jungle suit 
is worth a light machine gun." 

They blast their way out of a walled-up 
train and through jeeps full of African 
soldiers. They take nuns as lovers and 
spend three years on an abandoned farm , 
improbably celebrating and enjoying 
domesticity and farming. But perhaps 
nothing should surprise us about men 
who can have the headlights on their jeep 
shot out and then use their light an hour 
later to set charges. 

Throughout this journalistic fantasy 
there clings the redolence of the Congo in 
the 1960s and the wrenching reports of 
savage cruelty from that unfortunate 
area. If Coffin were to be taken seriously 
(impossible , I trust), the favorite torture 

continued on page b4 
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As a "Gun Pro" trainee at North American 
WE SHOW YOU HOW TO APPLY FOR A FEDERAL FIREARMS LICENSE 

If you qualify otherwi se, you may 
obtain a Federa l License to buy and sell 
guns, ammunition and accessories with
out inventory . . . whil e you are st ill a 
student at North American . 

This means you can begin making 
extra cash almost immed iately-order
ing guns for others on a cost-plus basis. 
It also helps you get sta rted toward a 
business of your own . . . if that is what 
you want afte r you graduate. 

progress 

Evervthing Explained in 
Easy-to-Understand Language so 
Even a Beginner Can Follow 

Ex pl ana tio ns include photos, di agra ms. drawin gs 
and charts. We send you all the tools you need so 
you actua lly learn by doing as you follow the 
lessons. You rece ive cara logs, ba rgai n bul let ins. 
requi re ment s ro r Federa l Fi rea rms Lice nse. 

SPECIAL 
TOOLS AND 

~o~~!~~e~~i!n l~~g~~ ~i~~ ••• t II 
gunsmith's screwdrive rs, hon- ..J 
ing stones, checkering tools, ;c 
pu l l and drop ga uge, plus much, ::;: I 
much more. 0 

First and Only Complete 
Course of its Kind. 

Y ou get it all ! H ow Lo buy and 
sell guns ... custo mi ze. repa ir and 
accur ize them .. . fi t and fin is h s tocks ~ 
... do ha nd-loadi ng ... zero-in scopes 
.. . understa nd ba lli st ics .. . resto re 
a n t ique firearms . .. use b lack pow-
der we a pons ... im po rt g un s .. . 
adj us t chokes . . . a nd answe r eve ry q uestio n a bo ut 
a lm os t a nyt h in g in t he fi e ld o f gu ns . a mmun iti o n 
o r shooti ng! 

Because you s tudy at home, you ca n go as fas t as yo u 
want .. . o r ta ke it as easy as yo u wish . Set yo ur own 
pace. Finish the course in m o nths ... or iake up to two 
yea rs. You a rc guided each step of the way by o ur 
expe rt facul ty .. . and tested to m ake su re you unde r
sta nd each lesso n hefo re yo u go o n to the nex t. 

When you complete the co urse. you wi ll be awa rded 
a handsome Diploma that proc laims you a "GUN 
PRO." It 's !') Uit able fo r fr aming, a nd you ca n proudly 
display i t in your own shop 
o r wherever you wo rk . 
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GUNS ARE BIG BUSINESS Gun repair, custom ammo-mak ing, 
sporterizing, custom-stock ing, sa les-al l are big profit opportunities for the expert. 

Now at home in your spare t ime. you can learn the bas ics you need to become that 
expert - and ma ke the kind of money you •deserve. 

The surg ing demand for al l kinds of guns during the past few years 
has crea ted a need for men who rea lly know guns. Repairmen in 

many part s of the country are often swamped with work. Long 
wa it ing periods for even si mple repairs are not unusual. 

Now is the t ime to ge t in on the ground f loor! --------------, '· MAIL THIS HANDY POSTAGE- I 
Cu~~l~,;,~!~!s~~=l~~!~~e~~~J ~:n:l s) I 
along dou ed line. Fill in coupon-envelope. Seal all I 

sides (staple, tape or pasce). Ma il today ! NO 
cc..i.,. POSTAG E STA MP IS NECESSARY! I .,1:.''' Gun Sales Boom Means 
f\\ll Big Profits for Repairmen I 

G uns are b ig b usi ness ... and so is f ix ing them! 
The re are more than 20 mill ion h un te rs p lus more I 
mi ll ions o f target shoo ters, gun col lec tors and 
owners in the U.S. today. But there are oflen not 
enough sk illed gunsm iths to repa ir the guns with- I 
out long w ai ting per iods durin g the busy season 
in many part s of the country. No wonder the I 
op portuni t ies a re so great fo r the ski l led repa ir-
man. Now the d oor is open to yo u. Dept. 00000. I 

Nam e Age __ 

1 Address~----------------~ 

City Sta te Zip _ _ __ _ 

_ FOL_D ~~ALF _HERE-· SE~L~L_L~D_E:....::TAP~E~R_ TA P:)~N_D_'.:1~1 L 

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 

FIRST CLASS 
PERMIT No. 363 

NEWPORT BEAC H 
CALI F. 

No Post age Stamp Necessa ry If Ma i led in the United States 
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-- I NORTH AMERICAN 

SCHOOL OF FIREARMS = I 
•

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY 

t 
I "Careers through Home Study" = I 
I 4500 Campus Drive -- I 

University Plaza 
Send for FREE FACTS 

NO POST AGE NEEDED 
North American School of Firearms, 4500 Campus Dr., 
... Dept. 00000, Newport Beach, CA 92663. 

'I Newport Beach, CA 92663 = I 
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Bulletin Board 
JEFF COOPER REPORTS 

Jeff forwarded the following extract of 
a letter from a client dated 23 June 1977: 

"Last night about 6 pm there was 
another kidnap attempt. A group ofter
rorists was waiting in the parking lot 
where "X" (a mutual friend, also an 
American Pistol Institute graduate) parks 
his car. One sportsman had a Thompson 
SMG. "X" was unarmed, so he took the 
Tommy away from the terrorist. killed 
him. and opened fire on the others. He 
was wounded but he did not lose con
sciousness - nor did he let go of the SMG 
all the way to the hospital. Good man/·' 

Cooper comments , " People sometimes 
ask me what a man can do against a 
machine gun. This is an inspiring an
swer." 

FUNDS TO RHODESIA ... 
Last issue we noted contributions can 

be sent to Rhodesia to assist in the strug
gle against Communist terrorists, c/ o 
The Border Fund Private Bag 309B, 
Salisbury, Rhodesia; or to: The Terrorist 
Victims' Relief Fund, Box 3897, Salis
bury, Rhodesia. Such contributions 
should only be sent in the form of cash or 
Traveler's checks since the UN embargo 
makes it difficult if not impossible for 
the Rhodesian's to cash personal checks. 

"UNIT-T-SHIRTS" 

1. "LA LEGION" - FRANCE 

4. "U.S. SPECIAL FORC " -

5. "PARA-REGT" - EN 

6. "CANADIAN PARA-REG 

7. "U.S. PARA-WING" - (N 

8. "SOLDIERS OF FORTUNE' 

24. "MO"'~~~~~~t.: 
25. "YEAR OF THE 
26. "DRAGOtCt7-'. _,.,,. 

shirts may be dyed light gr 

out att..,ting the design. 

rf, , CUSTOM UNIT DESIG 

Custom' ~f,'"'!r:;;;gns undertaken 
_7 r_./7~:._ 

••NBftCE" 

TASER AVAILABILITY ... 
The "Taser" is a new, non-lethal, 

highly effective weapon, orig inally de
veloped as an anti-hijacking weapon 
which could be used in flight without 
risking damage to the aircraft or pas
sengers. 50,000 volt shock power imobil
izes assailant in 2-3- seconds but doesn 't 
destroy tissue or rupture vital internal 
organs . At close range, Taser has more. 
effective stopping power than .38. No 
recoil , low noise, easily and effectively 
aimed. Can be used re peatedly. Also 
contains powerful flashlight which can 
be used until Taser weapon system is 
needed . For free descriptive pamphlet 
write: Quality Creations, Dept. 3, 2801 
Biscayne Drive, Youngstown, Ohio 
44505. 

RHODESIAN TRUST ... 
In late May Rhodesian forces thrust 47 

miles into Mozambique where they over
ran four guerrilla bases and seized a 
major town in Rhodesia's longest military 
operation outside its borders. Hypocrites 
in U.S. State Dept. and UN condemned 
the raid but remained quite about Mo
zambique-sponsored terrorist ops into 
Rhodesia. Rhodesians should have in
itiated such raids when terrorist attacks 
began in 1967. 

THE LIMITED EOITIONOF "KIM" PRINTS 
-... DISCONTINUED. 
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OPPORTUNITIES IN RHODESIA ... 
We understand that there are numer

ous civilian opportunities for skilled 
workers, technicians, etc. in Rhodesia 
due to the fact that a large percentage of 
the skilled population has been called up 
for military duty. In some cases, the Rho
desian government or firms will reim
burse individuals for their airfare to 
Rhodesia. For further information write: 
Ministry oflmmigration, Information and 
Tourism, Box 8232, Causeway, Salisbury, 
Rhodesia. 
MEDIA HELPS RHODESIAN ARMY ... 

U.S . News & World Report, 23 May 
1977, carried objective report on Ameri
cans serving with Rhodesian security 
forces. Some 400 Americans are present
ly fighting in Rhodesia. The article quotes 
Rhodesia's chief recruiting officer, 
Maj. Nick Lamprecht as saying, " Many 
of them, perhaps most, are ideologically 
committed ta the struggle against 
Communism. Others simply find war
time soldiering a rewarding profession, 
much more fulfilling than service in a 
peacetime army." A private's basic pay 
is $338 a month ; a major - the highest 
rank held by a foreigner - receives 
$1,078. July issue of Penthouse also 
carried article in American vets fight ing 
in Rhodesia. 
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NEW 9mm MAMBA ..• 
A new semi-auto pistol , the Mamba, is 

being produced in Southern Africa . Es
sent ialy designed to be a production
line combat auto, it has a number of 
combat fe atures built in as standard . 
Constructed out of stainless steel , is 
equ ipped with ambi-dextrous speed 
. safties , high-profile fixed sights and an 
adjustable main spring. Later models in 
.45 cal. are planned; for police and 
military use a model will be offered with a 
fully automatic three-round burst cap
ability with a cyclic rate of 1,500 rounds 
per minute . SOF wi ll carry a feature story 
on this new weapon in a subsequent 
issue . 

VIETNAM SNIPERS ... 
We would like to correspond with any· 

one who served as a sniper in Vietnam; 
are seeking photos of same. Please pro· 
vide documentation with original corres
pondence. Write: Editor, c/ o SOF. 

DAVID BUFKIN ... 
SOF will carry the second installment 

of the adventures of David Bufkin in the 
next issue . Since going to press with our 
las t issue there have been several de
velopments concerning Bufkin which we 
are still investigating. 

MERC WORK IN UGANDA? .•. 
We have heard rumors concerning the· 

recruitment of meres for another invasion 
attempt of Uganda. We have no hard 
information regarding this subject, 
therefore, please do not contact us re
garding further details. 

INTERNATIONAL SERVICES ASSOCIATES, INC. 
LICENSED PROFESSIONAL 

SPECIALIZED RESEARCH AND 
DMLOPMENT 

SPEOAL WEAPONS AND TACTICS (S.W.A.T. RELATED) 

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AFFAIRS 

• FOREIGN AFFAIRS SERVICES 
• MULTILINC' l•L EXPEOmNG SERVICES 
• BUSINESS COORDINATING. PUBUC RELATIONS ANALYSIS. 

SALES PROMOTION SERVICES 
• INTERNATIONAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES 
• COURIER SERVICES 
• INTERNATIONAL TROUBLESHOOTING SERVICES 
• IMMEDIATELY ADAPTIVE TO THE INTRICACIES OF ANY 

ASSIGNMENT 

INSTRUCTION EXCLUSMLY FOR 
LAW ENFORCEMENT AND 

GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES IN: 

• INmAL ORGANIZATION AND MAINTENANCE OF S W.A.T. 
TEAMS (SECURITY FORCES) 

• TACTICAL PERSONNEL EMPLOYMENT OPERATIONS 
• AUGMENTATIVE UTILIZATION OF SPECIAL WEAPONS 
• SNIPER SUPPRESSION AND CONTROL 

• SUPPRESSION OF URBAN GUERRILLA WARFARE AND 
ORGANIZED TERRORISM 

• SCUBA TACTICS (PERSONNEL CERTIFICATION IS AVAILABLE) 

CLIVE MASON KIA ... 
• SAFE HANDLING OF EXPLOSIVES (IMPROVISED. COMMERCIAL 

AND MILITARY) 
• EXPEDIENT ENTRY AND CONTROL TECHNIQUES \MTH 

EXPLOSIVES AND BOOBYTRAPS 

INTERNATIONAL SERVICES ASSOCIATES, INC. 
REGIONAL OFFICE 

POST OFFICE BOX 1143 
PUNTA GORDA, FLORIDA 33950 

TELEPHONE (305) 893·4344 

Clive Mason, who we met during our 
last trip to Rhodesia, was recently KIA. 
No details concerning circumstances. 
Mason, an Australian who was a grad
uate of the English sniper school and 
Vietnam vet, was serving as a sniper 
instructor to the Rhodesian Selous scouts. 
Mason was an outstanding trooper and 
will be missed by his comrades. 

DOMESTIC FOREIGN 

(APPOINTMENT ONLY) 
Copyrighl1t1trvt d . 
Paten111ppll1dlortnSoulhAlr1n 1nd W•1I 
Gu rn1ny. 

Reviewed by Robert Baldwin 
continued on page 19 

Special Warfare Prints 
(set of 8 limited edition originals signed by the artist.) 

These black and white 13 " x 6 11 prints have never 
been o ffered before. They depict the development of 
unconventional warfare in eight highly detailed 
drawings, from Major Robert Rogers to a special 
forces team in Vietnam. 

This series is printed on high quality paper stock 
and is ready to frame individually or as a series. It will 
make a great addition to office, quarters, mess halls, 
training rooms, or day rooms. A truly unconventional 
gift idea for the professional soldier or collector. 

Mr. Hill is a renowned artist with many awards to 
his credit. He has spent several years in the U.S. 
Army rising through the ranks to Cpt. Inf. He has 
combined two major areas of interest to produce 
these beautiful works of art. 

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE 

Special Forces 

List of Illustrations 
1. Minute Men 5 . Geronimo 
2. Rogers Rangers 6 . T E. Lawrence 
3 . The Swamp Fox 7. Rangers 
4 . Col. John Mosby 8 . Special Forces - Vietnam 

r-- -- ---- - - - ORDER FORM -- - -- -- - - -
Send $12.50 (Plus si.50 shipping & handling) 
TO: SPECIAL EDITIONS 

6512 BELMORE LN. 
HOPKINS, MINN. 55343 

NAME~~~-~----------------

AD DRESS--~--~~~---~~-----~ 
ClTY __________ STATE ___ ZIP ___ _ 
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SOLDIER OF FORTUNE READER SERVICE 

I 
ISSUE NUMBER ONE $2.50 
American Mercenaries in Africa/Under
water Knife Fighting Techniques/Israeli 
Gali! Assault Rifle/First Round Kills at 900 
Meters/"Mad" Mike Hoare and His "Meres" 
Attempt to Invade Angola/Jeff Cooper on 
Rhodesia/Flying F-4's for the U.S. and Is
rael 

ISSUE NUMBER FIVE $2.50 
Terror in Beirut: An Inside Look at the PLO/ 
Meres of the American Revolution /Evalua
tion of the American t80 and Star PD .45/ 
War in Rhodesia /Snake Bite /Spinning 
Death /Ralph Thorsen: Modern Day Bounty 
Hunter /Murder in Luanda /SOF Interviews 
Sir Robert Thompson 

ISSUE NUMBER TWO $2.50 
War in Angola : Meres in Action/Recon 
Team Tennessee/Special Forces Desert 
Training/Jeff Cooper's Rhodesian Update/ 
Bayo-Pawley Affair: A Plot to Destroy JFK 
and Invade Cuba!/Mythologies of the Ter
rorist War /Free Lance Paramedics Jump 
into Honduras 

11-" .......... 
Opendl
lnGWltetnlllll Sl-IU-

.... 

ISSUE NUMBER SIX $2.50 
SOF Interviews Rhodesian Army Recruiting 
Officer /SOF Recon: Action in Southern Afri 
ca/Blades for Concealment/Black Water . 
Bodies & Bombs /Detonics .45 Auto: Test 
and Evaluation/NRA Survival School / 160 
Hours Beneath the Mississippi /Paramedics 
in Guatemala /Big Bore Blasters 

ISSUE NUMBER THREE $2.50 
SOF Interviews a Nam Vet-FNLA Mere/ An-

B
ola Flashbacks/Operation Diablo/"Mad 
og " Callan: A Mere Runs Amok/Rhodesia 

Is Ready/Arrest in Zaire/Murderous Skies 
of Mozambique/Vietnam Disaster /Chal
lenge of Deep Sea Diving /Evaluation of the 
Bushmaster ar.d S&W M-76 SMG 

ISSUE NUMBER SEVEN $2.50 
Betrayal in Vietnam I American Mere 
Destroys Cuban Espionage Ring / 
Rhodesia - " Castle Keep " I Opera
tion Linebacker / R-76 Submachine 
Gun I M-16: Terror or Toy I Sentry 
Removal 

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE BACK ISSUES ALL SIX 

0 
BACK ISSUES 
FOR ONLY 
$12.00 0 #1 

$2.50 0 #2 o#3 o#5 o#6 o -#7 
$2.50 $2.50 $2.50 $2.50 $2.50 
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$10.00 

YESI I WOULD LIKE A SIX ISSUE SUBSCRIPTION TO SOLDIER OF FORTUNE 
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ADDRESS LABEL 
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HERE 
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D MY PAYMENT IS ENCLOSED. AMOUNTS __ (PAYMENT WITH ORDER REQUIRED FOR BINDERS, BACK ISSUES) 

D PLEASE BILL ME (APPLIES ONLY TO NEW SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS WITHIN THE U.S.) 
ALLOW UP TO 60 DAYS FOR FIRST COPY OF YOUR SUBSCRIPTION SOF-24 
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NEW!!' 
from 

ROCKET SURPLUS 
SALES 

Waffen SS cami fatigues 
of the finest quality made 
from the original patterns. 
Jackets, pants, helmet 
covers, caps. 

For information & 
prices send 
ROCKET SURPLUS 
SALES, 
2229 Vandalia, 
Collinsville, Ill. 62234 

I 

Now: Two fantastic books about 
the Oriental weapon - Nunchaku 

"THE NUNCHAKU & 
POLICE TRAINING" 
$3.95, 69 pages, P/ B 
with photos and 
many diagrams . An 
indispensable hand
book for Nunchaku 
training. 
By JAMES PHILLIPS 

"NUNCHAKU II" 
$6.95, 276 pages. 
Deluxe hardbound . 
The most authori
tative work in 
existance on this 
intriguing weapon . 
Chapters include: 
speciman evaluation, 
Chinese underworld, 
basic and advanced 
techniques, plus 
more. A must for 
any martial arts 
library. 

NUNCHAKU CATALOGUE $1.00 
POSTAGE ON ORDERS $1.00 

Order from: JIM PHILLIPS 
P. 0. BOX 168 

WILLIAMSTOWN, N. J. 08094 U.S.A . 

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE 
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SKY RAIDERS FOM SALE . •. 
Nine Douglas AD-4 Skyraiders are 

available for between $50,000 and 
$60,000. Have between 3 and 4,000 hrs. 
time on airframe; 2-3,000 total time on 
engines. Several are already in U.S. For 
further info, contact Walt Darran, c/o 
SOF. 

WAR IN SIX MONTHS? •.• 
Several sources indicate possibility of 

war involving Bolivia, Chile and Peru. 
Leftist regime in Peru is buying large 
quantities of Soviet arms; Chile where 
ever she can. Both Chile and Peru have 
concentrated large numbers of troops on 
their borders. 

BIET DONG QUAN ... 
Society of Vietnamese Rangers nov. 

have available "Certificates of Award " 
for those troopers who served with the 
Rangers in Nam . Suitable for framing; 4 
color; 81/2 "xll". Price: $10. Order from 
Don Valentine, Box 29965, Atlanta, GA 
30329. BDQ annual reunion will be held 
in Atlanta on 18 Nov. RSVP with $15 is 
required by 1 Oct. For further info contact 
Don Valentine . 

FARMERS WANTED ... 
Several farms are seeking managers in 

Rhodesia. These farms are located in 
terr contested areas ; are relatively large. 
All farm houses are secl' r. ity fenced; 
linked in to the Agri-alert radio system. 
One man can manage 2000 acres, three 
to four could manage several farms con
currently and provide increased security . 
Might even establish your own " A" 
camp! Salary negotiable . For further 
information, contact: Peter Broadley , 
Standard Trust Ltd ., Box 3897 , Salisbury, 
Rhodesia. Phone : 24495. Also, John 
Strong, Rhodesian National Farmers 
Unio1i , Box 1221 , Salisbury, Rhodesia. 
Phone 28515. 

SENSATIONAL INTELLIGENCE 

LETTER 
Describes trends in international 
violence, espionage, karate, 
mercenaries, brawlers. 
Sample $1.00 or $9.00/12 issues. 
ATIENTiON MERCS-atyourown risk , 
discrete, quarterly, intnl . listing of your 
specialty. Subscribers $1.00/year 
Non-subscribe rs $.3.00/year. 
No middleman-all contacts direct. 

Horizone, Box 67, St. Charles, MO. 
6:3:301 

U.S. Military Knives 
Brand new! Made for the U. S. Armed 
Forces - not foreign copies. Sat isfact ion 

or your money b ac~ I I I I I 

Marine Corps Combat Knife: The blade 
is parkeri ze d ; the handl e and sheath are 
treated with prese rvat ive to prevent fun
gus, rot , etc . This combat knife has a 7" 
blade so strong that 3/ 4" of it can be 
clamped in a vise, and a 185 lb. m an ca n 
sit on the ha ndl e without breaki ng the 
tip. Order No. 5? 84. $ 1 1. 95 each. 

Air Force Survival Knife: s" saw-backed 
blad e of tough parkeri zed steel, lea ther 
handle and hammer but t. Me tal-tipped 
sheath with lanyard and sharpening 
stone. Order No. OKP-1. $ 10.50 each. 

U.S. Army Machete: Right out of the 
factory wrap. Made by Ontario for the 
U . S . Army , the parkerized blade 
measures 18". Marked with the manu
facturer' s name and the letters "U.S.". 

Order No. 0 KM- I. $ 6. 5 0 each. 

G.I. Utility 

Pocketknife 

Sta inless and with I 000 uses. Ask any 
boy . Order No. 1760. $5.95 each . 

Coast Guard Knife: Curre nt Issue No. 
160.043/1 / 0. Blunt-ti pped 3-1/8" blade 
(just like the old style Coast Guard jack
knives), can opener, shac kle and origina l 
issue 6' lany ard. Orde r No. CUT-16 0. 
$9. SO each. 

COMMANDO! 

Umited suppl y fro m British Military 
contract overrun. N ATO cont rac t num
ber stamped on the guard. These brand 
new knives are the genuine, original 
British Commando pattern designea by 
the famous Cpatain Fairbairn. Comes 
with original metal tipped sheaths. Order 
No. CD0-1. $ 16.95 each. 

Norwegian 
Laminated Steel 

Fin ished 4 " hunting knife blade, su it able 
for slicing and skinning. Designed for 
fle x ibility - razo r blade ha rd ce nter 
couched in two softer laye rs o f st ee l. 
Jus t waiting fo r you to design the res t. 
Order No. N-10. $3.50 each. No. N-11, 
4 \12" blade. $4. 00 ea., No. N- 15, 6" 
bl ade, $ 5.00. 

We ship your order same day receilll!d. 

Please add $1 .00 per order 
for shipping and insurance. 

Atlanta Cutlery Corporation 
Box 33266F•Decatur, Ga. 30033 

Order anytime - (404) 636-7556 
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the 
ultimate 

the 
M1A. 

Springfield 
Armory's match 

grade MlA 
!semi-automatic 

model of the 
government M141 
delivers up to 20 

rounds of rapid fire wi th 
pinpoint accuracy . The MlA 
was found to be remarkably 

accurate up to 900 meters 
w hen combined wi th the ART 

scope . The MlA has all the 
refined qualities which made 
the M1 Garand, M1 carbine 

and M14, the most dependable 
semi-automatic combat rifles ever 

bu ilt. Contact yo ur local dealer 
or write Springfield Armory for 

cu rren t prices and del ivery time. All 
inquiries please include self 

addressed, 4"x9" stamped envelope. 

111 E. EXCHANGE, DEPT. SF 
GENESEO, ILLINOIS 61254 

309/944-5138 

.~ 

VIGILANTE MAGAZINE 
SUBSCRIBE TODAY! 

1 Year (4 issues) only $8.00 
(U.S., Canada, Mexico) 

A NEW MAGAZ IN E OF PERSONAL SECURITY WITH THE MO T TO : 

- Be tte r tr ied by 12 thancarried by six -

Kenneth Tunm, The Wash ington Post - "The firs t i.~sue, as 
aduertised is ch och full of prac t ical. s teel - .~pi11 cd, lz ard-h i ~ting 

articles 0 1; the real-life side of personal anrl ph ysical sec1mty . " 

Roger Simon, Chicago Sun-Times ·- · "A 11 ew n_ational maga
zirie with step- by-step i11 structio11s fo r gougmg th e ey~s, 

beating th e brains and o th erwise wiping out an yone foo/1sh 
enough 10 mess aroun d with you. " 

Let's make the slreet.s unsafe for the criminaJ s! 

Send to: VIGILANTE MAGAZINE 
. P.O . BOX 31085 - PHOENIX, AZ 85046 

I have enclosed $8.00. Send subscription to : 

Address. ____________ _ 

City ______ state __ Zip __ _ 
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- SPECIAL HANDLING -
Airmail add - $5 .00 

Foreign (Air) add - $8 .00 

'l,l~llll1lIN 
ilNI) 

SI'l,tJ1l'l,lf)N 
Nft. 

HY ,JEllllY 1\.IEllN 
For a long time, I was a firm believer in 

sticking to the factory wood or plastic _on 
my handguns, since most custom gnps 
have a tendency to require custom fitting 
and generally serve to give small guns 
big handles, thereby hindering their 
concealability. But I'd always been a 
sucker for the checkered rubber grips 
used on the old pre-1968 Browning 
M1910 .380 pocket auto. And a longtime 
favorite hideout gun with me has been 
the S&W Model 60, the all-stainless-steel 
version of the two-inch Chiefs Special .38. 

Less than two years ago, Pachmayr 
Gun Works (1220 S. Grand Ave., L.A., 
Calif. 90015, U .S .A), apparently having 
read my mind on grips, came out with 
something I could not resist trying. They 
made a pair of grips in checkered rubber 
that increased the gripping surface on a 
Chiefs yet added next to nothing in bulk. 
It almost converted a revolver grip into 
the more natural feel of an automatic. 
And even though it was longer than 
factory grips , the flat configuration 
seemed to aid concealment rather than 
hamper it. 

So, I bought a pair, put them on my 
dehorned Model 60, and now I wouldn 't 
have things any other way, The checker
ed grips fit superbly, Being more bulbous 
than the factory J-Frame grips, they fill 
the hand better. They completely cover 
the entire grip frame, yet are sufficiently 
relieved on the left side to allow fast , 
trouble-free ejection of the spent cases 
and need no kitchen modifications, as do 
many oversized wooden grips. 

The rearmost portion of the Pachmayr 
Compac grips pushes the web of the hand 
better than 'I• inch beyond the backstrap, 
accommodating the average or larger
than-average hand more comfortably 
than spindly factory origina~s: The butt_ is 
rounded to aid concealab11Ity, and its 
base is deeply grooved to accommodate 
the little finger, which dangles below 
standard grips. . 

Because the grips are steel-remf~rced 
rubber, they hold their shape and give a 

positive gripping surface under all wet, 
cold conditions that might be encounter
ed afield. Prolonged exposure to extreme 
heat could possibly be damaging , though 
no personal experience or reports from 
other users supports this. Since I was so 
impressed, the natural thing was to buy a 
set of Pachmayrs for my Walther PPK/ S. 
These do virtually nothing to alter the 
size of the grip but do provide an all-over 
checkered surface, including the front 
and backstraps. Pachmayr grips for 
automatics are available for the .45 auto, 
the Browning P-35 or High Power , S&W 
Model 39s and 59s , and as mentioned , 
the PPK/ S (also fitting the PP and, with 
some tinkering, the Turkish MKE). 
The Compac Presentation is made for 
S&W J-Frames, like my Model 60, Colt 
D-Frame guns, like the Dick Special, and 
Charter Arms revolvers. Standard 
Presentation grips, featuring the same 
wrap-around styling but with service 
stock configuration, are available for all 
DA Colt, Smith & Wesson, and Ruger 
revolvers, in large and small size:. . 

Modestly priced, they're ava!lable m 
most gunshops. If you can't locate them, 
write Pachmayr. They're not hard to 
find, but even if they were , Pachmayr 
grips are worth it. 

*********** 

John Bianchi has long turned out some 
of the best holster designs on the scene. 
One of Bianchi's newest and perhaps 
least known models is the Number 11, a 
leg holster. That's what I said . ~ost of us 
think of leg holsters as something attach
ed to a woman's garter 100 years ago . 
Bianchi has taken the leg holster concept 
and brought it into the present, construct
ed it of the finest materials , made it 
comfortable and durable , and in the 
process , turned out one of the best carry 
systems a man could want. The Model 11 
Leg Holster is made for .2~ autos , 
medium frame .380s, and two-mch and 
three-inch-barrel small-frame revolvers, 
like Smith or Charter guns. 

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE 



Made of soft, full-grain leather, the 
Model 11 rides just below the knee, 
util izing wide , double-snap-fastening 
elastic straps , one above the calf muscle, 
the other below. Since the holster natu
rally molds itself to the leg, thus retain
ing the gun, no safety strap is needed. 
With loose-fitting pants legs or high-top 
boots, it virtually defies detection . 

The most significant feature of the 
Bianchi Model 11 Leg Holster is that it is 
nearly as fast as an ankle holster, vastly 
more comfortable , and much easier to 
keep concealed. Mine works well with my 
two-inch Chiefs. I haven 't seen one with a 
.25 auto yet, but if I did , I'm almost 
certain I wouldn 't spot it anyway . At 
about $16, the Bianchi Leg Holster 
warrants a serious look (Bianchi Leather 
Products, 100 Calle Cortez, Temecula, 
Calif. 92390, U.S.A) . 

************ 

Non-lethal weapons, to startle or 
confuse an enemy, are nothing new . 
Today, an effective, reliable chemical 
weapon is an increasingly important 
alternative with laws becoming ever more 
restrictive concerning the use of guns and 
knives when repelling attackers. Such a 
weapon may also be more suitable for 
persons too inexperienced or untrained in 
the effective use of firearms or edged 
weapons, and chemical weapons are 
important when you want an assailant 
controlled rather than dead. Chemical 
Shield, manufactured by Weapons 
Corporation of America (P.O. Box 681 , 
Marietta , Ga. 30061), is one such prod
uct. The name " Chemical Shield" is 
apparently a play on Ortho-chloro-benzal
malononitrile , or CS gas , which is used by 
the U.S. Army and other agencies as a 
riot control agent. It contains a two
percent CS solution , a non-toxic solvent, 
and an invisible ultraviolet-light-sensitive 
dye, used in order to assist suspect 
identification, although, if memory 
serves, the dye is not sufficient evidence 
in itself to press charges. However, such 
a means of positive identification can aid 
police in obtaining an admission of guilt. 

Aside from its effective range of up to 
ten feet and the possibility of its use on 
multiple assailants , the principal virtue of 
Chemical Shield is its ease of operation 
and its inherent safety factor when not in 
use. Most aerosol gas canisters are as 
easy to fire as a woman's perfume spray. 
Chemical Shield features a unique safety 
cap which must be rotated to the right 
into its recess in order for the plunger to 
be depressed. With reasonable care , this 
system is proof against accidental 
discharge. 

Both models of Chemical Shield, the 
Mini-Shield with 20-burst capability, 

' and the Midi-shield, capable of 50 
discharges, feature an impact extruded 
aluminum canister, externally lacquered 
and internally lined . The Mini-Shield 

continued on page 73 
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Ninja 
Training 1 Equipment 

~-

Uniforms 
Black jacket with hidden 
shuriken pocket. Black pants 
with leg ties. 2 arm guards and 
headband. 

Small 
Medium 

Large 

$35.00 
$37.50 

$40.00 

Tabi (shoes) 
Black hitop cotton canvas with 
special sole and toe grips. 

Sizes7 - 11 $27 .50 

Ninja Combat System 
[A Training Manual) 

$5.00 

Shuriken 
$2.50 each or 3 for $6.50 

Ninja 
P.O. Box 28222 

Atlanta, Ga. 30328 

The LAW ENFORCEMENT COURSE 
Written by Experts Based on Actual 
Police Academy Training Prog rams! 

If police work sounds exciting ... if 
crime_prevention, helping others, 

and making the world a better place 
~ to live are important to you, send 

for free information about Police 
Sc iences Institute. The experts on 
our staff have trained hundreds of i'"" . .11 ;;: men in resident police academies. 

1 -~ - ~ --~- ~ Experts Show You What to Do, How to 
!~ •: ... ~Do it . .. Guide You Every Step of the Way! 
J; \ J{ 1 I\' Everything expl a ined in easy-to-under-
1 ' , ,, -) swnd la ngua ge, co mplete with drawings, 

, diagrams and photograph . You·11 learn 
Because this is a eve ry thing from palrol procedures, 
;,~~e~:~rs:iati~~ crimin~J investigation techniquc:s
tics are available. fin_gerpnnts, pho tograph y, ga thering 
I/" _ evidence- to traffic control. acc iden t 
lj I "\i in ves tigat io n.crowd cont rol a nd making 

:..1i arrests. 
COURSE INCLUDES 3 BIG KITS 
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carter's Korean 
Sl!ll··Out'I 

by LTC. Alexander M. S. McColl 
President Carter-is action in relieving Major General armies are fairly evenly matched, with about 20 divi-

John K. Singlaub as Chief of Staff of U.S. Eighth sions each. One U.S. Infantry Division does not have 
Army, Korea, has been discussed editorially in nearly a very great effect on the purely military balance 
every publication in the country. Of course, the Presi- within the peninsula. That is not really its function. 
dent has the legal authority to direct reassignment of Its function is to make it perfectly certain that if the 
any officer of the Armed Forces without giving a North Koreans invade the South, they are a t war with 

1reason. Of course-and I'm sure he was aware of the United States from day one. In view of what hap-
this-General Singlaub, by his action, invited being pened to them last time around, this makes an invasion 
relieved and certainly did his career no good. Of course, from the North very unlikely. This deterrence hasl 
the contrast between the President's action in this case worked very effectively over the last 24 years, permit-
and his tolerance of Andrew Young's actions and stail:e- ting the economic and social resurgence of Japan, 
ments as U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations shows South Korea, and adjacent countries. 
that there are quite subjective limits to the announced The Jimmy Carter Plan, if I may use the term, has 
policy of "openness" within the present Administra- one-literally fatal-flaw: under a security treaty, 
tion. Of course, General Singlaub 's new job as Chief of however worded and however solemnly ratified, with 
Staff of Army Forces Command (FORSCOM) is not "earmarked" forces, however imposing, stationed 
exactly outer darkness. Of course, all these matters somewhere else, in any crisis there must also be a 
have been discussed at length and with predictable Presidential decision to involve U.S. forces in the 
conclusions, all across the land, but none of them action, i.e., to commit the U.S. to "another land war on 
touches the strategic rationale for having a U.S. In- the mainland of Asia in support of a corrupt military 
fan try DivisiOn, with supporting troops, in Korea. dictatorship,'' assuming, of course, that the pacifist 

Since the end of World War II, the basic U.S. majority in Congress approves the action. 
strategy in the matter of non-nuclear forces has been With U.S. troops on the ground, U.S. involvement 
to have relatively small, highly visible ground and from day one is certain, but Carter's plan brings 
tactical air elements in a few "vi~I areas" overseas, the seductive element of uncertainty, of balancing 
keeping the balance of force in the continental United probabilities, into the enemy's thinking. Communist 
States, with substantial sea, air, and strategic mobility states do not have a very good record of being able to 
forces to assure rapid deployment to any threatened resist this sort of temptation for very long. In addition, 
point, and support of those forces once committed . Kim II-Sung, ruler of North Korea, is an older man; 
Since resources are never unlimited, this is the only . he is reported to desire the reunification of Korea 
way to do it; you can not have an "adequate" garrison under his own rule during what remains of his lifetime. 
at every imaginable trouble spot. Also, many countries , Also, the economic and industrial growth of South 
even many of our allies, are reluctant to have U.S. Korea has been so rapid that in a very few years it 
troops in their territory in peacetime. may be forever too late for an attempt by the North to 

What, then, makes defense of an area so "vital" conquer the South. One does not like to think about the 
as to require U.S. troops on the ground in "peace- effect on the political alignment of Japan of a Com-
time"? Within the Free World, the three major munist conquest of South Korea, linked with yet 
economic-industrial centers are the United States , another U.S. sellout and betrayal of a long-time, sworn 
Western Europe, and Japan. So long as all three are ally. 
aligned together, they definitely outweigh the Soviet There is nothing original in this argument. These 
Union and its allies and are reasonably secure. If strategic realities have been recognized and accepted 
either Japan or Western Europe were taken over by by all serious professional military planners and 
the other side and its resources . effectively mobilized writers for the last two decades. One ought to be 
to our detriment , we would be in very serious trouble . surprised that only one out of our several hundred 
This makes the defense of these areas "vital" in a generals and admirals had the character to speak out 
sense that can never apply to other, less developed, on the matter-but this is fo ignore what has been 
parts of the world . South Korea is a necessary outer going on in the internal administration of the officer 
bulwark for the defense of Japan, as well as having corps of all three services, at least since McNamara. 
substantial industrial-economic resources in her own The surprising thing, rather, is that even one general 
right. officer had the courage and loyalty to the Nation to 

Why troops on the ground instead of a security speak out. And this fact is at least equally as alarming 
treaty and forces in CO NUS or elsewhere who can be as the impending withdrawal of U.S. troops from South 
deployed to the area? The North and South Korean Korea. 



NIGHTWATCH 
Review by Jay Mallin 

THE NIGHT WATCH: 25 Years of 
Peculiar Service, by David Atlee Phillips; 
Atheneum: New York, 1977; $9.95. 

" ... Every kind of service , necessary 
to the public good, becomes honorable by 
being necessary. If the exigencies of my 
country demand a peculiar service, its 
claims to perform that service are imper
ious." 

So said Nathan Hale, the first Ameri
can spy. Appropriately enough, David 
Phillips took part of the title of his book 
from this quotation , for Phillips was a 
direct professional descendant of Hale's. 
In 25 years of " peculiar service ," Phillips 
rose from a contract worker (non-·staff) for 
the Central Intelligence Agency to the 
rank and position of super-spook, in 
charge of all CIA operations south (and 
east) of the border. (Phillips points out 
that "peculiar" in the sense Hale used 
the word was defined not as "strange" 
but rather as ''exempt from regular juris
diction. " However, both definitions seem 
applicable.) 

There have been-especially of late-a 
number of books about the CIA, all pre
senting an "inside" (more or less) look 
at America's intelligence service and 
most of them taking de moda unfavorable 
views of the agency's work. (Ph illips 
no+es that when he decided to retire from 
the CIA he consulted a lecture agent re
garding the possibility of taking up the 
lecture trail. How much could he expect 
to earn in a year? he asked. " I expect you 
can make between five and 10,000 
dollars," replied the agent. " But what 
about speaking against the CIA? That 
way I can promise y01.~ between SO and a 
100,000 dollars the first year.") 

MDAlUE PHILLIPS 
most successful operations, the over
throw of the left-leaning regime of Jacobo 
Arbenz in Guatemala. The downfall of 
the Arbenz government was accom
plished almost entirely through psychwar 
means , the operational field in which 
Phillips specialized. (Ex-CIA director 
William Colby has aptly described 
Phillips as "a fine psychological war
rior. ") 

Following the Guatemalan success 
Phillips' career took him to Washington'. 
to Lebanon, and then to Cuba, where he 
was present when Fulgencio Batista fled 
the country and Fidel Castro came to 
power. And if Phillips was involved in one 
of the CIA 's major successes-Guate-

This book is different from the others . mala-he also participated in one of its 
No sensational revelations here. Phillips disasters, the Bay of Pigs. The book pro
is too patriotic (yes , Virginia, there are vides no important secrets about that 
still unabashed patriots in this country) operation but does offer a good view of 
and too dedicated a warrior to reveal his the planning and preparations that pre
country ' s secrets for coin. And yet this ceded the short-lived landing on Cuba's 
book probably provides the truest picture south coast . 
of the personal and professional life of a After a stint in Mexico, Phillips had 
U.S. intelligence agent yet published. For just been named COS (chief of station) for 
those who really want to know what an the Dominican Republic when civil war 
agent's life is like , those who really want broke out in that country and President 
to know how the CIA operates , this is the Johnson intervened with U.S. forces in 
book to read . In fact, this is the book for order to block a Communist takeover . But 
anyone who wants an interesting, highly rather than being in the DomRep, Phillips 
readable , even-handed non-fiction ac- had to spend 3'/i weeks in a "war room" 
count of modern espionage. ("The Pit") , handling operations from 

Phillips began his career as spy in Chili CIA headquarters . (A personal note: 
in 1950, operating in a minor and part- Danger is supposed to be part of a spy's 
time capacity. Three years later, he was life. It 's amusing to me that while Phillips 
assigned to what became one of the CIA's ' was helping to direct operations during 
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the Bay of Pigs and the Dominican fracas 
it was handfuls of correspondents , in'. 
eluding this writer, who were harassed 
arrested, and ambushed on the scene.) ' 

Other tours of duty followed for 
Phillips, and the latter part of the book 
deals with the controversial CIA role in 
Chile. Phillips makes the point that while 
the CIA did involve itself over a period of 
years in internal Chilean politics , it care
fully kept out of the military coup that 
resulted in the downfall of the Salvador 
Allende government, although the CIA 
did know the coup was coming. 

The people in this book are as interest
ing as the operations that are described. 
There are the directors of the CIA: Allen 
Dulles , John McCone, Adm. William Ra
born, Richard Helms, James Schiesinger, 
and William Colby. There are the color
ful characters of the CIA, ranging from 
James Angleton, the legendary counter
intelligence chief who was "CIA's answer 
to the Delphic Oracle," to Philip Agee , 
considered to be the CIA's first defector. 

Following the Guatemala success, 
Phillips was sifting through documents. 
He relates: 

A CIA analyst approached me and 
showed me a piece of paper. 
" Should we start a file on this one?" 
she asked. 

I read the paper. It contained bio
graphical information on a twenty
five-year-old Argentine physician 
who had gone into asylum in the 
Mexican embassy; later he was to 
meet and scheme with Fidel Castro 
in Mexico. 

' 'I guess we · d better have a file on 
him, ·' I said. Although the name 
meant little to me at the time, the file 
on Ernesto Guevara, known as 
''Che, '' eventually became one of 
the thickest to be maintained by the 
CIA. 

Phillips tells of a briefing at the White 
House in 1954: 

A door opened near m1-. In the dark
ness I could see only the silhouette 
of the person entering the room; 
when the door closed it was dark 
again, and I could not make out the 
features of the man standing next to 
me. He whispered a number of 
questions .... 

I was vaguely uncomfortable. lhe 
questions from the unknown man 
next to me were insistent, far
tive. . . . The lights went up. The 
man moved away. He was Richard 
Nixon, the Vice-President. 

continued on page 76 
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Let's Print The Truth 
About Rhodesia· 

''/ do not speak of chance 
information or of my own 
notion. I describe what I saw 
myself or learned from others 
whom I questioned care
fully. · · Thucydides. c. 460-
400 B. C. 

''Some of us lie now and 
again. '' Anony mous newsman 
covering Rhodesia, c. 1976 

On October 2, 1976, near Mutema in 
southeast Rhodesia 12 black workmen 
were rounded up under a baobab tree and 
slaughtered by machine-gun fire . A 
reporter with a Danish press syndicate 
filed an on-the-scene report. The Selous 
Scouts. an elite Rhodesian military unit , 
he wrote, had done the deed. Indeed , 
they had not. Nor was the reporter on the 
scene. The Selous Scouts were operating 
in the Zambezi area at the time. All 
witnesses to the killings stated that they 
were done by black guerrillas. The 
reporter was sitting near me in the 
journalists' club eating lunch when it 
happened. The club is in Salisbury, 
nearly 300 miles from the scene. 

I spent more than a month this fall 
hitch-hiking and traveling around Rho
·desfa, a fact which apparently perturbed 
some officials who couldn't decide if I 
were suicidal or CIA. They must have 
decided on the former, ,because the 
Ministry of Information officer who re
newed my visa gave me a map, shook my 
hand with sad-eyed solemnity, wished me 
luck, and requested me to write the truth. 
A not unreasonable request, considering 
some of the stories that have been written 
and slanted to fit editorial or personal 
convictions. 

A feature in Time (April 12, 1976) be
gins with a conversation with a lawyer 
and quotes him as saying, "You out
siders are forever comparing us to pas
sengers on the Titanic. Well, if you're 
right, at least we'll go down first class." 
On the next page ( 43) is a photo of Ian 
Smith thoughtfully gnawing his knuckle. 
The caption is "at least we'll go . d-own 
first class. " Although he didn't say that, 
the implication is that he did. The article 
also states that " blacks are not permitted 
to own their own homes." This is not 
true. Many blacks own their homes . 
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by Budd Saunders 

Newsweek (June 7, 1976) has a photo
graph of some blacks standing behind a 
fence with the caption saying that they 
are in a "protected village," implying 
that it is actually a concentration camp; 
the body of the article describes it as 
such. These camps are only in opera
tional areas where guerrillas regularly 
make strikes. The Rhodesian government 
is certainly cynical ·enough to have con
structed them in order to more easily 
control the populace, but a prime reason 
for the camps is to protect tribal people, 
in light of past mutilations and killings 
by terrorists. 

On September 30, 1976, in Nakiwa 
village (which is not "protected") 16 
men, women, and children, including 
babies , were shot, disemboweled, 
decapitated , and burned. The 12 workers 
mentioned previously were not mutilated, 
just shot. In December, 26 black planta
tion workers were shot. These killings are 
being done by guerrilla units. Given the 
choice of losing my lips, ears, or testicles 
by mutilation or my life to someone play
ing " Come to Christ" on an AK47 
assault rifle, I would opt for the "protec
tive village." In fact, they couldn't keep 
me out. - ---

(Lest it seem from my tone or point of 
view that I'm pro-Ian Smith, I'll say here 
that I'm not. Nor do I feel that the black 
insurgents are on a lark. They are not 
risking their lives just to get drunk in the 
bars of Lusaka or Dar es Salaam. They 
believe that they are fighters in a tradi
tion that goes back to the Matabele and 
Shona wars of the 1890s. My concern is 

· with the perspective of the news.) 
There are many examples of biased re

porting. A European TV team tossed 
coins in a sand pile and encouraged some 
young black children to dig for them. The 
article accompanying the pictures ex
plained that they were starving black 
Rhodesians scrabbling for food. In down
town Salisbury a mall is being buil t. The 
streets have been barricaded to keep 
traffic out. A news team which took 
pictures of this barricade stated that it 
was to keep rioting blacks out of down
town. A German team took pictures of 
Umtali near the Mozambique border, a 
favorite target area of the guerrillas, 
early on a Sunday morning when most 
city streets are empty, presenting this as 
a city abandoned by fleeing whites . The 

old Meikles Hotel in Salisbury is being 
demolished to make way for a new, 
modern hotel - a shame because you 
don ' t see that kind of old colonial archi
tecture anymore. The partially destroyed 
building was filmed, and the narration 
stated that it was destroyed by mortar 
fire . 

Probably the most well known example 
of distortion is the picture of black 
workers taking an after-lunch nap in the 
park in Salisbury' s Cecil Square. The cap
tion states they were lined up and shot by 
security forces. 

Most of the copy I've read takes the 
slant that Rhodesians are much like the 
erroneous view that many have of the 
aristocracy of the Old South in America: 
the effete white plantation owner sitting 
on the front porch sipping a julep and 
listening to the happy darkies singing in 
the fields. Many do live in Mercedes
Benz-type luxury, but for the most part 
Rhodesians are a hardworking and re
sourceful people. Many features I've 
read present them as behaving like 
Scarlett's Aunt Pittypat during the siege 
of Atlanta. The majority of people leav
ing the country are not Rhodesian born 
but came from somewhere else five to 10 
years ago. 

I can understand the temptation to 
slant the news , but I can't agree with it. I 
took a picture of a friend floating on a raft 
in a swimming pool. I asked him if he 
could get the garden-boy to get in and 
push him about while fanning him with 
the leaf of an elephant's ear plant. I sigh 
when I think of the money I could have 
gotten for that with a caption. 

Eric Severeid once stated that the 
media have a vested interest in chaos and 
conflict and if it does not exist they'll 
create it. There's enough conflict in Rho
desia to report without creating more just 
to sell news copy. Even if a journalist is 
unsympathetic to the Smith regime , there 
is no excuse for reporting irresponsible 
bullshit about Rhodesia. And if you be
lieve the situation there warrants it, I 
suggest you go to Kenya. File a story 
from Nairobi about the inevitable death 
of Jomo Kenyatta . After you've been 
summarily executed by law in that land of 
democratic rule - if they' ll let me know 
which ditch you've been dumped in
J'll send flowers. 
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On Monday, March 28. 1977, CBS 
presented a program entitled '"Who "s 
Got the Right to Rhodesia.·· an example 
·of the kind of distorted journalism 
brought out in Budd Saunders· article. 
Shortly after this broadcast, the Rhodes
ian Jnfornwtioii Office in Washington, 
D. C .. responded with a letter, printed in 
full below, to CBS in New York City. 

Dear Mr. Salant, 
I write in protest about a program pre

sented by CBS at 10 p.m. on Monday, 
March 28, entitled " Who's Got the Right 
to Rhodesia." In his selection of film 
material , in his commentary, and in his 
interviews, producer Irv Drasnin pre
sented a flagrantly slanted view of Rho
desia calculated to leave the impression 
of a sharply divided society on racial 
lines, of deep and abiding social and 
economic inequality and of pervasive 
resentment in the black community. Mr. 
Drasnin's bias was manifest throughout 
the program, and the end result was a 
totally unbalanced presentation of the 
Rhodesian scene. It was as though a 
foreign film-maker in the United States 
had concentrated his attention on urban 
ghetto conditions , rural poverty, and a 
rundown Indian tribal reservation, pre
senting the product as a fair cross-sec
tion of American life. 

For example, blacks interviewed in the 
program were almost exclusively dis
sidents, conveying the impression that 
there is massive political discontent 
amongst Rhodesian blacks . There were 
no interviews with chiefs, with black 
government ministers, with successful 
and prosperous professional and business 
men, or with the expanding number of 
blacks who are making their way in the 
middle levels of commerce and industry 
at equal rates of pay with their white 
counterparts . 

References to the education system 
were disparaging and inaccurate . Dras
nin 's commentary claimed, for example, 
that 40% of black Rhodesian children get 
no schooling. In fact 91.5% of Rhodesia 's 
black children receive schooling, com
pared with 40.8% in Nigeria , 29% in 
Tanzania and 5% in Ethiopia. None of 
these comparisons was offered in the 
commentary. Critical reference was made 
to the small number of children com
pleting secondary education . It would 
have been honest to have noted that the 
expansion of secondary school facilities 
has been greatly hampered by the ap
plication of economic sanctions against 
Rhodesia, but that despite this handicap, 
secondary school places have increased 
by 233% since 1965. 
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Drasnin makes no reference to Rho
desia's multi-racial university, where 
there is a rough equality of black and 
white students sharing the same facili
ties. This is understandable because it 
would s-it very U!Jeasil_y_ _'Yith Dra~nil!'s 
evident determination to have his viewers 
believe that Rhodesia is an irretrievably 
discriminatory society. He makes a lot of 
play with "Right of Admission Re
served" notices. He never takes us be
hind the doors of Rhodesia's leading 
hotels to show us blacks and whites drink
ing in the same bars. 

In a postscript so delayed that most 
viewers must have tuned out, Drasnin 
refers , albeit ungraciously, to a recent 
law which dismantled many elements of 
residual discrimination and opened up 
large areas of what was previously ex
clusive white land to black ownership 
without interfering with black tribal land. 
The practical effect of the new legislation 
is to leave 45% of Rhodesia 's land area in 
exclusive black occupation, preserving 
0.5 % in exclusive white occupation. The 
comparative statistics are significant but 
are not called to the viewer's attention. 
Indeed he is encouraged to believe that. 
the reform is meaningless. 

There is no reference in the program to 
Rhodesia's health services , costing $10 
per head of population (black and white) 
per annum compared with an African 
continental average of about 50 cents. 
Blacks are treated at much lower costs 
than white. At Salisbury's Harari hospital 
1000 outpatients are treated daily at 50 
cents a visit. Hospitalization for blacks 
costs $5 irrespective of the length of visit 
or complexity of the surgical or medical 
attention. One understands why Drasnin 
left the subject out of his theme of ex
ploited and underprivileged blacks. 

There is an interview with Prime 
Minister Smith edited down to an ex
pression of concern about the encroach
ment of communism. This is then used in 
interviews with black political leaders to 
make Mr. Smith look as though he has a 
foolish and baseless obsession. It is a 
cheap shot which ignores the ideological 
underpinnings of the terrorist movement. 
Drasnin allowed some of the black 
politicians interviewed to get away with 
bland and innocuous statements of 

· political objective at variance with views 
they have pubUcly offered on other oc
casions. The commentary reflected none 
of this ambivalence. 

References to Rhodesia's armed forces 
sought to emphasize that they were 
segregated and white officered. An even-

handed presentation would have 1,10ted 
the predominance of blacks in Rho
desia 's army and police, the fact that 
there are black poiice station com
manders , the fact that there will be black 
commissioned officers in the army by the 
middle of this year, the fact that special 
units like the Selous Scouts and Grey's 
Scouts are fully integrated socia!Jy and 
operationally. 

The only voice of organized religion on 
the program is that of Bishop Lamont, a 
highly politicized and controversial 
prelate, recently convicted in the court of 
harboring terrorists and inciting others to 
do so. Drasnin gives Lamont copious op
portunity to air his anti-government 
views and to expatiate on alleged atro
cities committed by Rhodesia's Security 
Forces. There is no balancing statement 
about the hideous atrocities perpetrated 
by the terrorists on innocent civilians. 
Over 900 (90% of them black) have been 
murdered in the last four years, either 
capriciously without reason or for no 
better reason than that they refused to 
support the terrorists. Not a word of 
censure or criticism is addressed to the 
terrorist leaders. 

Throughout the program there ·is not a 
murmur of credit given to Mr. Smith for 
his acceptance of the Anglo-American 
proposals of last September, for his 
faithfulness to those proposals ever since, 
for his honest and sincere ·pursuit of an 
internal solution within the framework of 
the Anglo-American proposals, or for his 
courageous dismantling of race dis
criminatory practices. 

Dr.asnin's program was a - pitiful 
travesty of truthful reporting . It is 
greatly to be deplored that such a mani
festly prejudiced film should have been 
made at all. It is even more to be de
plored that it should be aired at a time in 
Rhodesia 's affairs when balanced and 
responsible judgment is crucially im
portant. 

Judging from the large number of out
raged telephone calls we have had in 
the last week, this office is not isolated in 
its condemnation of Drasnin 's program. 
It is our request that you will discuss 
with us facilities for redressing the 
balance. 
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The words were measured and spoken 
with intent. They came from a young 
American Jew who had spent the past 
three years completing his military 
service with the Israeli Defense Force 
(IDF). 

The issue at question was , quite 
simply, the state of Israel's military pre· 
paredness. 

"I reckon," said the young man 
seriously, without disclosing any secrets, 
for Israel seems to imbue all youngsters 
with a strength of purpose, "that about 
the biggest single difference between the 
United States and Israel where it con
cerns the defense of the nation , is that 
Israel knows and understands the issues 
at stake ." 

The average person in America, he 
continued, does not want to know, much 
less understand. 

The young man was outspoken, but he 
clearly knew what he was talking about . 
It was his view that it would take an 
experience like the Yom Kippur War to 
shake the west out of its complacency. 

There were other, equally striking im
pressions during my two-week visit to 
this embattled land poised on the fringe 
of conflict in the Middle East for almost 
30 years. 

No matter where I went, or what hour 
of the day or night I was out , I always 
detected the unobtrusive presence of a 
security force patrol-in the streets of 
Jerusalem , in the Upper Galilee , or along 
the Sinai shore. 

a : 

A British Centurion tank and crew on maneuvers in the sou thern desert 
area. Note lack of night vision capability, a serious handicap during 1973 
war. Most Syrian/Egyptian armor carried such devices. Israelis have re
quested from U.S. but apparently not received night vision devices. 

In every instance the Uzi submachine 
gun was in as ready evidence as the Gali! 
assault rifle; the Israelis have learned to 
fight with compact weapons. 

Another experience left its mark. On 
th is occasion, I was drinking beer in one 
of the cafes along Tel Aviv's Dizengoff 
Street; it was shortly after eight on the 
evening of Shabbat and the crowd had 
thinned markedly. 

Two old men approached from the 
direction of Dizengoff Circle . Both were 
dressed in identical black raincoats and 

Over the shoulders of each of the men, 
\y ho, judging by their gray hair and 
stooped gait , must have been well into 
their 60s , was s lu ng a rifle , an American
manufactured Garand. If it wasn ' t a foot patrol doing the 

rounds along the Jordanian frontier, or a 
roadblock near Bet Shean, there were 
border guards patrolling the highway that 
leads southwards from Jericho to Eilat. 
Invariably there was a cluster of young 
men in distinctive Israeli-type steel 
helmets with chin straps, hurriedly mak
ing their way in dusky gray IDF command 
cars with heavy caliber machine guns 

walked in a slow, measured step. mounted in the rear . 

Later it was explained to me that both 
these men were members of the Civil 
Guard , mainly volunteers, doing their bit 
for society and proud of it. There were 
many others, the majority of them 
younger, a few even older , who spent 
valuable hours each week patrolling a 
specific area, most of them happy that 
they were still able to contri bute some
thing to the society they lived in. 

Israeli troops, carrying Uzi SMGs, deploy from chopper in Sinai area near 
Sharm el Sheikh. 
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Not even Israel's Arab neighbors have 
any doubt that Israel is probably the most 
militarily prepared nation in the world. 

The impressions of that prominent 
American writer, Nobel-Prize-winner 
Saul Bellow, were as follows: " Guns are a 
common sight in Jerusalem at any time. 
In every quarter of the city, as in every 
community of Israel there are armed 
civilian patrols that include students . 

" Daily before schools open in the 
morning they are examined by parents 
for bombs ," he wrote. 

Apparently Arab students at the 
Hebrew University were asked to parti
cipate on the campus but refused. 
Nothing is left to chance. Wherever you 
venture in the country, security patrols 
are evident. 

Enter the Mann Auditorium or Eilat 's 
magnificent new undersea aquarium, and 
as likely as not your bags will be searched 
and any parcels you are carrying gone 
through without so much as a smile. It's 
the same when boarding long-distance 
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Above: An Israeli fortified position o-n the Golan Heights overlooking Syria. 
Lack of camouflage could be disastrous. Even minimal camouflage would 
make it difficult for pilot of high-speed fighter-bomber to identify such 
targets. _ . 
transport vehicles; visiting the Knesset, armed guards and here brutal lessons of 
Israel's futuristically designed Parlia- Arab terrorism have been thoroughly as
ment in Jerusalem; government minis- similated. 
tries; the approaches of the Wailing Wall I attended a morning function in Eilat 
in the Old City or any place where there when the tourist city celebrated an im
may be a gathering of children. portant function . Most of the city's 

Where children are concerned, Israeli schoolchildren were present, some sing
security is uncompromising in the ing songs, others dancing, and many 
extreme. more generally taking part in festivities. 

School buses travellmg between one My presence as a stranger with a large 
center and another, whether in the camera case was immediately noted, and 
streets of the capitol or in the middle of although security was discreet, I have 
the Sinai Desert, are accompanied by one little doubt that one or more of these 
or more gun-toting guards, usually youth- custodians detached themselves from the 
ful volunteers who probably learned to crew to observe my activities at close 
handle carbines as well as their dads by quarters. 
the time they turned 15. It was interesting that the drivers pro-

Any gathering of schoolchildren is vided by the Israeli Government for the 
invariably graced by the presence of duration of my two-week visit-one at-

Israeli unit on anti-terrorist patrol in Sinai; they are armed with M-16s ana 
FN / FAL. Note starlight on back of first trooper, second group. 

Above: Deep commo trenches con
nect fortified positions. Israeli 
trooper carries M-16. 
tached to the Ministry of Tourism, the 
other with tlie Foreign Ministry, we!e 
armed; the tourist driver secreted a tiny 
.22 on his person (loaded with Hi-veloeity 
hollow points) whenever we went about 
on foot. 

The Foreign Ministry man, on the 
other hand , made no effort to conceal his 
Uzi submachine gun which he lay be
tween us on the back seat of the official 
IDF limousine. 
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IDF command car carries FN M .A.G. 
light machine gun. Borders are 
heavily patrolled to prevent terrorist 
intrusions. 

Evidence of war is found in many of the 
regions of Israel one passes through 
during even the shortest stay. In the 
south one regularly crosses regions 
demarcated as minefields. Some were left 
by the Egyptians before they were driven 
out in 1967; others were laid since in a bid 
to foil any precipitate action by Arab 
armies. 

Travelling through the Golan Heights, 
it was manifest that the battles of the past 
had been hard won. Regularly we passed 
the burnt-out hulks of tanks , armored 
cars, and personnel carriers, some of 
them left as they were for posterity, burnt 
and twisted, others fenced off, turned 
into memorials to fallen comrades, and 
regularly tended by those who survived. 

Sentiment for those who fell in battle 
goes deep. Units regularly gather to pay 
tribute where the fighting was heaviest. 
Each year the living relive those grim 
moments that are regarded by non-par
ticipants as "glorious. " You just have to 
look at the faces of some of these veterans 
to quickly realize that to them and those 
who did not come back the fighting was 
always grim, often barbaric , and any
thing but splendid. 

Through it all, though, have come the 
heroes , the products of many wars and 
many campaigns , and of them the Israeli •
people are justly proud, for legends have 
always been built around brave men; 
history and the Bible have given us 
warriors like David, Joshua, Joab, 
Solomon , and others. The wars of 1948, 
1956, 1967, and 1973 produced their own 

crops of war-weary gallants, some of 
whom, no doubt , will be remembered as 
Jewish heroes long after the shape and 
face of the Middle East have been 
moulded into something more durable 
than they are today. Israeli troops deploy rapidly from 

M-113 armored personnel carrier. 
APC carries .50 cal. Browning HMG. 
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It is almost four years since the Jewish 
nation was last called upon to thwart an 

mvading force and yet the level of 
mobilization remains high. No one is pre
pared to say how many men are in 
un iform at any one time, although an 
educated guess has put the figure at close 
to six figures-astonishingly high for a. 
nation of only three million . 

Arabs play no role in the security of the 
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State, although there are Druze and 
Bedouin specialists attached to a number 
of combat units. 

)\\though a basic form of military train
ing begins for boys at the age of 14, con
scription in Israel extends up to the age of 
31; all physically fit men are required to 
complete a statutory three years in the 
IDF. 

Girls out of school are also required to 
complete a period in uniform, but only for 
18 months. Their role was adequately 
summed up by one senior army officer 
when he said: "Our women are trained in 
.every facet of warfare for their own 
defense , but we do not call on them to 
take an active role in hostilities.'' 

I 

Young conscripts, boys and girls, often 
complete their training together , and al
though the authorities maintain that 
physical contact between the sexes is 
stringently controlled with heavy penal
ties for any offenders, it is common 
knowledge that the kids "have a ball." 

Upon completing conscription, all adult 
males are assigned to a reserve unit. The 
annual reserve training tour is 41 days, 
although officers often spend double that 
period in uniform. In a sophisticated 
military theater like the Middle East, it 
often takes specialists that much time to 
familiarize themselves with what ' s new 
in the field of electronic warfare , guided 
or remote-controlled weapons . 

Israeli APC took direct hit from a 
Syrian tank, killing entire crew. Now 
stands as monument on Golan 
Hejghts. 

Most of the military games of 1977 are 
waiting ones; troops are deployed in their 
units throughout the country, the major
ity along the uneasy frontiers. 

I was able to visit one of the forward 
po~itions along the Syrian front in the 
company of an IDF "guide." The position 
was within mortar range of the Syrian 
town of Kuneitra in the extreme north
eastern Golan region of the country. 
Photographs of the interior of the "fort ," 
were strictly forbidden, but there was 
evidence in every direction to indicate 
that the position was not purely for show. 

Riddled like a rabbit warren with 
tunnels and reinforced concrete living 
quarters, the fortification rests on the 
crest of one of the small hills that dot the 
eastern fringe of the Golan. A mile or two 
away there is another; a little further 
away , still another. 

The tops of all these positions are 
heavily sandbagged and they are con
nected within by trenches. When I ar
rived, it had been raining hard and the 
mud was ankle deep, almost reminiscent 
of some of the Vietnamese hill-top posi
tions during the long wet Asian summers. 

Around the periphery of every one of 
these strong points has been laid a mine
field which would have done justice to 
American efforts along Korea ' s 38th 
Parallel. And these fortifications have 
proved effective. 

A Chapparel Air Defense Unit positioned on IDF outpost; 
another item on the Israel "want" list. 

According to my guide , many of these 
positions were still intact and fighting 
hard days after the rest of the Golan area 
haci been overrun by Syrian forces dur
ing the 1973 war. Their defenses are for
midable and the Israelis make no secret 
of the fact that it would take the devil 
himself to oust them , if that were pos
sible. 
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continued on page 70 
An American-built Lance Missile and carrier, one of the 
many items supplied to the IDF by the U.S. to counter 
Arab aggression. 
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by Sgt. W. S. Pullin 
REPRINTED FROM ASSEGAI - The Journal of The Rhodesian Army 

The hot still air , not even ruffled by a 
breeze, the buzzing of insects and the 
annoying Mopani flies . Low scrub, rocky 
outcrops, all potential ambush positions. 
Away to the left, far below, the river 
twisted like a snak~ and spat white froth 
as it collided with the midstream rocks. 

The Patrol Commander stopped and 
raised his hand, palm up to the sky. He 
buckled his knees and sank to the ground. 
Behind him, six men, dressed alike; 
camouflage shirts , green shorts and 
sandshoes. All are well armed with 
automatic rifles, ammunition and gre 
nades . They went to ground as well , fac
ing outwards so as not to be surprised. 
The Commander sidled across to one of 
them and whispered softly. Following 
his pointed finger , the soldier nodded and 
scrambled away to a position above with a 
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Wonder who got to trees. Slipping, heaving one another' 
up. All up . No time to rest. Plan of action. 
Grenade foliage, when enemy runs, shoot 
them down in the clearing on both sides . 

Move in a little, a slightly circular ap
proach. Come out at right angles. Right 
arms spread, the men move into line. 
Walking slowly, don't want to trip , center 
four with grenades out, pins removed. 

rocks . " Brmmm'', "Brmmm", 
soldiers' automatics flamed. Small spurts 
of sand danced to the enemies' heels then 
knocked them over, like skittles. One 
crawled behind a rock dragging his rifle. 
The other two lay spreadeagled in the 
sand, dark stains spreading . 

The river gurgled by singing its 
ancie nt song. Had man's insanity been 
witnessed on these banks before? The 
silence was heavy, thick , like wool. 

Be cautious, don't move. Wait. He 
can 't stay behind that rock for ever . A 
grenade . The Commander threw. It 
bounced on a rock and fell firm in the 
sand. "Whaddup", sand and metal 
rained . The rock had protected the 
enemy. The rock of ages. A couple of 
probing shots to either side of the rock. 
No movement. Stay where you are. 
Watch . A groan of agony from the thicket 
below. Someone still alive , potentially 
dangerous . 

A grenade . No more. All used in the at
tack. Try the radio. "Hullo, Victor, this is 
Charlie Four." Success. "Come in , 
Charlie Four, read you loud and clear.'' A 
brief description of events , an outline of 
the situation. " Roger, a helicopter with 
support aircraft are on their way." 
Good . Wonder how many are dead in the 
thicket below? Three or four? A chance 
for promotion? 

Don't relax. Watch. A throb of and 
whine of engines to the East. Here they 
come. The 'chopper low on the skyline . 
The aircraft high. Speak to them. Guide 
them to you . Movement behind the rock. 
A rifle thrown to the sand. Surrender. 

continued on page 69 
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The South African Army 
PREPARES FOR ·WAR 

Africa remains in turmoil. Following by Al J. Venter 
Marxist takeovers of all of Portugal's .-;;...-.,,......_ ------~ 
former African empire - Angola, Mo
zambique and Guine-Bissau - there have 
been a number of military conflicts which 
have affected the security of this volatile 
,continent as never before. 

Angola's bloody conflagration was fol
lowed by Cuban-directed cross-border 
operations into Zaire , communist-sup
ported insurrection into the northern 
reaches of South West Africa (Namibia), 
dissension along the borders of the 
Congo People's Republic, Gabon, Sudan, 

Right: S. A. Army patrol sends situa
tion report to headquarters in hostile 
area. Dark brown uniform!?, blend in 
well with terrain and bush. 

Left: South African officer gives last 
minute briefing to his senior NCO 
prior to patrol. Officers and NCO's 
carry Star 9mm pistols in canvas 
holsters - cross-draw style. 
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Uganda, Burundi , Malawi and others. 
And while the political fortunes of a 

dozen Heads of State in Africa flu ctuate 
with the prevailing political climate, the 
entire spectrum is carefu lly watched and 
monitored by South Africa which has a 
vested interest in maintaining a peaceful 
status quo on a conti nent which the 
Soviets have threatened , by their actions, 
to set ab laze with the fervor of communist 
re vol u ti on. 

Conditions are not made any easier by 
th e continuing guerrill a war in Rhodesia, 
another conflict sparked and fed by the 
Russians from Mozambique. The South 
Africans are well aware that the Mozam
bique leader, Samora Machel , has 
promised in the past that when the white 
Salisbu ry regime is overthrown South 
Africa will be the next target. 

While South Africa 's frontiers with the 
rest of Africa remain secure-in spite of a 
succession of internal problems which are 
now in hand following the Soweto up
risings-it is not impossible that at some 
stage in the future , one or more nations 
(probably Black) will lay claim to territory 
th at they believe is theirs . Already some 
African states have stated that certain 
areas of South Africa's are theirs " by 
historical right " and that when the op
portunity allows , they will demand 
" forceful right " to that land. 

For this purpose , the South African 
government maintains a policy of vigi 
lance , in much the same as the West 
German government maintains a careful 
military watch along her borders with 
Eastern Europe , or Malaysia monitors 
the situation in South East Asia. 

Daily, from positions facing Rhodesia, 
Mozambique , Botswana and elsewhere , 
South African " troopies " (as they are 
call ed locally) keep a watchfu l eye on 
developments . There is no question of ag
gression; the accent is on preparedness 
and defense , as it is in Israe l. 

But life along the rugged bush-covered 
frontie r can be tough , particulariy in the 
.sweltering heat of the low-lying bushveld 
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Above:
0 J;. patrol scans Rhodesian territory acr~o-~'"'~ t.tAt~~.::..:e~L~imc::p~oil:.'lp~o River, the 

boundary between South Africa and Rhodesia. Note R-1 assault rifles, S.A. 
version of FN I FAL. 

Above: Terrain on South African borders is rough; visibitity limited. Patrols 
often last two weeks. 

of the northern and -north-eastern Trans
vaal which adjoins both Mozambique and 
Rhodesia. 

This is a trying country along the 
Limpopo River where malaria is as pre
valent in some areas as sleeping sickness 
and where the temperature during sum
mer months often reaches 140 degrees F 
in the shade . 

Along the Limpopo River patrols fan 
out through some of the thickest bush 
country in Southern Africa. Because 
roads are few and bush paths ill-defined , 

the men have to make their way on foot 
through forests of mopani scrub, often 
using machetes to blaze a trail. 

Additional hazards mclude legions of 
snakes-including black mambas and 
forest cobras-during the searing heat of 
day and scorpions by the bootful at night. 
During the period that I spent at an 
operational base on the Limpopo near to 
where the Rhodesian , Mozambique and 
South African frontiers come together at 
a single point, two soldiers were stung by 
scorpions while on patrol. 
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Huge, ancient Baobab tree serves as 
observation post near convergence of 
borders of South Africa, Mozambique 
and Rhodesia. 

Another man had a narrow escape 
when he found a puff-adder curled up at 
the foot of his sleeping bag before dawn 
one morning (see photo). He touched the 
reptile before he spotted it and barely 
escaped the strike. Puff adders , while not 
as lethal as cobras and mambas , claim 
more victims than any other snake in the 
southern half of Africa. 

But life in this bush country has its 
compensations. The area fringes the 
Kruger National- Park and game is plenti
ful. More than one soldier has been 

charged by irate elephants who believe 
their territorial domain has been 
threatened. 

Orders issued to troops on this subject 
are clear: there is to be no shooting un
less a man's life is threatened by a wild 
animal. And judging by the number of 
succulent impala and kudu steaks that 
were served during my stay, it is aston-· 
ishing how many soldiers were charged 
by antelope) 

One of the big problems facing security 
forces in the region is maintaining some 
sort of control over many of the black 
tribesmen who live there. A fair propor
tion of the blacks living along the Lim
popo are related to people resident in 
Rhodesia's south-east area, now a fully 
operational anti-insurgency region. 
These people move backwards and for
wards between South Africa and Rho
desia without any restrictions imposed on 
their travels; this is the way it has always 
been and it is difficult to stop social move
ment even though there is a war going on 
in the neighboring territory. (The same 
problem, incidentally, now faces the 
authorities along the border with Angola , 
and , to a lesser degree, along the Bots
wana frontier.) 

Nevertheless, the activities and move
ments of these tribesmen are constantly 
checked. The movements of livestock and 

S6uth African patrols always risk encounters 
infiltrating into Rhodesia from Mozambique. 
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·~ ..; 
South African "troopies" must be as 
alert for deadly snakes as terrorist 
infiltrators. This soldier holds a Puff 
Adder found near his sleeping bag. 
other animals are also controlled , espe
cially in regions plagued by foot-and
mouth disease , which is an old scourge of 
the Dark Continent. 

And while most people living in this 
area co-operate , South Africans are the 
first to admit that operating in the region 
only a rifle shot away from one of the big 
anti-insurgency campaigns in Africa has 
its problems. They are, nevertheless, in a 
·constant state of alert in a potentially 
dangerous situation. 
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French 'Dogs ol War' 
. <· · Strike Out 
\ · Later a list of names was presented to 

It was just after dawn· that the four- by Al · I VenleP the still~unnamed coup-leader. Once this 
i:;ngined passenger jet aircra~ lumbered . . .ail had been cleared , 100 " volunte_ers'_' we:e 
down the runway at Cotonou A1rp0rt. eral black Benin soldiers who showed handed air tickets to a destmat10n m 
: The lane had neither received nor re- their faces around the terminal building Morocco. There , with the collaboration of 
q~ested landing ins~ructions. Jt swo~ped were dispatched by automatic fire. the Moroccan secret service and the 
in low across the capitol of the Republic of This attack, as recounted by a French- Moroccan. Army, the chosen few were 
B nin-formerly Dahomey-touched speaking mercenary, took. place at subjected · to· one month's intensive 
down and then rolled to a halt a couple of Cotonou Airport on the mornmg of Sun- military training. 
hundred meters from the control tower day, 16 January 1977. And while there From Morocco , the group was _flow~ by 
whe..re a drowsy air controller yawned and has been much speculation as to exactly an unidentified airline to L1brev1lle, 
rubbed the sleep out of bis eyes. . what happened during this mini-invasion ,, capitol of Gabon , a steamy, tropical west 

He and several others at the airport which bore traces of a similar and far African country which played a major role 
·ere surpri ed to see ~hat th~ unexpected more successful Israeli operation, it is in propping up the rebel Bi_afra_n sec_e~ 

arrivaL bo e ,no markings either on the only now that details of the venture have sionist state during the N1genan c1V1l 
uselage or t~e tail. been released. war. 

A rench-built: Pan~ard armored c~r TJ.ie reason for the attack . was clear Although it is unclear how long the 
panted with the markings of the Bemn from the start. Miniscule Berun, botder- mercenaries temained in Gabon, it is 
Army , parked alon?side the control ing on Nigeria and francopho~e Togo_, ~as known that they were completely isolated 
towe't, st11rted its engtne . A black offi_cer recently adopted the Marxist poltt1c~ from the outside world during their 
sittingi t e hatch of the armored vehicle creed . Originally known as the Republic African sojourn. Their camp was heavily 
shoute<i oi:ders at another Panhard near- of Dahomey, this tiny sliver of land on the guarded by Gabonese militia, and they 
by. The e was ne respo?se. . west coast of Africa has had a history of were allowed no leave prior to the " ad-

The ~lack officer, clearly ~g1tate~, political insurrec'tion ever since. it was ventliie~; • 
meanwhile swung the arn_io:ed _cars granted independence by France m 196_0. Finally, ·not long after midnight on the 
60mm main gun around until 1Lpomted · It was in Benin, in fact , that Afnca morning of 16 January 1977, the men 
directly at the mysterious plane, whose experienced one of the first post-inde- were taken to .Libreville Airport on the 
engines had not yet been cut_. ,. pendence coup d' etats. Since th.en there outskirts of the Gabonaise capitol. An un-

Moments later, a door on the· side of have been at least half a doze1;1 attempts .marked jet aircraft was taxied to the far 
the jet as swung open and an impto- at overthrowing the Cotonou government end of the runway and there , in total 
vised rope laddei: thrown out. Without by force . darkness, the mercenaries boarded. 
waiting for formalities, either from ihe The newly Marxist government of Lt. Cotonou, their destination, was only a 
control tower or the two Panhards, a Col. Jamor Kerekou has proved to be no few hours' flying 'time away, and they 
white man clad in green camouflage_ and more popu1ar than those that preceded it, were scheduled to arrive when the city 
a black beret exited to the ground with a and it is probably for this reason that an 'was still asleep. 
bazook~ slung over his shoulder. . exiled wing of the Dahomeyan opposition What should have been a complete 

The man stopped only momentan~y party set into motion a train of events that success, turned instead into disaster. 
before swinging the weapon .to his aed to the mercenary i.nvasion. · It was no accident that two armored 
shoulder . He took a bead on the Panhard While the facts are sparse, this much is cars were parked on the runway at 
commanded by the black officer and known: a group of mercenaries, mostly Cotonou Airport nor that several hundred 
fired. The blast of the bazooka was from Central France-including a secret crack troops were deployed around the 
drowned by the flash of explosion, as the unit based in Paris-was contacted by a periphety of this t iny African city that 
first armored car disintegrated in a mass West African dissident with a vie~ to Graham Greene once wrote " has been 
of twisted metal and flame. . overthrowing ·the Beniin ·goveriiinent. left in the sun to rot. '' _ 

Seconds later, having reloaded hts "Wltfifn- minutes ofleavin.g . the airport h d d the Second Pan The mercenaries , -sceptical at firs~ 
weapon, e estroye · - in a variety of trucks and cars , the first h d B th ·s ti.me a strean1 of men of all soon saw potential in the scheme when a d 

ar · Y 
1 

• · opposition had been encountere . One Of them dressed in down payment of several hundred thou- fi 
races-every Awaked by the bazooka blast_s, t. he 1rs.t d · J fl d had left the sand dollars was made to the leader of the 
i e11t1ca camou age ress- ring of troops around the Ben1_n_o.1s_e ca.£1-. ft d ac1"ng .for var1"ous g· roup , the same man that dispatched the . 
a1rcra an were r . continued on page tll:I vantage points around the airpcrt. Sev- two armored cars on arrival at Cotonou. 
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St)l( IN'l,l~ll\TIJ~ltrs )111{1~ l~(jlfi.\NIS: 

***************** 
()NI~ f)I( '11111~ Nl~l\r lllll~l~I) ()I( 1\~ll~llJf;1\N l\~\lllllf)llS 
Ex-Special Forces and Nam veteran Mike Echanis is one of the most deadly hand-to-hand combat experts in the world. As he has 

served as Chief Instructor in the techniques of hand-to-hand com bar for America's military el ire . S .O .F. decided to have Martial Arts 
Editor, Art Gitlin interview Echanis in order ro provide S .O.F. readers with a ·'prof essional' s'' view of the state of the art vis-a-vis the 
U.S . military; rhe background of his "old" bw '' new" f ighting techniques. Ir is my personal opinion rhar the close combat developed 
and refined by Echanis and his assistants 111ill be of immense value to all ' 'prof essionals" who may find themselves in a situation whae 
their lives or the success of their mission depends upon " neutralizing" the enemy with hands or knife. - ltc . Robert K. Brown , Editor 
and Publisher . 

SOF: We have recently read your new 
book on knife self-defense with great 
interest. How were these techniques 
developed? 
ECHANIS: The system demonstrated in 
the book is a new system of hand-to-hand 
combat devised and developed by myself 
and a group of former military hand-to
hand combat experts. We have tested 
and analyzed these techniques over a 
period of years. We have developed and 
refined these techniques from a system of 
hand-to-hand combat that'was developed 
some 1800 years ago by the Korean 
Hwarang. 
SOF: Who were the Hwarang? 
ECHANIS: The Hwarang were a group of 
aristocratic young men who were the 
leaders and instructors of the warrior 
class during the feudal period in Korea . 
Those young men developed a fantastic 
scientific approach to combat - mentally , 
physically, and spiritually. They devised 
a special system of physical techniques 
and mental training that were utilized in 
conjunction with special concepts of 
strategy in attack and counterattack, in
surgency, counterinsurgency, infiltra
tion , and exfiltration. This was in the 
feudal period and these people actually 
did engage in close quarter warfare with 
swords, knives , bows and arrows , spears , 
etc. Keep in mind that the strategy and 
these techniques came from China. The 
Hwarang sent a group of monks to China 
to study 9 different systems of fighting. 
The techniques that you see in Hwarang 
Do are the result of the information that 
they brought back and the adaptations 
made by the Hwarang in later years. This 
system developed into what is now known 
as Hwarang Do. My master instructor, 
Joo Bang Lee , studied those arts in the 
same temple in which the monks taught 
the original Hwarang. 

Until recently , Hwarang Do was a 
secret art. We are the first Caucasians to 
learn the secrets of the inner group of 
Hwarang who were known as the Sul Sa. 
The Sul Sa were masters of infiltration 
and exfiltration . Their missions included : 
basic intelligence gathering, disruption of 
enemy camps , elimination of key enemy 
personnel , and !J1any of the same kinds of 
missions that the modern Special War
fare soldier is assigned. My training in 
that area included not just becoming a Sul 
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Sa but a master instructor of the Sul Sa 
arts . We've taken this information, and 
modernized it to fit our needs . 
SOF.: Let me ask you whether you feel 
the techniques that were applied 1800 
years ago, are still viable in a modern 
Special Warfare situation? 
ECHANIS: I think it is very important to 
remember that 1800 years ago these guys 
actually fought in close quarter combati 
tives to the death every time they met. 
Not at 1000 meters with an M-21 sniper 
system, or at SO yards with an M-16. I am 
not minimizing the danger or the skill 
necessary to fight at a distance , but we 
are talking about a different kind of war
fare here. These guys fought at two to 
five feet from each other and killed each 
other with knives and swords and spears 
and staffs. From this kind of experience 
in constant close quarter combat, they 
developed systems of protection and re
sponse far superior to our present 
methods because our range of develop
ment and the scope of our strategy relies 
on the .45 , the M-16, the M-21 sniper 
system and only rarely if ever, a knife or 
bare hands. Remember, most of their 
battles , if not 100% , were conducted at 
close range. In S.E. Asia, less than 5% of 
the battles were conducted in any kind of 
a hand-to-hand situation , and even that 
may be too high an estimate. 

We have refined and adapted the Sul 
Sa methods for today's soldier taking into 
consideration the types of tools and 
weapons that he finds readily availab le , 
the kinds of situations that he can adapt 
to with his uniform and his equipment. It 

is also very important to train these men 
in strategy. Through this, they develop 
confidence which in turn results in a 
fierce fighting spirit, and an aggressive 
attitude. They must be confident they can 
go into battle and win; this is most 
important. 
S.O.F.: The primary value of your train
ing program is building the self con
fidence of the modern soldier? 
ECHANIS: Primarily building self con
fidence and the aggressive fighting spirit 
which is necessary in special warfare 
operations. A trooper must have the 
right attitude to survive and win. We im
prove his physical capabilities in close 
quarter combatives and also developing 
his psychological attitude towards battle 
by developing a fierce fighting spirit. 
Thats the best way to describe what we 
are really doing. Self confidence by itself 
is too limiting a term. 
S.O.F.: Over the years you have worked 
with and trained the elite of the U.S. 
military; who is the best? 
EHCANIS: We have always had the repu
tation for being the toughest and the 
hardest school in the military . Anybody 
who successfully completes our school is 
tough. But I would say pound-for pound, 
man-for-man, the toughest fighting unit 
in the world today is the United States 
Navy SEALS . 
S.O.F.: Is it okay to print that? 
ECHANIS: You bet. It will probably piss 
a lot of people off, though. 
S.O.F.: You're not a SEAL are you? 
ECHANIS: No , but I'm a member of their 
brotherhood. I was the senior instructor 
of their last hand-to-hand combat pro
gram; and I stand behind what I said. 
However , when we are talking about in
dividuals, probably one of the toughest 
hand-to-hand combat instructors and 
probably one of the best professional 
soldiers that I have ever met is MSG. 
Jakevenko , known to his friends as " Big 
Jake." He tears full beer cans .in half with 
his hands. He was one of the leaders on 
the Son Tay raid into North Vietnam~ he 
was the guy who carried the M-60 
machine gun. I'd follow that man to Hell 
to kill the devil. He- is one of the toughest 
men that I have ever seen. He's Special 
Forces and Ranger qualified. His knuck
les look like he 's been pounding on man-· 

continued on page 62 
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OT0#3 

Art Gitlin/ 
Mike Echani~ 

apping his ar . own rapidly , 
Echanis pulls rearwa11d and down. By 
:f>XJlling the sentry's head into the 

~ . osJti,on shown in this photo 1, pres
t 'Stire is applied from the bottom of the 
''l hroat to the top. This upward thrust 

against the throat is much more ef
fective. Driving his knee into the 

~' small of the sentry's back allows 
~ Echanis to keep his victim from turn

ing and provides a fulcrum around 
which to apply strong backward pres

r:e against the throat. 
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PHOT0#4 
Bringing both his elbows together, 
Echanis spins sharply and quickly to 
his left; at the same time he lowers 
his hips and steps into the sentry, 
while replacing his right foot on the 
ground. Remember to keep the pres
sure on the garrote and to keep his 
hips "out of line," he could get a'fNay 
or even turn · the table on you. 
Notice that Echanis' legs are bent in 
order to set up the next move. Also 
note that Echanis controls part of the 
sentry's head with his own. 

PHOT0#5 
Now Echanis concurrently pulls 
downward sharply on the garrote, 
bends forward from the waist, and 
straightens his legs. Consequently, 
Echanis' hips lift those of the sentry, 
breaking his balance. Therefore, the 
sentry is unable to "drop" his weight 
ln order to prevent being thrown by 
.Echanis. Even if he did manage to do 
so, it would do him little good. He 
would.simply hang himself. 

PHOT0#6 
With the full effect of the powerful l~

1

'!!;#!~~q!!'f'!T; 
throw just completed, stunning the 
already panicked and confused 
sentry, Echanis applies the last pres- ll;&~~r!';;f 
sure that man will feel in this life. 
Pulling sharply up with his left arm 
(holding the end that goes under the 
sentry's neck), he slips his right hand 
under his left fist, causing a twisting 
tightening of the garrote. Notice that 
Echanis' r ight knee is placed across 
the sentry's shoulder in order to 
prevent him from wiggling away. If 
a wire garrote had been used instead 
of the relatively wide belt, our 
subject's head might be severed by ~ 
now. 
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NRA SHAKE-UP 
A Victory For Gun Ownership 

In an unusual resurgence of popular bv Gene Cr In the present U.S . political context 
sen~iment , _the voting membership of the .I um t?e impact of NRA organizational , educa~ 
Nat10nal Rifle Association/ U .S. on May t1onal , and political efforts is very likely 
21 , 1977, took over the normally cere- to be greater than is presently expected 
monial " Annual Members Meeting" at by that group 's officials-and possibly 
the 1977 NRA Convention in Cincinnati the members themselves. Presently, the 
Ohio. They conducted business affair~ NRA 's purpose and thrust are toward 
until about 3:20 A.M., causing a major very limited goals: the preservation-
revision of the NRA bylaws and removal within reasonable laws-of the rights of 
of the top NRA officials , coupled with citizens who choose to possess and carry 
their replacement by men long associated arm~ for honest purposes. These rights 
with militant "pro-gun" sentiments. also mclude a favorab le social climate and 

Replacing Gen . Maxwell Rich (Ret.) as the absence of governmental harassment. 
Executive Vice-President of the NRA is Most of these goals can be reached 
Harton B. Carter , a retired official of the swiftly by means of policy changes . The 
U.S. Border Patrol. Carter is credited mass media, which for years have at-
with actually setting up the present tacked civilian gun ownership and use, 
"gun-lobby" structure for the NRA in the are capable of a nearly instan taneous 
form of the Institute for Legislative Member1976 change of direction , creating an atmos-
Action (ILA) . Confirmed by the member- NationalGunControlCenter phere in which such matters are discus-
ship for heading ILA is attorney Robert J. increasing social and political attack, sed within an acceptably constructive 
Kukla , a razor-sharp intellect who has NRA gun owners struck to insure that framework. The bureaucracy is capable of 
become increasingly popular among their organization could be used as a ~omewhat s lower change, if ranking polit
ranlc-and-file NRA members. Elected powerful political weapon in the months ical figures provide clear-cut directives 
Presi?ent of the NRA is Admiral Lloyd to come, fighting for the traditional rights and goals. Political leaders have a ready
Mustm (Ret.), selected by the Board with of the American gun owner. made escape from unfavorable positions, 
membership support in place of candi- The political and military impact of the on the basis of their change of heart due 
dates identified with the old "manage- May 21st meeting is expected to be far- to increased exposure to large amounts of 
ment" group. reaching: the National Rifle Association / data now being collected by the NRA and 

In addition to these changes, the NRA U.S. is the effective governing body for other pro-gun groups. This data includes 
voting membership also directed that the the broadly defined sedentary militia in thorough research into the roots of the 
organization focus its attention on the the United States . In the U.S., due to Constitution's Second Amendment, the 
gun issue, and stop a variety of involve- recent advances by minority elements , a relationships between gun laws, crime, 
ments with ecological and environmental legal definition of the sedentary militia arms ownership and other factors , and 
projects. The members also directed that includes practically everyone capable of surveys which define with increasing 
the -headquarters of NRA remain in bearing arms. From a practical stand- sharpness the determination of the 
Washington, D.C. , despite a decision by point , in effect, the roughly 1.2 million American people-and particularly the 
the past management to relocate the NRA members of the National Rifle Associa- gun owners-that anti-gun laws and 
in Colorado Springs, Colorado. A variety tion comprise the "hard core" of that policies will not be accepted. 
of other reforms were also instituted , in- nation's armed citizenry-and that "hard In this latter context the full impact of 
eluding a new means of nominating can- core " is angry, increasingly so, over the shift in NRA policies and programs 
dictates for the NRA Board of Directors. efforts to disarm it , and to terminate the remains to be de termined: for some 
The NRA President has been stripped of Constitutional right to possess and bear years , SOF has seen and been advised of 
his old power to virtually dictate the arms. In the May 21st meeting , the mem- an increasing determination among the 
composition of the Board , and under the bers ordered that NRA officials move at American people not to be disarmed. 
new nominating method , NRA members once to politically organize the whole Rhetoric increasingly common among 
themselves will be able to propose local membership , in order to give U.S. gun gun owners indicates that political 
or other candidates to the Board and force owners an effect ive voice in the U.S. decisions have been subtle but increasing 
nominations to be included on the official political systt;m. factors in the buying of firearms , and the 
ballot each year. Subsequent investigation by SOF in- tastes which are being exercised in pur-

These reforms were the result of long- dicates that this political organization, ch~ses. Underscoring this , increasing 
standing membership unrest over poor focusing on the preservation and ad - evidence shows that an unknown but in
responsiveness of NRA's leadership to vancement of the Constitutional right to creasing number of gun owners have 
their complaints and their growing con- possess and bear arms , is going forward, been taking steps to hide-in some cases , 
cern that individuals responsible for NRA even as the new leadership conducts a by burial-some of their purchases , along 
policy and operations were not only reorganization and housecleaning at with ammunition, preserved food, 
exceeding their authority but were also headquarters. The organization is not medical supplies, and basic valuables 
moving to shift NRA activities away from being constructed around recent political useful in a barter economy. 
a strong stand on the gun issue , away blocs , but is-in effect-being con- Pursuit of this has increased to such a 
f~o_m a high profile in pressing for recog- structed around a basic Constitutionalist degree that some publications have been 
mt10n and development of the shooting appeal, in keeping with the NRA's being , carrying ads for commercial burial vaults 
sports, toward an environmental-ecolog- as a part of its stated purpose, a "patri- for such commodities, special preserva
ical-oriented organization. In the face of otic organization. " tives , as well as literature discussing th·e 

continued on page 69 
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lll~I~f )1ll)INC; l~f )ll '11111~ 11111 
BY ROBERT SUNDANCE 

Like to have a Ml-A commercial ver
sion of the M-14 7.62mm rifle that shoots 
minute-of-angle groups out past 300 
meters? It can be done , but not with issue 
ammunition. You'll have to work for it , 
but the accuracy can be had with a little 
effort. 

This article is dedicated to those 
owners of the Ml-A who don 't have an 
unlimited ammo supply or a friend at Ft. 
Benning. NATO 7.62 (.308 Winchester) 
ammo is gett ing harder to find at reason
able prices and this is especially true of 
match ammo. Prices range from 15 cents 
for ball (try to get this price) up to 40 
cents per round for military match ammo. 
Even then , the stuff may be of douptful 
accuracy. Tliese conditions force you to 
seriously consider rolling your own. 

The difference in both price and ac
curacy can be astounding. Handloads 
that deliver match accuracy may be 
loaded for as little as 10 cents per round, 
using military brass. As an example, the 
other day I fired several 100-yard , five
sliot groups, using standard military ball 
ammo and a standard Ml-A with issue 
iron sights. The smallest group went 4.5 
inches with an average of 6.5 inches. 
Disappointed , I rushed home and found 
a load I liked in an old Speer manual , 
using the 130-grain H.P. Speer bullet. 
Subtracting two grains of 3031 DuPont 
powder from the listed "accuracy load " 
for safety 's sake , I threw 10 rounds to
gether and headed back for the range. 
The two five-shot groups went into 1.25 
inches and 1.33 inches under identical 
conditions. Everyone around me was 
shocked to see the huge difference, espe
cia lly when I explained the hurried load 
choice. Need I say more for handloading? 

In working up the loads for this article, 
I wanted to stay within reasonable costs 
that the average handloader can afford. 
This is the primary reason for limiting 
myself to a small bullet and powder 
selection that costs $45. By doubling or 
tripling the cost, a slight improvement 
would be obtained, but it probably 
would not be worth the extra money. 

The loads we developed are safe in the 
individual rifles tested. However, due to 
unpredictable variations, they might be 
too hot in some guns or too light in 
'others. So, be smart; back off one full 
grain and work up slowly to the load that 
performs best in your rifle. Keep in mind 
that handioads or civilian .308 ammo will 
void your rifle warrantee, so, take it easy. 
Besides , there is no warrantee on your 
head , fingers, or eyes . 

DuPont 3031 and 4895 were chosen for 
their case-filling characteristics and 
excellent performance in medium-size 
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cases . There are several other powders 
suitable for the 7.62mm round and you 
can experiment as long as your money 
holds out, but these two will do a good 
job. 

Bullets used were the Speer 130-grain 
hollow-point; Sierra 165-grain; Spitzer 
boat tail; Hornady 168-grain H.P. B.T. 
match bullet; and Sierra H.P . B.T. hunt
ing bullet. The 130-grain H.P. bullet 
yields the highest velocity. The 130-grain 
is good for accuracy and is deadly out to 

600 yards-it 's also lower in price than 
match bullets. The 165-Grain Spitzer 
boat-tail soft-nose bullet is an excellent 
big-game hunting round. The Hornady 
168-grain match bullet was chosen 
for target or sniping use. This ho\low
point boat-tail bullet is extremely uniform 
in weight and concentricity. The 165· 
gra in H.P. B.T. Sierra bullet is extremely 
accurate and has a devastating effect on 
game. The military N.M. bullet (M-118) 
is a full-jacket (ball) type of 173 grains. 
The standard military combat ball bullej 
(M-59) weighs 147 grains; both military 
bullets are of boat-tail design , which re
tains velocity better at long range. I used 
CCI and #200 primers since I am partial 
to them. 

Use only good-condition, U.S. military 
brass , since it is heavier and thicker than 

commercial cases. The Ml-A is not set up 
for civilian brass-so, for safety's sake , 
don 't use it. Because military brass is 
thicker, there is slightly less room for 
powder; however , it develops greater 
pressure with less powder. My rule of 
thumb is to load G. I. brass two grains 
fighter than the maximum loads listed in 
a civilian reloading manual and to load 
match brass 2.5 grains lighter. Ul
timately, I found that match brass could 
be loaded hotter than the standard G. I. 
brass , because it was stronger. 

Be careful and conservative in your use 
of powder before you work up to hot 
loads . After you find your minimum safe 
load. increase by 0.10-grain increments 
up to that " ideal " load , watching very 
carefully for any signs of excessive 
pressures, since they can cause parts 
breakage and increased wear in any gas
operated rifle such as the Ml-A. 

Any brass used for match or accuracy 
should be of the same year and manufac
ture for the most consistent results. 
Different lots of brass vary in capacity, so 
always back off on any maximum load you 
have developed by · 0.5 grain, when 
switching years, lots, or type of brass , or 
you could be in for a bang-up good time. 
Then proceed to work up to a safe level 
again by 0.10 grain. Be sure to lube the 
outside of your cases sufficiently (don't 
overdo it), or they will stick in the resizing 
die-great fun! All brass was resized full 
length , using standard-base RCBS .308 
Winchester dies. I did not have any mal
functions due to feeding problems, 
although I have heard that small base 
.308 dies seem to work better for the 
Ml-A since they size the brass smaller. 
The people at RCBS will help you in your 
choice-write them. 

To make room for the new primer, the· 
military primer-pocket crimp must be 
removed ·by reaming. National Match 
(1968 L.C.) brass did not have a crimp 
and only a clean-up reaming was needed 
to allow easy primer seating. Make 
certain the mouth of the pocket has a 
slight radius so new primers will seat 
easily. In either case (no pun intended) , 
don't over ream the primer pocket, or 
you'll be in for a loose primer condition. 
Clean all residue from the primer pocket 
and you're finished with this phase of the 
operation. 

Primer seating in standard military 
cases is more difficult , due to a heavy 
crimp which you must remove. If you 
meet resistance duri'ng primer seating, 
rotate the case slowly with your fingers. 
By the way, civilian pi:imers are appar
ently made of thinner metal than military; 
therefore, they are slightly more sensitive 
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The author, formerly a member of various U.S. Army rifle teams, found custom reloading for his Springfield 
Armory M1A improved accuracy. The M1A has excellent long range sniping capability 

than G.I. primers. Make certain that 
primers are seated slightly below the case 
head, about .001 inch to .005 inch. If a 
primer is protruding, firing-pin inertia 
might fire it as the bolt slams shut. 

The use of the more deadly sott-nose 
Spitzer bullets such as the 165-grain 
Hornady will result in some nose blunting 
due to contact with the magazine during 
recoil. This will not result in any signifi
cant accuracy change out to 300 yards, 
but it is worthy of note . The even deadlier 
hollow-point rounds do not experience 
any blunting by recoil. Obviously , all of 
these bullets are more "efficient" than 
military ball-type ammunition , when 
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shooting at any type of game . 
If your ammunition will be exposed to 

severe moisture , you can " combat 
condition" each round by painting col
ored lacquer around the primer with a 
small brush after it is seated. Wait a 
couple of seconds and wipe across the 
base and primer with your thumb for a 
clean base and primer with a residual 
ring of lacquer sealing the primer. Water
proof the bullet by painting a thin (1116 
inch wide) coating lacquer around the 
outside of the bullet. 

Do not paint the base of the bullet as 
this will contaminate the powder. Paint 
only where the bullet will actually contact 
the case neck and seat the bullet immedi
<itely while the lacquer is wet. Any model 
spray lacquer will work well for the above 
purpose. Simply spray a small amount 
into a paint lid, get your brush , and away 
you go. The "bullet end" waterproofing 
gives the bullet a mild adhesive effect 
which could raise pressures, so back off 
your load by 0.2 grains until you are 
sure you're safe. This seemed to ad
versely affect accuracy by .i12 M.0 .A.; 
therefore , this method was not used in 
the test results. 

The case mouth shou ld be slightly 
deburred on the inside and outside after 
the first resizing and after each case 
trimming to facilitate easy bullet seating 
and chambering . Remember, the base of 
a bullet has a tremendous effect on 
accuracy, so be careful in the seating 
operation not to damage the bullet. 
After sizing and completing the above 
case modifications, I prefer to clean or 
degrease my-cases by wiping them with 
a clean rag. 

Empty cases should be trimmed to 
2.015 inches after one firing , as well as 
every couple of firings thereafter. I used 
the RCBS file-type trim because it is 
fast , cheap , and easy to use. National 
brass is somewhat hard and may split 
if you try to go over five loads-although 
I did reload some cases six times with 
only one split case in the whole test. 
After five resizings , the necks got too thin 
to do a good job of holding the bullet and 

pressure changes caused accuracy to go 
crazy. I recommend throwing away 
cases that have been full length resized 
five times. 

It would be prudent to fire several stan
dard military ball rounds through your 
Ml-A to insure that everything works 
right before handloading for accuracy. 
Keep a few of the military-fired cases for 
comparison with your fired handloaded 
cases for signs of excess pressure. 
Follow this same procedure with National 
Match brass . 

The Ml-A is gas-operated and requires 
a certain amount of pressure at the gas 
port in order to function . If loads are too 
light, the bolt will not travel back far 
enough to pick up a round from the 
magazine . With the powders I used , it 
is safe to simply increase the charge 0.10 
grain at a time until reliable feeding , 
accuracy and power are achieved. 

The rifles used were a standard 
Model Ml-A and a factory National 
Match Model Ml-A , not the newer, more 
accurate heavy barrel N.M. The standard 
Ml -A had a modified glass-bedding job 
of my own design and standard six groove 
l-in-12-inch twist barrel. The National 
Match rifle had all the usual modifica
tions and a four-groove l-in-12-inch 
twist match barrel. Both rifles are the 
product of the Springfield Armory, 
Geneseo , Illinois. They were fired by the 
same shooter on the same day . All 
100-yard shooting was done in four-shot 
groups from a bench-rest sandbag 
position. No barrel cooling was allowed 
between shots for each group. Both rifles 
were equipped with standard iron sights. 

After each 100-yard accuracy load 
was fired, I then tested the load at 300 
yards, using a $9. 98 J apanese 2.SX scope 
of unknown manufacture. Dqe to limited 
amounts of ammunition, all accuracy 
loads were established for the match 
rifle ; then I used them for final loads in 
the standard rifle. 
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I obtained what I think is phenomenal 
accuracy, since these are semi-automatic 
military-type rifles. Using iron sights , I 
shot a dozen or more loads under one 
inch. The best four-shot 100-yard group 
went 0.65 inch center-to-center, using the 
match rifle. The best overall 300-yard 
five-shot group was 2.5 inch center-to
center from the standard rifle! This was 
backed up by a 3.2-inch group, using a 
different load. The match rifle got down 
to 3.2 and 4.0 inches at 300 yards. (See 
the load table for complete documenta
tion.) 

I suspect that certain bullets are just 
not compatible with particular rifles, 
hence the widely differing groups. After 
all, my friends, that' s what handloading 
is all about. Although U.S. government 
N.M . ammo uses 4895 powder, overall, 
3031 powder outperformed 4895 in these 
tests . In the load table, I listed the best 
4895 loads for those of you who like 
that particular powder. The best military 
match shooters in our area use 40 grains 
of 4895 with Hornady's 168 grain, match 
bullet, and they are bad news shooters. 

If you wonder how handloads stack up 
against National Match ammunition in a 
N .M. Ml-4 rifle, consider this-when 
fired from a standard recoiling accuracy 
cradle, military requirements state that 
the rifle must average 6.0 inches for 
three consecutive ten-shot groups at 300 
meters, using N.M. ammunition that 
does not exceed 3.5 inches group average 
at 300 meters when fired from an accu
racy test barrel and fixture . In other 
words, the rifle and ammunition must go 
under six inches at 300 yards. 

Top shooters in military matches use 
a couple of really good tricks. First, 
they pull the standard N .M. bullet from a 
new round and replace it with a Hornady 
168 match bullet with no other changes. 
(Rumor has it that this can cut group size 
by 50%.) Second, N.M. ammo has the 
bullet sealed with a tar-like substance. If 
you put the round in a reloading press 
and adjust the seating die to seat the 
bullet, just .001 or so deeper, this cracks 
the old " dried up " seal (ammo over one 
year old) and can cut group size by 
20-50%. 

As you can see·, it is no big problem to 
greatly increase the Ml-A's (and the 
Ml4's or your .45's, 9mm's, 30-06's, 
etc.) accuracy by handloading . It doesn't 
cost much to work up loads , and after 
that your ammunition costs are reduced 
substantially. I hope that these general 
guidelines will help you: remember, 
the idea is to hit what you are aiming at . 
Have fun and good shooting! 
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RELOAD· DATA: 
165 gr. Sierra, spitzer, boat fail bullet. 
seating depth 0.37 inch - Lake City 1968 case - match 
3031powder--39.1-most accurate.est. velocity - 2550-fps 
39.1 gr. - 0.89 inch group 100 yds - match rifle 
39.1 gr. - 0.98 inch group 100 yds - std. rifle 
39.1 gr. - 4.0 inch group 300 yds - match rifle 
39.1 gr. - 5.2 inch group 300 yds - std. rifle 
39.1 gr. maximum ioad 
4895 powder - 40.8 accurate load est. velocity - 2500 fps 
40.8 gr. -1.50 inch group 100 yds - match rif le 
40.6 gr. -1.65 inch group 100 yds - std . r i fle 
42.0 maximum_ load · -

165 gr. Sierra, hollow point, boat tail bullet. 
seating depth 0.35 inch - Lake City 1968 case - match 
3031 powder - 39.2 most accurate-est. velocitv - 2550 fas 
39.2 gr. -1.10 inch group 100 yds - match rifle 
39.2 gr. - 0. 75 inch group 100 yds - std . rifle 
39.2 gr. - 4.0 inch group 300 yds - match rifle 
39.2 gr. - 2.5 inch group 300 yds - std. rifle 
3.96 maximum load 
4895 powder - 40.1 accurate load est. velocity - 2400 fps 
40.2 gr. - 1.38 inch group 100 yds - match rifle 
40.2 gr. -1.40 inch group 100 yds - std. rifle 
41.0gr. maximum 

168 gr. Hornady, hollow point boat tail match bullet 
seating depth 0.3 inch - Lake City 1968 case - match 
3031 powder-38.8 gr. most accurate est. velocity - 2500 fµ:> 
38.8 gr. - 0.95 inch group 100 yds - match rifle 
38.8 gr. - 1.20 inch group 100 yds - std. r i fle 
38.8 gr. - 3.20 inch group 300 yds - match ri fle 
38.8 i:ir. - 5.00 inch group 300 yds - std. r ifle 
39.3 hot maximum load-
4895 powder 40.8 gr. accurate est. velocity - 2450 fps 
40.8 - 0.98 inch group 100 yds - std. rifle 
40.5 - 1.12 inch group 100 yds. - match rifle 
42.Hot maxmium -

130 gr. Speer, hollow point flat base bullet 
seating depth 0.23 inch Lake City 1968 case - match 
3031powder·-43~ f (most accurate) est. velocity - 2800 fps 
43.1 gr. - 0.65 inch group 100 yds - match rifle 
43.1 gr. - 0.85 inch group 100 yds - std . rifle 
43.1 gr. - 5.1 inch 300 yds - match rifle 
43.3 maximum load .. 
4895 powder - 44.2 accurate load est. velocity - 2750 fps 
44.2 fr. - 0.89 inch group 100 yds - match ri fle 
44.1 gr. - 0.95 inch group 100 yds - std _ r i fle 
44.5 maximum load 

(M-118) U.S. National Match Ammo. 
Lake City 1968 
173 gr. spitzer boat tail waterproofedliullet 
seating depth 0.43 inch - national match case 
4895 powder - 43.3 gr. est. velocity 2550 fps 
match - 2.30 inch 100 yds - match rifle 
match - 3.80 inch 100 yds - std. rifle 
match - 5.80 inch 300 yds - match rifle 
match - 7 _08 inch 300 yds - std. rifle 
Judging by case indications the 43.3 gr. of 4895 was a 
hot maximum load. 
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BY ART GITLIN cocked and locked , was covered by a This phase separated many of the men 

napkin-size piece of heavy cloth. The from the boys . 
On June 8, the Table Mountain Gu n shooter was allowed to position the On of the "boys" in this case turned 

Club and the Colorado Pistol League weapon and cloth cover. For the first two out to be SOF publisher Brown, who, 
sponsored the first International Practical three round strings, the shooter, with while shooting in the open class, received 
Shooting Confederations U.S . National both hands flat on the table, removed the 15 penalty points for fumbling his .45 as 
Championships . From coast-to-coast, 97 cloth with either hand , picked up the gun he removed the cloth with his weak hand. 
of the top combat pistol shooters swooped and engaged three targets. The shooter That was not the only reason he came in 
into Golden , Colorado to compete for had the choice of shooting with one or two dead last, but we can't go into that 
slots on the U.S. team which will compete hands . further if I want to remain employed 
in the lPSC World Championships to be The center target five meters away had ·(Jeff Cooper remarked, " If Brown 
held in Salisbury, Rhodesia , 25 to 30 to be engaged first. The shooter then doesn ' t practice . he shouldn't compete ." 
August (a li ttle terrorist proble m doesn't fired at the second and third targets , 15 Ah. well). 
bother a good combat shooter!) . As meters from the table , and placed on each Stage II requ ired the shooter to face 
expected , the course was both difficult side of the center target. For the last two th ree targets - one at five , ten and twenty 
and challe nging . strings the shooter had to remove the meters . with about 10 degrees angle be-

Stage I consisted of having the shooter cloth and fire with his weak hand only. tween them. One had to draw and fire two 
sit behind a table on which his or her gun, The other hand had to be off the table . rounds into each target within five 
United States IPSC 1977 Champion Kirk Kirkham of Kirkham. The presentation was made before approxi-
Phoenix, Az. received part of his "loot" from SOF mately 250 people at the dinner following the matches. 
Associate Editor Art Gitlin. The custom fitted and en- Kirkham's revelation that he had only been combat 
graved Colt .45 Gold Cup was donated by Colt to the pistol shooting for three months prior to winning the 
IPSC Champion Class 1st Place winner, and dominating top honors was somewhat of a shock to the assembled 
the background is the SOF Trophy which also went to shooters. 



seconds of the activation of the starting 
light. Not so difficult. but scoring well 
was something e lse. 

Stage Ill was the most excitmg. A 
"Running Felon" target was mounted on 
an electrica lly powered carriage that 
crossed l 0 meters in five seconds. The 
contestant had to stand behind a five foot 
wide barrier and could only step out , 
draw and fire when the target moved into 
view. After firing six rounds , he had to 
move behind the barrier , reload and en
gage the target from the other side of the 
barrier as it was returned to its starting 
position. Three seconds were allowed to 
reload and reposition oneself on the other 
side of the barrier. 

Each shooter ran through the three 
stages twice. Out of a total 360 points 
possible , the high champion class shooter 
blasted a 342. 

Kirk Kirkham , who shot the winning 
score of 342 , raised a lot of eyebrows 
when word floated around that he had 
only started combat pistol shooting less 
than three months before the matches. I 
asked Kirkham , who hails from Mesa , 
Arizona , how many rounds he had ex
pended in practice, expecting him to 
reply that he was out on the range seven 
days a week, busting 200-300 rounds a 
day to obtain such proficiency. I was 
shocked when he told me he had fired 
only between 250-300 rounds practice 
from th e time he started combat pistol 
shooting! There's a mystery here and it 
has n't been solved as we go to press . 
Kirkham went on to say, "I tried the 
basic course and fe lt I was doing fairl y 
well . 1 didn ' t want to practice too much . I 
felt 1 migh t become stale and acquire bad 
habits. " Hmmm. Lucky or just one in a 
million with God-given ta lents? We ' ll see 
in Rhodesia . 

Even more astounding Kirkham claims 
he has had comparatively little experi
ence with a pistol. He carried a govern
ment issue .45 as a backup gun as a 
Marine during his two tours in Nam in the 
late Sixties. However, he told me he only 
shot it for qualification on the range every 
six months. 

Perhaps his phenomenal success can 
be partially attributed to John Mahan , a 
gunsmith and shooting member of the 
U.S.A.F. Pistol Team, 1960 to 1972. 
Kirkman sa id Mahan, who held 36 
national pi stol records at one time or 
another, ... .. knows what a ' mental' 
game competition shooting can be , and 
"he helped me tremendously ." Mahan is 
a gunsmith and owner of Shooter's 
Haven in Phoenix . 

Kirkham 's efforts won an all expense 
paid trip to the World Matches in Rho
desia provided by Jeff Cooper 's Amer
ican Pistol Institute, and a customized, 
engraved Colt Gold Cup .45 , presented 
by Ted Smith , Executive Vice-President , 
Colt Firearms . 

Kirkham , who shot a modified Colt .45 
series 70, is a member of the Cactus 
Combat Club. 
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STAGE I 

Marge Kehoe, the only woman shooter to 
enter the match, tries her hand at the Stage 
I table. This proved to be the stage that 
made the most difference in shooter scores, 
especially when the "weak hand" only was 
used. 

STAGE II 

Chuck Taylor, SOF Auto Weapons 
Editor, performs under the watchful eye 
of Match Director Jeff Cooper. Not quite 
as easy as it looks, Stage II required the 
shooter to engage targets at a variety 
of ranges. 

Stage I 

l!M UM 

Stage II 
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STAGE Ill 

Stage Ill 
4:--

10M 

Indicative of the growing acceptance 
and popularity of combat pistol shooting 
are the remarks made by Ida M. Younger 
who is the regional woman PPC cham
pion and observed the match . When 
asked of her opin ion concerning combat 
pistol shooting , she said, " As a PPC 
shooter some of the things that they do in 
this kind of shooting are complete ly 
different then what I'm used to. In PPC 
we do the same thing over and over , 
while in combat shooting the course 
teach you to think taster and to be more 
alert. I think it's very valuable because 
th is course is a lot like that , it is always 
different and never easy.'' 

The match was followed by a ban quet 
and awards ceremony attended by some 
250 people. J eff Cooper, the grand old 
man of combat pistol shooting and one of 
the, if not the, prime moving force behind 
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the develop ment of the sport made the 
fo ll owing comments at the dinner:-

.. Someone recently suggested that no 
one kn ew where practical pistol shooting 
originated . I might point out that the first 
such match was held at Big Bear i..ake, 
California in 1956. Some of you were 
there. The South West Pistol League , the 
first organization to try to put this thing 
together , was founded in '61. Many of 
you here were there. We went on for a 
long time and then suddenly things 
began to happen , because that 's the way 
these things work. We pick up steam, 
gradually working, and then suddenly 
they begin to fl ower. 

" In 1975, the first World Practical 
Championship was held in Switzerland . 
It had no parent organization. It was just 
people who got together and brought 
people around. Many of you were there. 
Last year , Columbia, Missou ri, the In
ternational Practical Shooting Federation 
was founded. And that gave us our real 
start. 

Stage 111 requires the 
shooter to start, con
cealed behind the bar
ricade, and to step out 
shooting when the 
moving target hoves 
into view. Kirk Kirk
ham displays what 
turned out to be win
ning form, as he blasts 
through the third 
stage, which many 
shooters thought to be 
the most "fun" part of 
the match. Crossing a 
10 meter wide opening 
in five seconds , the 
target pauses three 
seconds and then re
turns at the same speed 
as the first trip . 
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"Today. this weekend , we celebrate 
the first Un ited States Practica l Pistol 
Championsh ip , which I hope will be an 
activity which wi ll go on forever. And this 
year the win ners of this match wi ll meet 
with a ll th e other shooters of the free 
world for th e world title. 

"Most everybody we asked to donate 
did so free ly and generously. Our special 
th anks to Colt , Gart Bros. Sporting 
Goods. Garcia, Sporting Arms , Soldier of 
Fortune Magazi ne , Gorden Davis, from 
Dav is Customary Goods , Erv Stone from 
Barstow. Willy Baker, Bill Rodgers, 
Littleton Gunshops Sports West , an d Bud 
Greenwald from Foothills Shooting 
Center here in Golden. I can go on for
ever. In any case, the sponsors of these 
gifts deserve recognition and you shoot
ers re member them when you need 
merchandise ." 

The course of tire for the World 
Championships is described in detail in 
the most recent IPSC bulletin and it is a 
bear and a half! We will carry a full 
description of sa id course in a future 
art icle which will cover the champion
sh ips . 

Special thanks go to John Bianchi , 
President of Bianchi Leathergoods, who 
is sponsoring an IPSC team member to 
Rhodesia; Chu ck Burnstein, an active 
member of the Colorado Pistol League 
and executive officer of the Table Moun
tain Gun Club who was Chief Range 
Officer and Bud Greenwald , Assistant 
Range Office r, an d played a major part 
in obta ining donations of eq uipment and 
weapons . 

List of Prize Contributors 
IPSC National 
Championships 

John Bianchi of Bianchi Leather Goods. Sponsorship for 
the Isl Pl ace Winner 10 go 10 Salisbury , Rhodesia; Coll 
Firearms , Coll Gold Cup-engraved in their custom gun 
dept; Soldier o f Fonune Magazine. Soldier of For1une 
Trophy, and magazine subscriptions; Bud Greenwald-
Foothill s Shooting Ce nter. Two AS Pistol s that he cus
tomized (e ngraved) , and four sets of Coll tie tacks and 
cufflinks; Litt leton Gun Shop, Dumolim Rifle in . 240 
Weatherby cal iber; Colorado Pistol League, Colt .45 
Commander and a Ruger 10/22 Sponer Rifle; Garcia 
Sporting Arms Corp ., Star Model PD .45 cali ber Pistol; 
J .M. Buckheimer Corp .. Ten Pistol Cases--embossed 
for the top ten wi nners; Davis Custom Leather, Four 
Competition Belt-Holster Rigs; Navy Anns. Remington 
1875 Model Repl ica Pistol in .357 caliber; Gerber Leg
endary Blades , Engraved Gerber Knives; Dan Dennehy 
o f Dan-D. Custom Boot Knife with an ivory grip; Tires 
Trap Co .. Fool Operated Trap Clay Pigeon Thrower; 
LES Corp .. Two Rifle Scopes and a Variable Spotting 
Scope; Gan Bros., Bausch and Lomb Discoverer Scope ; 
Accuload Components, Five Gu n Pistol Case; Ray 
Baker-Baker Pancake Ho lsters. Six Holsters and 
Magazine Pouches; Jerry Snap of Snap Shots. eleven 
Kershaw Knives; Packmayr Gunworks , Prime Target 
Shooters Pistol Cases. and 35 sets of their new Colt .45 
Combat Signature Grips; Trig Walden. Hunting Knife; 
Spon s West Inc .. Wright McGill Bicentennial Custom 
Pack Rod; Herrits. Hi ghli ghter Spon sman-Law En
forcement Fl ashli ght ; TES Corp .. Vibratek vibrating 
type case cleaner; Bill Rogers of Alpha Plas tics. new 
style Combat Competition Rogers Holster; Gan Bros., 
five Belt Buckles; Platt River Gun Shop, Unprimed 
Brass; Barstow Precision Machine , Stain less Steel Bar
rels and Bushings, and ten Stainless Steel Accessory 
Packs; Western Cutl ery , Three Camp Axes , and a Hunt
ing Knife; Kershaw Cutlery Co. , Hunting Knife; Ten-X 
Corp.. down fill ed Trap and Skeet Jacket; Citizens 
Commi ttee for the Right To Keep and Bear Anns . Belt 
Buckles. Shooting Jacke t Brassards. and books on the 
Rights of Citizens to Keep and Bear Arms; Kings Gu n
works. two sets King Tappin Gunsights. and four Com
bat Safeties fo r Government Model Pistols; PAW 
Enterprises--Raymond Piw lt and Willy A.G. Williams, 
Tie Tac ks and a Rodgers Holster; Alan Winter of Rhino 
Products . Smith and Wesson Holster; Jet Air Corp . . 
Dozen cans of G-96 G un Treatment Spray. 

Secrets of 
Modern 

Knife Fig~~ing 
By 

David E. Steele 
David Steele 's long awaited book on 
knife fighting leaves no room for 
disappointment. Steele analyzes 
every detail of employing the knife 
in combat, including underwater 
knife fighting, and utilizes step-by
step "how to" photos. In addition he 
describes, compares and evaluates 
fighting techniques of the middle 
ages and the techniques of Jim 
Bowie, John Styers, and Rex Apple
gate. Steele also evaluates a wide 
assortment of knives from all over the 
world. 

CHAPTERS INCLUDE: 
•The Fighting Stiletto 

•Sheath Styles & Sharpening Stones 
•Improvised Weapons 

•Knife Fighting Past & Present 
•AND MUCH MORE! 

145 PAGES/ 215 PHOTOGRAPHS 
HARDCOVER - $15.95 
SOFTCOVER - $ 9.95 

(Colo. Res. Add 3% Sales Tax) 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

David Steele holds a master's degree in Police 
Science. He served as rifle and pistol instructor 
for the National Rifle Assoc., and as supervisor 
for the Police Weapons Center Project at the 
International Assoc. of Chiefs of Police. Steele, 
an accomplished fencer , as written several 
books on small arms. 

ORDER TOD AY 
from 

PHOENIX ASSOCIATES 

Ray Chapman, former lPSC World Champion shows 
form that won fourth place; gained him a position on 
the first team that will represent the U.S. in Salisbury. 

P.O. BOX 369 - DEPT. SF 
BOULDER, COLORADO 80306 
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"The Best Combat Shooters in the U.S." 
Place Shooter 

1. Kirk Kirkham 
Mesa , Arizona 

2. Leonard B . Knight 
Saugus, Calif. 

3. Jerry Kay 
Columbia, Missouri 

4. Ray Chapman 
Tujunga , Calif. 

5. Jerry Usher 
Indio, Calif. 

6. Raul Walters 
Columbia , Missouri 

7. Thomas Campbell 
Longmeadow , Mass. 

8. Mike Dalton 
Mission Hi ll s, Calif . 

9. Rick Miller 
Troy, Ohio 

10. John Davis 
Litchfield, Il l. 

Weapon Score 

Colt .45 Mark IV 342 

.45 Auto 339 

Colt .45 Mark IV 334 

Colt .45 Mark IV 333 

.45 Auto 332 

.45 331 

.45M-1911 Govt. Model 330 

.45 328 

Colt .45 1911 328 

.45 326 
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Summary of Part I 

In the previous issue, Capt. 
Drenkowski described how the 
Vietnamese invasion of South Vietnam 
with a conventional army was countered 
by American fighter-bomber attacks on 
supplies, supply routes and the harbors 
of North Vietnam. Operation Linebacker, 
the code name of the air battle over North 
Vietnam's populous Red River Valley, 
lasted from April through October 1972. 
After the fighter-bombers successfally 
shut down resupply efforts to the North 
Vietnamese Army in South Vietnam and 
isolated Hanoi from her allies, the North 
Vietnamese asked for a moratorium on 
bombing targets in the Red River Valley. 
The U.S. . administration, believing 
Hanoi 's promises about signing a Peace 
Agreement, ordered all bombing halted 
North of the 20th Parallel. 

During this period, B-52 heavy bomb· 
ers were being used in less heavily 
defended regions of North Vietnam and 
in the relatively "safe" areas of South
east Asia (where no weapons of sufficient 
calibre were available to hit the B-52s at 
their high altitudes). B-52 tactics had 
been developed over the years to reflect a 
concern for safety from mid-air collisions 
and to expedite an assembly line ap
proach to bombing undefended targets. 
For years, aircrews requested changes in 
tactics, pointing out that their present 
' 'safe-area'' tactics, if used in an area 
well defended by the enemy, would 
result in heavy losses to the B-52 force. 
These requests and warnings were 
ignored by the Strategic Air Command 
(SAC) staff. 

In mid-December 1972, it became ob
vious that the North Vietnamese repre
sentatives had deliberately misled the 
U.S. administration into believing they 
would sign Peace Agreements and were 
using the bombing moratorium to re
build their forces. President Nixon then 
directed resumption of Operatum Line
backer, to be called Linebacker II, and 
used B-52 bombers over Hanoi for the 
first time. The 11-day bombing campaign 
was scheduled to begin on 18 December 
(Southeast Asia dates). 
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l>ana K. Drenkowski", a graduate 
of the U.S. Air Force Academy, flew 
over 200 combat missions over S.E. 
Asia in B-52s and F-4s. His many 
decorations include two Distin
guished Flying Crosses. He has an 
M.A. in Psychology, is an Aviation 
Editor at SOF and a member of the 
SOF Combat Pistol Team. 

On the evening of 18 December, t "the 
fighters rolled down runways at Nam 
Phong, Udorn , Ubon, Taklhi, and Korat, 
Thailand. Initially straining under their 
heavy loads, they became agile and 
graceful as they accelerated, and gravity 
reluctantly gave up its hold on them. As 
each fighter became airborne, it was fol· 
lowed by another, and another at 12-
second intervals , until each base 's com
mitment to the battle was reached. 

. . 
From Korat came the Wild Weasel 

F4Cs and F-lOSs. and from Ubon came 
the Wolfpack chaff-droppers, tamed 
from the days of General Robin Olds , a 
hero to many fighter pilots. Taklhi 
launched its F-llls, destined to precede 
the B-52s into the Red River Valley, fly
ing single ship at low altitudes to evade 
radar and knock out enemy airfields . Nam 
Phong's Marine F-4s rose; their job was 

to protect tankers from Migs. The tankers 
came from Taklhi and Okinawa to give 
fighters and bombers the extra fuel they 
needed to make it to Hanoi and back. 
From Udorn, F-4s of the famed Triple 
Nickel Squadron, and the 13th Panther 
Pack and the Black Widow squadron, all 
Mig hunters, rose to join forces. And 
from Guam and U-Tapao, the B-52s were 
coming, to loose their 20-50 ton bomb 
loads. The fighters and tankers rendez
voused over nighttime Laos, flying north
ward, parallel to North Vietnam. The 
F-llls reached the tankers first. After re
fueling , pilots and navigators checked 
their equipment for the last time, then 
left the tankers in their orbits and began 
individual approaches to their targets, 
each one scheduled to release its bombs 
as close as possible to the others. 

As the F-llls left the tankers , the F-4s 
and B-52s took their places. Each plane 
greedily drank its allotted portion of 
fuel, then cruised alongside the tankers 
as its mates filled up. Then, in pairs, 
threes and fours , the fighters and bomb
ers left the security of the tankers, each 
group seeking its place in a vast forma
tion in the sky. The tankers rolled away in 
the opposite direction, accompanied by 
the "spare" fighters or those that were 
malfunctioning and replaced by spares. 

On the opposite side of North Vietnam, 
in the Gulf of Tonkin, five aircraft car
riers hummed in feverish activity, launch
ing radar-warning planes, ECM planes 
and fighters. They, too, rose to rendez
vous in the night sky, coordinating their 
activities with the Air Force and Marines . 

The F-llls went in, striking at nearly 
every one of the major Mig air bases 
scattered in the Red River Valley. De
scending from their refueling altitudes, 
they began low-level high-speed dashes 
to their targets, relying on their low. alti
tude to evade enemy radar. They ac
celerated to supersonic or near super
sonic speeds as they approached their 
targets, giving the North Vietnamese nc 
warning of their attacks until the fir_st 
bombs-ex ploded. The F-llls' dark upper 
camouflage coloring and black bellies 
made them invisible in the night, and 
they all escaped unscathed. The F-llls 
sped away as quickly as they had come. 
But the targeted Mig bases did not re-
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ceive heavy enough damage to put them 
out of action. Follow-on raids were 
conducted over the next few days. 

The ECM planes took up their positions 
just out of SAM range from the Red 
River Valley and began their monitoring 
and jamming functions . Then came the 
chaff-laden F-4s , jinking 2· . erratically 
through the black night, discharging 
bundles of chaff at preset points in the 
sky. They created a "corridor" parallel 
ing Thud Ridge stretching from north
west to southeast, pointing like a finger 
into the heart of the Red River Valley. 
Aircraft could fly through this corridor, 
blinding much of the enemy 's radar net
work. 

The missile and cannon-armed F-4s, 
their shark's -teeth-painted snouts 
·seeming eager to devour unwary Migs, 
appeared next and began orbiting as 
assigned over Mig bases or alongside the 
chaff corridor. In the backseat of each 
F-4 , the Weapons Systems Officer 
(WSO) crouched over his radar and 
ECM equipment, looking for telltale 
blips illuminating Migs . Both pilot and 
WSO in each aircraft listened for the 
voice of Red Crown, coming from a 
U.S. Navy cruiser anchored in the 
Gulf of Tonkin. Equipped with powerful 
radar , Red Crown would tell them if a 
Mig were entering_ their assigned area. 

Next came four F-105 Wild Weasels , 
·Setting up an orbit pattern alongside the 
route planned for the B-S2s. They timed 
the legs of the racetrack orbit so that two 
F-105s would always be headed into the 
target area while two were going out
bound. In this way, there were always 
Wild Weasels pointing toward the 
highest threat area, ready to pounce 
upon any SAM sites whose radar "came 
up" to engage the BUFs. But they were 
pitifully few for their mission. 

With the stage set, the first wave of 
B-52s made their entrance, seven and one 
half miles above the earth, lumbering 
under the weight of their heavy pay 
loads. Over the pre-planned track they 
flew, one at a time, their crews holding 
them steady on course. Unlike other air
planes in the Valley , they did not jink to 
disrupt enemy tracking and lead compu
tations (that would soon change). On they 
droned, with up to one minute between 
each one , as if on a training mission, in a 
line that stretched over 60 miles . In each 
plane, the Electronic Warfare Officer 
watched his scopes for signs of SAM 
radar activity, ready to jam the beam if it 
"locked on" to his airplane. The naviga
tor and radar navigator hunched tensely 
in their windowless cubicle, watching 
their equipment and guiding their 
BUF to the target. The pilot and co
pilot in each crew struggled to maintain 
their position in the bomber stream, 
fighting 100 knot head winds. The gunner 
nervously scanned the skies, his fingers 
on the triggers of his quad-.50s or 
his 20mm Vulcan cannon. One minute to 
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bomb release , each bomber opened its 
.bomb-bay doors, a move that vastly 
increased radar return reflected back to 
enemy radar scopes. As each bomber 
crossed an invisible point in the sky, the 
radar navigator began intoning , "30 
seconds to release ... 20 seconds ... 10, 
9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, Bombs Away!" 
For the next five to seven seconds, 40 
to 108 (depending on the model of B~52 
used) iron bombs tumbled out of the 
BUF's belly , beginning their seven and 
one half mile journey to their targets . 
The signs of their departure were a slight 
shuddering motion in the airplane, a 
slight tendency of the aircraft to gain 
altitude, and the flashing of an amber 
light over the radar navigator's head as 
each bomb released. Each bomber rolled 
in a steep turn to the right as soon as the 
bombs were released and closed its 
bomb-bay doors. The turn became signif
icant later, because the ECM an~ennae 
were all located on the bellies of the B-52, 
radiating their jamming beams down
ward. By turning after release , the 
BUFs rotated the main power of their 
jamming gear away from the target area 
for 45 seconds or more. The fighter pilots, 
nearly all of whom had flown F-4s and 
F-105s carrying six tons of bombs in the 
past, were awed by the devastation 
wreaked by the 20-50 ton bomb loads 
going off under them. 

The surprise of the first wave was 
total: no AAA or SAMs rose to meet the 
BUFs, no Migs were airborne. As the 
aircraft departed the valley, the lack of 
defensive reaction was creating conster
nation among SAC staff officers. As 
events later transpired, the staff was pre
paring a recommendation for award of 
the Air Force Cross to the man riding in 
the lead BUF jump seat. On previous mis-

sions in "safe areas ,' staff officers had 
ridden with the crews, occupying the 
jump seat , to earn credit for combat pay , 
monthly combat-zone income tax deduc
tions, and medals (for which they did 
nothing to deserve) il . The position was 
titled Airborne Commander (ABC), but 
the title meant nothing , since the pilot in 
the lead bomber of a wave made the 
"go-no-go" decisions for the wave. 
Bomber crews frequently told inter
fering staff officers to "sit there and shut 
up for the rest of the mission," while 
they, the men who flew the missions 
regularly , continued doing their jobs . 

The lack of opposition was conven
iently ignored by use of the phrase "the 
threat of,'' so that the award commended 
the colonel involved with "overcoming 
the threat of intense AAA, SAMs, and 
Migs." The nation's second highest 
award for valor went to a man who braved 
"100 knot head winds " sitting in the 
jump seat of a B-52! The award was a 
grim jest to fighter pilots and it deepened 
the already deep rift between SAC staff 
and bomber crews. 

After the bombers and fighters left, 
relative peace descended over the Red 
River Valley , broken only by the sounds 
of occasional secondary explosions as 
munitions or fuel caught fire and de
tonated. The POWs in the "Hanoi 
Hilton" prison cheered and danced, 
knowing that this all-out effort would 
undoubtedly result in their release. The 
next wave came in an hour later, and this 
time the North Vietnamese were ready 
for it. Twenty-seven battalions of SAMs 
were ready, thousands of AAA cannons 
were manned and aimed skyward and the 
Migs were on alert. 

An F-4 on a combat mission shown from a KC-135 tanker during aerial 
refueling operations. The author flew over 165 missions during the 1972-73 
period, including missions in Operations Linebacker and Linebacker II. 
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The author's B-52 crew during a previous combat tour in U-Tapao. From 
left to right are the gunner, navigator, radar navigator, co-pilot (empty 
seat) and pilot. Briefing rooms like this one became the scenes of angry 
exchanges between the frustrated aircrews and bureaucratic staff officers. 

The chaff corridor slowly drifted ·away, 
as the next fighters took up positions. The 
North Vietnamese must have been in
credulous as they watched the second 
wave approach down the same path or 
"stream" as the first wave. Their in
flexible tactics did not even allow them to 
ease a few degrees off track to take ad
vantage of the now-drifted chaff cor
ridor's protection! Nonetheless, the 
professional bomber crews drove on, 
tight-lipped, into the waiting holocaust. 
The battle was joined, with F-4s jinking 
wildly over Mig bases, Wild Weasels fir
ing their anti-radar missiles at SAM 
sites, and B-52s, with all the determina
tion of Pickett's men at Gettysburg, 
driving relentlessly on. 

Cannon and SAM fire was heavy. The 
scene resembled a huge Fourth of July 
Celebration, with rockets arcing high and 
exploding, tracers making intricate red 
and green patterns, and multi-hued 
cannon shells bursting everywhere. 
The second wave made it to their targets, 
striking the Yen Vien, Hanoi, and Kien 
No railroad yards. Enemy SAM crews 
panicked in some instances, launch
ing barrages of SAMs, unguided, in 
efforts to connect with a lucky hit. 

The· following waves, each spaced 
about an hour apart, 4 began to take hits 
as SAM and AAA crews settled down. 
The fact that the crews flew at the same 
altitudes, headings, and airspeeds 
simplified the defending gunners' 
problems of lead and fuse adjustment. 

By 6 A.M. the following morning, the 
B-52 raids ceased. But there was no 
letup in the operation for Hanoi. During 
the day , Air Force and Navy fighter
bombers went to work on smaller targets, 
some in populated areas, requiring 

so 

pinpoint bombing. The extremely ac
curate A-7 fighter-bombers were used in 
this role, as were F-4s armed with 2,000 
and 3,000 pound laser-guided bombs. 
Throughout the day , manned RF-4 and 
RS-A reconnaissance jets and drone 
reconnaissance planes dashed over the 
Red River Valley, taking photos of targets 
to determine bomb damage. High above, 
out of range for the SAMs, U-2s and the 
Mach 3 SR-71s cruised, taking photo
graphs. 

During the next 10 days a pattern was 
established: at night, the B-52s would 
come, striking "area" targets such as rail 
yards, POL facilities and military bar
racks. During the day , fighter-bombers 
with guided weapons would hit power 
plants, command-and-control facilities 
and other targets surrounded by civilian 
housing and buildings. 

On the second night, B-52s attacked 
from the west, striking at the Gia Lorn 
railyards, Bach Mai Air Base, and Radio 
Hanoi . B-52 crews were well aware by 
now that the evasive maneuvers they 
were supposed to use to dodge the 
SAM-2 missiles were ineffective. The 
SAMs and AAA were thicker, and pilots 
used violent evasive maneuvers to avoid 
both. For the first time, a B-52 was lost in 
the Red River Valley. A number of pilots 
reported seeing it go down. 

At first, the BUF was observed as a 
SAM exploded directly under it . It was 
totally engulfed in flames as it fell from 
the stream. The brilliance of its 150,000 
-pounds of fuel lit the valley almost as 
bright as day as the BUF slowly entered 
a flat spin. Like a yellow-red maple leaf,. 
fluttering gently to the ground on an 
autumn day, the B-52 spun slowly its 
seven and one half miles to the earth. 

Other pilots watched it, horrified, yet 
mesmerized by its seemingly slow 
descent. Did it take 30 seconds? 60 
seconds? Or a minute and a half? No onfi 
knew. There were no parachutes. It 
seemed to take so long to reach the 
ground. It was an awesome sight. 

Wildly maneuvering, B-52 pilots began 
to make mistakes. One realized that he 
was at his bomb-release point while still 
in a steep, evasive bank. He waited a 
fatal four seconds while trying to roll his 
wings level, and then released his 
bombs, during which he may still have 
been in a bank. At any rate, several of his 
bombs, destined for the Gia Lorn Rail
yards, went 'I• to 1/2 mile long and 
struck the Gia Lorn Airport terminal and 
runway , putting it out of commission for 
the remainder of Linebacker II. I was 
among those who were overjoyed to hear 
of this mistake because Gia Lorn Airport, 
officially designated off limits to our 
bombing raids because it was Hanoi's 
"civilian international airport," fre
quently launched Migs at us. Even more 
important, we were informed the next 
morning that Joan Baez, Gen . Taylor (the 
U.S. prosecutor at the Nurembu rg war 
crimes trials) and two other Americans , 
on a propaganda visit to Hanoi , were 
stranded for the remainder of the bomb
ing raids by the fortunate accident s . 

The SAMs hit several B-52s in the first 
wave, and the second wave of nine B-52s 
was in for a rough time. 

Two Wild Weasels with the second 
wave, call sign "Soul 3" and "Soul 4," 
had launched several anti-radar missiles , 
knocking out a couple of SAM sites , but 
the SAMs were going up en masse. In 
Soul 4, Capt. George Connelly , a Prince
ton graduate with a Master's degree , and 
his back-seater, Capt. Duncan Wilmore, 
from the Naval Academy, both watched 
one site get several missiles off into the 
second wave. 

"That one fucker got at least two hits 
on BUFs," George said. "Let's get that 
son-of-a-bitch before he gets another!" 

They sped down the orbit track towards 
the site, Duncan intently studying his 
scope for the telltale green ish-white 
strobe that would indicate the Fansong 
radar beam 6 emanating from the SAM 
site , and George peering into the black
ness of the valley, which was frequently 
lit up by flashes of gunfire and exploding 
missiles. 

"I think he 's north of that little hill ," 
George said, as they orbited outbound 
again. The SAM site operators were 
turning their radar set on and off to con
fuse the American ECM equipment 
operators and Wild Weasels. 

"He should appear between your 
11 o'clock and 2 o'clock," Duncan barked 
at the pilot as they roared back inbound. 
Then, "That's him! Shoot!" 

The Shrike anti-radar missile hurtled 
downward and they turned outbound 
again, maneuvering at more than 600 
knots. 
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As they came back inbound, both were 
watching the point. 

"I think I see a small fire," George 
said. "Let' s roll up on the left-no , 
right wing, and take a look." 

As they streaked over the fire, they 
could see it was a SAM site. 

"He's on fire!! We got him! " George 
shouted. "Kill those bastards!" 

It was a deadly contest between the 
Weasels and the SAM sites. While a 
Weasel concentrated on one site, he 
might find two or three SAMs coming his 
way from several other sites and he would 
have to break off his attack to evade the 
SAMs. 

SAM operators became cagier. Thanks 
to the B-52 tactics, they could watch 
where the lead BUF started its turn and, 
knowing that every other BUF would 
fly to that same point in the sky, would 
launch a SAM without "locking-on" or 
tracking the B-52s . They would allow the 
missile to fly ballistically for approx
imately 45 seconds , until it was close to 
the turning point . Then the SAM operator 
could "lock-on" for about 5-10 seconds of 
guidance to the missile , in time to catch 
the second or third BUF in the cell , as 
it was starting its programmed turn off 
the target. Since the BUF's ECM equip
ment pointed away from the target and 
its bomb-bay doors were open, it pre
sented a fairly large target to the Fansong 
radar of the SAM site. This tactic gave 
the Wild Weasels very little time to find 
the Fansong radar, lock on and launch 
their missiles . 

SAMs weren't just used against BUFs. 
Supporting F-4s, F-llls, and A-7s all 
caught their share as well. 

On that second night, also during the 
second wave's strike, a pair of F-4s , 
call sign " Olympia 1" and "Olympia 
2," were approaching the Red River 
Valley. Their mission was to enter the 
valley as the last F-4s and B-52s in the 
second wave were leaving. They were to 
orbit over the western portion of the 
valley for 15 minutes or so, to intercept 
any Migs that might try to nail the force 
from behind. 

Olympia 2 watched the fight develop as 
they flew inbound toward Hanoi. They 
had a ringside seat for 10 minutes , 
watching AAA exploding and SAMs 
arcing upward. 

"Uh-oh!" warned the Weapons 
Systems Officer. 

"What's the matter?" 
"The God-damn radar's down! " 
"You mean the mags are out?" 
" Ah, the whole fuckin ' picture ' s 

gone !" 
With only a couple of minutes to go 

until they arrived at their orbit point, 
they decided not to call out their problem 
to Olympia 1 for fear of also informing the 
North Vietnamese that they would be 
ineffective against Migs. That decision 
was almost fatal. 

The last B-52s and other F-4s were out 
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of the valley as they began their orbit. trail of a third SAM the two crewmem
Suddenly , Olympia 2's ECM gear began bers didn ' t see but had outmaneuvered 
a high-pitched warble. by accident. During this period, they 

"Rattlesnake at two o'clock!" the heard continuous " beepers " on their 
WSO said to the pilot. The electronic radios. They were the signals of downed 
"rattlesnake" was the audio tone the crewmembers' survival radios-grim 
F-4's ECM gear heard when a Fansong reminders of what would happen if they 
radar was locked on and a SAM missile failed to do the right maneuvers. By the 
was airborne. Upon hearing the tone , a time they departed the area, their mis
crew had up to 30 seconds to see the sion complete, they had been the target 
missile and outmaneuver it before it was of over 30 SAMs and thousand of rounds 
close enough to destroy them. of AAA, yet they emerged unscathed. 

"Don't see him yet," answered the Several more BUFs and fighters were 
pilot. "There it is!" Then, on the radio downed or hit that night, the foretaste 
he said , " Olympia 2 has a tally at two of hard nights to come . Sometime during 
o'clock!!Takeitdown,Olympia!'"7 _the night, an F-111 or a B-52, aiming 

As they dove and maneuvered, the for Bach Mai Air Base and the Bach Mai 
missile tumbled beneath them. POL storage area, accidently hit the large 

"Okay , let's ease 'er back up , Bach Mai Hospital complex a few hun-
Olympia, " said Olympia 1 on the radio. dred yards from both targets. This 

As they did, the pilot of Olympia 2 immediately provided grist for the North 
saw a SAM streaking after them from Vietnamese propaganda mill, which 
dead astern (six o'clock). He only had berated the "inhumane U.S. bombing of 
time to say "Hang on to your shit!!" to civilian targets, " while conveniently 
the WSO, then he snap-rolled and dove to overlooking the deliberate North Viet
the right. Simultaneously , Olympia 1 namese Army policy of rocketing and. 
saw the missile and snap-rolled to the shelling cities in South Vietnam (done to 
left, just as the missile roared between prove that the South Vietnamese govern
the two F-4s without exploding. From ment couldn 't protect its own civilians) . 
that moment on, the two planes were American news media picked up the 
separated in the dark sky over Hanoi. The charges and the Bach Mai Hospital 
pilot of Olympia 1, coming out of his became a focal point for all who opposed 
evasive maneuver , decided to head the war and the bombing. The U.S . 
20-30 miles northwest of the Red River administration pursued a damaging pol
Valley , just at the edge of the SAM icy of total silence, when the release of 
ring. He could still intercept any Migs aerial photographs would have shown the 
from there before they could get to the nearness of the hospital to the large Mig 
force . Not knowing that Olympia 2 had no base, barracks and POL storage tanks, 
radar, he assumed that Olympia 2 would as well as the extent of damage done to 
follow him. However, Olympia 2 re- the hospital.8 The Administration's 
mained over the valley, thinking Olympia policy of silence to its critics and its 
1 was still there. Olympia 2's crew began failure not to release recon photos until 
their private duel with death. months later, hurt the conduct of the 

There were no Wild Weasels, no ECM battle and helped lose the propaganda 
jammers, and no other targets; all SAM war. 
and AAA systems turned their efforts on The aircrews returned to their bases 
the lone F-4 orbiting insolently over their and B-52 crews began a futile struggle to 
positions . For the next 10-15 minutes, change the tactics employed. They com
Olympia 2 weaved , dove , barrel-rolled plained about the tactics to the staff 
and dodged its way through barrages of debriefing officers and asked them to in
gunfire and SAMs. At one point, while elude the comments in the staff reports. 
maneuvering wildly away trom two Crew members wrote letters to higher 
SAMs, Olympia 3 fl_ew thr_?~g~the smok: headquarters describing the failures of 
A B-52 D model bomber, capable of carrying 108 500-lb. and 750-lb: 
bombs, shown in revetments at U-Tapao. B-52 crew members reported to 
the author that one row of nine revetments contained B-52s too heavily 
damaged by enemy fire to fly again. 
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Rougll map showrng tne targets in the Hanoi area ana the proximity of Gal 
Lom "International" Airport (and Mig base) and Bach Mai Hospital to 
those targets. Both Bach Mai Hospital and Gia Lom airport were hit by 
stray bombs dropped from rapidly moving and manuevering bombers. 
Amerjc~n and European news media attacked these accidental bombings 
while ignoring the simultaneous deliberate shellings of South Vietnamese 
cities, hospitals and other civilian areas done by the North Vietnamese 
A~my as part of the North Vietnamese official policy of proving the S. 
Viet government could not protect its citizens. This double standard 
of morality engaged by the news media affected the morale of aircrews who 
were giving their lives while operating under severe restrictions designed 
to limit civilian casualties. 
the tactics and suggesting new ideas. 
!'hey "complained to visiting senior of
ficers and asked them to change tactics or 
request changes on the aircrews ' behalf. 
But SAC staff refused to listen to the 
demands and requests for change. In 
response, the returning BUF crews began 
to turn their frustrations and rage loose in 
their only outlet: the Officers' Clubs in 
U-Tapao and Guam. The damage done to 
the clubs by the wild , angry crews be
came legendary as B-52 losses rose day 
by day. First three , then four, then six 
BUFs went down per day, yet SAC 
remained inflexible. 

On the fighter bases, the grind was 
beginning to get to us. Many of the air
crews qualified to fly into the Red River 
Valley were the "old heads" who also· 
held down staff or squadron jobs. Un
.like SAC , the fighter staffs and squadron 
pilots were very close-the staff pilots 
frequently flew more missions than the 
squadron pilots. Those of us in the fighter 
units who worked on staff found our
selves putting in 12-16 hour days plan
ning, plotting and organizing the mis
sions, then flying one or two missions a 
night, with no sleep before going back to 
work the next morning. The pilots in the 
squadrons who had no staff duties and 
were qualified to fly Red River Valley 
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Missions flew two to three missions a 
day, around the clock. Maintenance men 
went on 24 hour shifts, struggling to 
keep enough planes operable. 

By the third and fourth days, both air
crews and maintenance men were in a 
daze. It became a common sight for me 
to go to my airplane and see a mainte
nance man sound asleep, his hand still 
on the wrench with which he had been 
trying to tighten one last nut. It was the 
most motivated effort I had ever seen in 
my career, from both aircrews and 
ground personnel. 

My experience was typicaE T did not 
see a bed for five days. I worked in the 
command post all day and flew all night. 
Sometimes I would have the WSO fly the 
airplane to or from the target for a few 
minutes while I dozed . On the fifth day, I 
fell asleep while connected to the KC-135 
tanker during a hazardous aerial refuel
ing operation. My WSO saved both 
me and the airplane from an accident 
and, at the end of the mission, I asked to 
be taken off flying duty schedules for 24 
hours. I slept the entire time and then 
returned to duty. 

Losses increased as we went in, night 
after night. One of the chief targets until 
Christmas was Radio Hanoi, the combi
nation propaganda network and com-

munications net for the North Vietnamese 
Army. For the first few days, the BUFs 
tried to knock it out. They leveled the 
barracks housing the soldiers who worked 
in it, the outbuildings and the main 
power supply, but the tiny building 
housing the actual transmitter and anten
nae was surrounded by a thick , 20 foot 
high revetment. F-llls pounded it to no 
avail-it still broadcast weakly on gen
erator power. Finally, several F-4s 
carrying 2,000 and 3,000 pound laser
guided bombs dropped their ordnance 
directly into the revetment, whose walls 
contained and reflected the shock waves 
inward, virtually pounding the building 
to dust. We drank to the demise of Hanoi 
Hannah. 

Migs were up , trying to get the BUFs 
and F-4s and the melees that resulted 
defied description. During one wave's 
attack on the night of 20 December, one 
of the Wild Weasels, call sign Wharp 4, 
with Capt. Don Henry (pilot) and Maj. 
Bob Webb (EWO), was busy trying to 
knock out an accurate SAM site while two 
bomber cells, call signs "Green" and 
"Cream," tried to sort out the confusion 
on the radios caused by their similar 
names. ·Red Crown called Migs in the 
area and the F-4s went after them. J ust 
then, an air-to-air missile flashed directly 
over Wharp 4's canopy, missing the 
plane by a few feet. Henry and Webb 
couldn't see any fighters and were 
unsure as to whether a Mig had taken a 
passing shot at them or an F-4 had hosed 
them by mistake . They still continued 
trying to get the SAM site, breathing a 
little harder than usual. The pilot lead of 
"Cream" flight finally broadcast to the 
world in an exasperated tone of voice that 
he and his flight were now "Ice Cream" 
flight. This settled, the confused battle 
raged on. 
By the 22nd of December, cracks ap
peared in the morale of the B-52 crews . 
More planes were aborted for imaginary 
or exaggerated maintenance reasons by 
their aircrews, while other crewmembers 
started going on sick call. The men had 
returned from each mission pleading or 
demanding that the staffs revise the tac
tics. But Strategic Air Command had 
fostered a "yes-man" mentality among 
its staff members. Recommendations for 
improvements in tactics were ignored or 
filed in the wastebasket. In addition, staff 
officers at the base level frequently 
misled or lied to aircrew members during 
meetings or aircrew briefings. The daily 
mission briefings became angry affairs 
where sarcastic or frustrated aircrew 
members derisively laughed at their 
pompous officer briefers or heckled them . 

I personally interviewed several Air 
Force Flight surgeons from Guam and 
U-Tapao several months later , and they 
reported that large numbers of crew 
members were taking themselves off 
flying status for "health reasons" during 
those tense days. Two doctors specifically 
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used the term "mutiny" to describe what 
was happening. Some aircrew members , 
the ears of the higher echelons closed to 
their suggestions, took the only other 
legal course open to military men: they 
contacted their congressmen in Wash
ington. A number simply refused to fly. 
One, Capt. Michael Heck, went public 
with his refusal by contacting the news 
media. The veteran of two combat tours. 
and over 250 missions in several aircraft 
types was comi-martialed and discharged 
almost immediately. The others who 
refused to fly, but who were not reported 
in the news media, were grounded and 
returned to flying status months later. 
One brave Colonel on staff at U-Tapao 
(who rose through the ranks as a fighter 
pilot and was serving his first tour in 
SAC) attempted to pass the aircrew com
plaints to higher headquarters. The 
senior SAC officer at U-Tapao , a Brig
adier General, was furious because one 
of his staff had the audacity to suggest 
that the aircrews had any right to say any
thing about the tactics they flew. The 
Colonel's chances for promotion ended 
the day he took his stand. 

The significant point about a ll of the 
refusals to fly, letters to congressmen and 
other protests was that virtually none of 
the reasons given for the complainants '. 
actions concerned the morality of the war 
or the types of targets fragged, as might 
be expected. Instead, the complaints 
were the same: "stupidity and laxity" in 
planning the raids by SAC, " bomb runs 
on the same heading , with the same exit 
route," and unnecessary risks taken due 
to SAC inflexibility . 9 

The morale situation was at its worst in 
U-Tapao Air Base, where the crews had 
all been flying at least one mission per 
day . (The Guam aircrews, airborne for 
12 hours or more each mission , flew every 
other day or every third day. Fighter 
crews flew more missions per day be
cause they spent fewer hours airborne for 
each mission due to their proximity to the 
targets.) There the losses were heaviest 
and the number of aircrews available 
were less than on Guam. By Christmas 
Eve, B-52 losses were in the neighbor
hood of 10-12% of the total forces availa
ble and the situation became extremely 
tense. Compared to the fighter losses in 
the previous Linebacker Operation , in 
which a number of units (such as the 4th 
and 42l st Tactical Fighter Squadrons 
mentioned earlier) lost more than 2/J of 
their strength in a few weeks, the B-52 
losses were light. But B-52 crew morale 
could not stand such losses due to the 
frustrations caused by SAC staff prob
lems. The fighter aircrews had no such 
information flow problems and their abili
ty to suffer 60% losses and bounce back 
reflected their better system of tactics 
planning and leadership. 

I do not know if it was planned , but a 
Christmas Truce was declared as of mid
night the 24th of December. It came at 
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Map A: This map shows me main population centers of the Red River 
Valley. The line going from the left hand corner (N.W.) and arcing north 
to Hanoi shows the route and turn-off target taken by every B-52 bomber 
during a 9-hour period on the night of raids ( 18 Dec. '72). Contrast with 
map B. 
Map B: This map shows the attack routes for one raid the night 26 Dec., 
after the tactics were changed. Waves of airplanes , including 77 B-52s 
attacked almost simultaneously from 5 different directions. Some of the 
bombers hit active SAM launching pads. As a result, airforce loses 
dnpped dramatically. 
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a very opportune time for the fighter 
bases . The crews finally were able to 
rest and the hardworking maintenance 
men had a chance to catch up for a few 
hours . During the lull , some tactics were 
finally changed . Either the "sick-call 
epidemic" was reported to SAC head
quarters in Omaha, Nebraska , or SAC 
generals used a slide rule to figure that, 
at the rate losses were increasing per 
day, they would be out of airplanes in, 
exactly 14 days. I assume that the latter 
reason caused them to finally change 
tactics . !0 

After the 41 hour truce, the first raid 
over Hanoi consisted of 77 B-52s attack
ing together, of which 76 returned . That 
result by itself was dramatic. They still 
fl ew in tra il (one behind the other), but 
they attacked almost simultaneously from 
as many as five different directions . The 
di stances within the cells and between 
ce lls were drastically reduced , making a 
more compact mass of bombers over the 
target. The turn off target was eliminated 
and different routes were taken to and 
from the targets . The results were pre
dictable. The North Vietnamese gunners 
and missilemen were swamped and con
.fused . But there were still losses . 

On that first day of the new tactics, a 
B-52 flown by Lt. Bob Hymel (co-pilot) 
out of U-Tapao was hit by SAMs on hi s 
crew's fourth raid . As his B-52 exited the 
target area north of Hanoi , the gunner 
said there were two SAMs coming up . 
The SAMs climbed up from behind and to 
the right and the pilot frantically whipped 
the huge plane into a right-hand descend
ing turn as the missiles exploded. 

WAR 

" It felt like a kick in the pants , and all 
of a sudden we had fire lights in numbers 
seven and eight (engines) ," reported 
Bob. 

" I throttled back on seven and chopped 
eight off while the pilot called the nav iga
tors for the shortest route to the ocean, so 
we could ba il out if necessary." 

The gunner reported that the flames 
from the burning engines were reaching 
back pas t his position , and that he was 
wounded. Upon reaching t he Gulf of 
Tonkin (where Navy helicopters cou ld 
rescue them if they had to bail out), the 
pilot headed sout h. trying to reach a base 
big enough to land the BUF. The BUF 
was streaming fu el fro m hundreds of 
shrapnel holes and had to pick up fuel 
from three tankers during the next hour 
and a half. They decided to try to fl y back 
to U-Tapao, which had the best hospital. 
Bob and the pilot had to fight the control s 
to keep the plane level, but they felt they 
could land it all right. As they came in to 
land a few hundred feet from the runway . 
the plane went out of control. 

"As we were in the flare, the airplane 
just seemed to fl y itself away from the 
runway, yawing hard to the left. Maybe 
some cab les popped or something. Any
way, we came in with the power and the 
nosecame up in the air ... the pilot came 
on the radio and sa id ' the ai rplane won ' t 
tum to the right!! ... ' 

"Then it seen1ed like it came back- that 
way, to the right. We were using the out
board throttles to create some asym
metrical thrust.'' 

The pilot pulled the throttles off, try ing 
to set it down where it was (still a few 
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hundred feet from the runway), but the 
plane was n 't responding. Then he added 
power, trying to get some altitude for 
ejection. (The navigators , whose seats 
ejected downward, needed at least 400 
feet altitude to get out of the plane alive.) 

"It seemed like the airplane was point
ing straight up in the air , with the alti
meter winding up and the airspeed 
indicator going in reverse ... I decided it 
was time to jump out of the airp lane and I 
came on over the intercom and said, 'Bail 
out! Bail out !' 

" I reached down and pulled my arming 
levers up 11 and we hit the ground ." 

At this point, Bob was knocked un
conscious . Other B-52 crewmembers 
waiting at the end of the runway saw the 
B-52 snap up , then hit the ground tail 
first and explode . One of the pilots watch
ing, Major Brent Diefenbach from West
over AFB, Massachusetts, leaped out of a 
crew bus and climbed through the peri
meter cyclone and barbed wire fence. He 
commandeered a passing Thai pick-up 
minibus and drove to the burning BUF. 
Finding the hatch above the co-pilot 's 
position blown away , he crawled through 
flames and pulled Bob Hymel out. The 
pilot was dead, as were the EWO, radar 
navigator, and navigator. The gunner 
managed to knock the rear gun turret off 
and hobble to safety on wounded legs. 

While Major Diefenbach was rescuing 
Bob Hymel, the other crew members 
saw a strange scene at the front gate of 
the base. Fire trucks and rescue equip
ment were halted by the gate guards who 
refu sed to allow Air Force equipment to 
be taken off base the few hundred feet to 

PEACE 
Capt- Dana Drenkowski with Eldridge, the black panther 
mascot of the 13th Tactical Fighter Squadron (The 
Panther Pack). Eldridge was quite playful. He is shown 
here giving a row of 500 lb. bombs his official approval. 

Eldridge imitating his masters on R & R in Taiwan. In 
this case, he is shown in the Phoenix Zoo with his new 
mate, Bindu, a conventionally spotted Leopard . He was 
donated to the zoo by the 13th Fighter Sqdn. 
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the accident scene to fight the fire! When 
angry crew members demanded an 
explanation about blind adherence to 
SAC red tape at a crew meeting the next 
day , they were blandly told by the SAC 
General in charge at U-Tapao. "We· (the 
staff) decided to keep the fire equipment 
on base because other crippled bombers 
might arrive soon and we might need the 
equipment if they crashed." 

That "explanation, " which was ap
parently a lie to cover up a red-tape foul
up (adherence to the "book ," no matte r 
what the circumstances, is a well-known 
source of SAC pride), was typical of many 
such statements that insulted the crews' 
intelligence and served to maintain the 
rift between staff and the crews. 

In addition, SAC staff at U-Tapao at 
first prepared to court-martial or re
primand Major Diefenbach for his heroic 
single-handed efforts to save the co
pilot because the Major had violated 
several SAC regulations during the 
rescue efforts. Eventually, in the face of a 
threatened mass uprising by the air
crews, staff backed down on the sug
gested punishment. However, SAC staff 
officers in the launch tower and command 
post awarded themselves Bronze Star 
Medals for their heroism in talking on the 
radios to the crew of the crippled BUF as 
it looked for a place to land. 

In spite of all the staff problems , the 
new tactics began to have their effect. In 
addition to multiple attacks from different 
directions, a new and frightening twist 
was added. Several BUFs in each wave 
carried tens of thousands of the grape-. 
fruit-sized Cluster Bomb Unit (CBU) 
munitions, each of which consisted of an 
explosive center surrounded by hundreds 
of steel ball bearings. Their special 
targets were the most active SAM sites 
that had been pin-pointed on previous 
raids (such as the one that hit Bob 
Hymel's plane). The hunter-killer teams 
of a Wild Weasel F-105 or F-4C ac
companied by a CBU-armed F-4 were re
activated with the same role. SAM 
storage areas containing hundreds of 
SAMs in reserve were targeted and 
destroyed. These moves heralded a new 
emphasis in the battle: the breaking of 
the North Vietnamese air defense 
system. 

For the next three days , the battle 
raged, with fewer B-52 and fighter losses. 
Migs, SAMs and AAA sites were hunted 
out and destroyed or neutralized . By the 
28th of December, the North Vietnamese 
air defense system was broken and U.S. 
aircraft roamed the length and breadth of 
the Red River Valley with relative im
punity, destroying all the targets left on 
the authorized bombing list. The North 
Vietnamese air defense system had be
come so quiet that the Mig-hunting F-4s 
from Udorn had no more jobs. On 31 
December, their air-to-air missiles were 
being removed and CBUs were rep lacing 
them as ordnance. We pilots received 
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briefings for a new mission uniqu e to th is 
war and indicative of the low level of 
defenses in the Red River Valley. Our 
mission was to roam at will up and down 
the roads. destroying all military truck 
traffic we could find. Then, before we 
could take off, we were informed that a 
cease-fire was in effect above the 20th 
Parallel. Linebacker II was over. Several 
weeks later , North Vietnamese and U.S. 
representatives signed the Paris accords 
and a month later, the POWs returned. 

Overall , Operation Linebacker II was 
deemed a success, both in the sense that 
the targets se lected were destroyed and, 
in a long-range point-of-view , the stalled 
peace talks were jarred into motion and 
agreements were signed . 

It is difficult to assess the cost of the 
operation , because the U.S. Air Force 
seemed to use several methods of count
ing losses. Initially, the Air Force (or 
SAC) declared a total of 17 B-52s lost in a 
running count given news media during 
the operation. Later, during congres 
sional hearings in March 1973, the Air 
Force gave 13 as the number lost. Most 
aircrews, myself included, felt the larger 
figure was closer to the truth. The SAC 
method of countin g was as follows: if the 
plane were hit and crashed soon after, it 
was counted as a loss. If the plane re
turned to its base and crashed on land
ing or was declared unuseable for further 
combat, sometimes it was not announced 
as lost in combat. Throughout the Viet
nam war. some combat losses were 
written off as "accidents." while some 
accidents were declared "combat los
ses." During Linebacker II, one parking 
row at U-Tapao was reserved for air
craft that were too badly damaged to be 
used again. If we add those nine air
craft (w hich were not included in the two 
figures given to Congress and the press) 
to the figures previously announced, 
B-52 losses range from a low of 22 to a 
high of 27. These figures are the closest l 
can come to an actual count. The official 
reports of non-B-52 losses were: 

2 F-11 ls 
2 F-4s (Air Fo'rce) 

2 A- 7s (Navy) 
2 A-6s (Navy) 
1 F-4 (Navy) 

1 RA-5 (Navy) 

North Vietnamese los.ses were more 
extensive . All transshipment points were 
destroyed, every power plant and rail
road ya rd was knocked out, and most 
communications facilities and military 
headquarters were destroyed. All known 
oil stocks were destroyed , along with 
co untless trucks , locomotives, railroad 
rolling stock, and associated repair facil
ities. Virtually no supplies were avail
able for the North Vietnamese Army in 
South Vietnam, and no transportation 
was left that could have moved supplies 
were there any to send. Two years would 
pass before Hanoi would be capable of 
mounting another invasion in South 

Vietnam (a violation of the Paris Ac
cords). 

Hanoi claimed almost 3,000 civilians 
killed, a figure they said illustrated the 
intent of the bombing: to terrorize in
nocent civilians. To military observers 
familiar with air operations , th e small 
number of civilians killed indicated just 
the opposite: that the bombing was con
ducted as carefully as possible and that 
civilian deaths were generally accidental, 
caused by stray bombs or errors in bomb
ing navigation. By contrast, bombing 
campaigns conducted during 10 day 
periods against Hamburg and Dresden in 
World War Tl resulted in death tolls of 
50,000 and 135,000 respectively. The 
cities were smaller and the tonnage of 
bombs dropped on them by U.S. and 
R .A .F. bombers was less than on the Red 
River Valley. If Hanoi and Haiphong and 
their civilian populations were the targets 
in Operation Linebacker. there would be 
no cities left and civil ian cas ualties would 
have numbered at least one half million. 
Unmentioned by American (or European) 
news medi a at the time. was that North 
Vietnamese Army artillery was delib
erately shelling the civilian population of 
An Loe, South Vietnam , during the same 
period as Linebacker II , resulting in many 
times the civilian casualties that Hanoi 
suffered . 

In the words of Major General Allen, 
one of th e three planners for Linebacker 
II in SAC headquarters in Omaha, 
Nebraska, "One point is significant: the 
B-52s had proved over Hanoi that man
ned bombers could penetrate a sophisti
cated Rus sian air defense system includ
ing Migs, SAMs and AAA, and still 
destroy their targets." 12 

The fact that the bombers could do this 
in spite of faulty tactics and morale
breaking activities of SAC staff reflected 
great credit upon the professionalism of 
the long-suffering aircrew men, smart ing 
under the burden of SAC staff incom
petence and fighting an unpopu lar war. 

It is important to study th e tactical 
errors made by the U.S. during Line
backer II , in hopes that such errors will 
not be made again by other commanders 
in future wars. 

1. Piecemeal Attacks. Strategic Air 
Command planners used piecemeal 
attacks against a fixed defense system, 
violating the principle of economy of 
force. Attacking in successive waves up 
to an hour apart gave enemy defenses a 
chance to recover and prepare for the 
next wave. In addition. by attacking with 
all B-52s in the wave in trail, they further 
reduced th e effect of each wave, allow
ing the enemy to concentrate on each 
plane one at a time. When up to five 
waves attacked from different directions 
simultaneously, the losses dropped 
dramatically. 

2. Lack of Surprise. Due to excellent 
security , the first attack against the Red 
River Valley was a total surprise, as 
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witnessed by the relative lack of response 
from North Vietnamese defenses. How
ever, SAC policy dictated that each 
succeeding attack would foliow the track 
of the first , flying at the same altitudes 
and air speeds and departing on the same 
course from the target area. Once the 
first wave went through each night, the 
gunners knew exactly where every B-52 
was going to fly for the rest of the night 
(on a few nights , B-52 waves striking 
targets 20 miles apart fl ew parallel 
tracks inbound , but still used the same 
headings , altitudes, etc.). Perhaps some 
thought should have been given to 
surprise low level attacks (such as the 
F-llls were doing) by a few B-52 waves 
to upset enemy calculations. At the very 
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least, BUFs should have been sent in at 
varying altitudes and air speeds . 

3. Lack of Flexibility. Tactics , as men
tioned above, were not varied to meet 
changing situations. For example, if a 
Wild Weasel were to report all SAMs 
knocked out in one area, the BUFs 
would not change course to enter from 
that area, but would be condemned .to 
enter the target on a pre-planned course. 
A prime example of this lack of flexibility 
was shown when, on the first night, the 
protective chaff corridor had drifted from 
the pre-planned course. Succeeding B-52 
waves could have adjusted their course 
by 15-20 miles from the pre-planned 
course to take advantage of the situation, 
but they were not allowed to . 

4. Lack of Proper Priorities. Most.air 
strategists and tacticians agree that first 
priority in an air offensive should be 
given to the destruction of the enemy's 
threat to one's own force - his anti-air 
capabilities. As I have noted, F-llls 
preceded B-52s in to the targets on the 
first day, trying to knock out every Mig 
base to neutralize the 180-200 Mig jet 
fighters in the Red River Valley . Their 
efforts , combined with the airborne Mig 
hunters (at least 100 were launched from 
Udorh each night , and Navy and Marine 
fighters added to the overall numbers), 
managed to keep Mig activity down. But 
the B-52s went immediately after their 
s trategic targets, with little thought given 
to the still active 27 battalions of SAMs 
(with over 2,300 missiles available for 
use). Only 16 F-105 and 8 F4C Wild 
Weasels were available for anti-SAM 
activities - the remaining B-52 defenses 
were passive: evasive maneuvers and 
ECM devices . As a resuYt, B-52 losses 
were unacceptably high until, on the 26th 
.:>f December , Wild Weasels were aug
mented by CHU-carrying F-4s , forming 
hunter-killer teams, while certain B-52s 
carried CBUs for use on identified active 
sites. Had an all-out effort been made 
against all anti-air defenses on the first 
few days, SAM site personnel would not 
have been able to operate at their leisure . 
The total number of SAMs fired during 
the operation was estimated at 1200-1500 
(estimate& vary, since crews in nearby 
aircraft would each report the same 
SAM as two separate firings) . Some of 
the reloads were destroyed in their 
storage areas. Approximately 800-1100 
SAMs were still available when the 
najority of firings ceased on the 28th of 
December. 

In effect , the three day shift in empha
sis to the SAMs from the 26th through the 
28th, effectively knocked out most of 
those remaining missiles , an example of 
what could have occurred had the SAMs 
been concentrated on in the opening days 
of Linebacker II. The lesson here is 
similar to the one learned in World War II 
bombing operations in Germany concern
ing air offensives. In 1943, the heavy 
bombers went immediately after strategic 
targets and suffered heavy casualties 
from an unopposed Luftwaffe. The raids 
into Germany were effectively halted by 
bomber losses . In late 1943 and early 
1944, long-range fighters accompanied 
the bombers to their strategic targets , but 
their role was only to defend them against 
Luftwaffe fighters. Losses were still too 
high and the bombing results were un
satisfactory because the aircrews were 
too harassed to find and concentrate on 
their targets. Finally, In February, 1944, 
emphasis was shifted. Instead of oil 
stocks and munitions factories, the Luft
waffe itself was the target of both bomb
ers and Air Force fighters . Bombers were 
sent against Luftwaffe fighter factories 
and were 11sed as bait to bring the Luft-
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waffe up to battle. U.S. fighters were 
ordered to' concentrate not on the defense 
of the bombers, but to hunt out and 
destroy the Luftwaffe wherever it could 
be found. Within two weeks in February, 
the Luftwaffe ' s back was broken, and the 
bombers could return to their previous 
strategic priorities. The lesson was ob
vious: the destruction of the enemy's 
anti-air capabilities frees the entire 
bomber and fighter force for concentra
tion on any targets. 

5. Lack of Internal Communication. 
The above errors were limited· tactical 
and strategic errors that were partially or 
fully corrected after the Christmas Truce. 
But a glaring fact remains: all of these 
mistakes were foreseen by the aircrews 
and should not have happened at all. The 
aircrews predicted the folly of such tactics 
for years, but SAC staff ignored the air
crews . The sad irony of the situation was 
that the staff officers did not pay the price 
for ignoring the aircrews - the aircrews 
paid for such folly with their blood. The 
division between staff and line in SAC 
began a number of years ago. 

General Curtis Lemay, who rose to 
prominence through his audacious and 
innovative strategies and tactics with 
bombers against both the Germans and 
Japanese in World War II, created the 
Strategic Air Command in the late 1940s 
and early 1950s. He forged a tool that be
came the most powerful weapon in 
America ' s arsenal during the 1950s, in 
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which staff officers and line officers alike 
worked together and were rewarded for 
initiative. He became Air Force Chief of 
Staff in the early 1960s. Gen. Lemay and 
his counterparts in the other services 
were dynamic, outspoken generals and 
admirals whose careers reflected the fact 
that they were used to winning wars. 

In the early 1960s, Secretary of De
fense Robert S. MacNamara clashed with 
his generals and, not recognizing the fact 
that they were simply expressing their 
opinions based on 25-35 years of ex
perience and several wars, chose to in
terpret their disagreements with him as a 
challenge to civilian rule of the military . 
All of these dynamic generals and 
admirals were intensely loyal to the 
U.S. and, once overruled, they followed 
their superiors' orders. However, Mac
Namara seemed to believe that people 
who did not share his opinions were not 
capable of serving high positions. He 
forced men such as Gen. Lemay into 
retirement and saw to it that the men pro
moted to replace them would not object to 
his own ideas. The result was pre
dictable . The men occupying high 
positions as we entered the Vietnamese 
war were men who would parrot Mr. 
MacNamara's ideas and policies , who be
came nothing more than "yes-men. " The 
public remembers these men as polly
annas , who were constantly describing 
the war in the same glowing terms as 
Secretary MacNamara - men who 
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constantly saw "light at the end of the 
tunnel" and "victory around the corner ." 
They , as yes-men, refused to listen to or 
pass on information from their staffs and 
intelligence men that indicated that the 
policies of Secretary MacNamara might 
not be working. 

Officers on staffs who insisted on 
reporting the truth, conscientious men, 
found themselves passed over for promo
tion and removed to lesser assignments, 
while the generals in power insured that 
men like themselves - unimaginative , 
loyal "yes-men" who wouldn't "rock the 
boat" - filled the staffs. "Company 
men" and "loyalty" became more im
portant criteria in a man 's career than 
honesty (stating to one's superiors what 
one sees or believes) or innovation. This 
malaise became especially pronounced in 
the Strategic Air Command, where air
crews were not involved in especially 
hazardous combat situations. 

In tactical fighter forces, whose officers 
were carrying the war to the enemy under 
very hazardous conditions, it was im
possible to accept dangerous tactics or 
policies for long without experiencing un
acceptable losses. In the Pacific Air 
Force (PACAF) in Southeast Asia, and in 
the Tactical Air Command (TAC) in the 
United States, the brightest and most 
experienced iine aircrewmen found 
themselves invited to work in staff posi
tions, in contrast to the type of men who 
became staff officers in SAC. Unfortu-
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nately for the Air Force, the majority of 
officers promoted to the command ranks 
of Colonel and the various ranks of 
General came from SAC. This was due at 
first to SAC's role as Americas's first line 
of defense and later due to the fact that 
SAC staff officers weren't "boat-rock
ers" as were many fighter staff officers. 

Operational contrasts between SAC 
and the other commands were pro
nounced. During Operation Linebacker I 
(April-October, 1972), after a major 
fighter plane assault into the Red River 
Valley, each flight would debrief the mis
sion together, with suggestions for im
provement or self-criticism sought from 
each man. Then every crewmember on 
base who participated in the operation 
was invited to a mass debriefing , in which 
the staff officers (most of w horn had flown 
the mission themselves) were present . 
Suggestions from anyone were listened to 
and discussed . Representatives from 
each base involved would then fly to an
other base with the ideas and suggestions 
in hand to discuss the mission. In this 
way, tactics were constantly adjusted or 
tested to respond to any new threats or 
tactics by the enemy. If something new 
came up on one mission, or an im
provement were found, it would be used 
on the next mission. 
· SAC's debriefing policie-s were dif
ferent. During a tour in B-52s in South
east Asia, I eparticipated in a three 
month operation against the highways 
and passes of the Ho Chi Minh Trail in 
Laos. After each mission, crews were 
debriefed individually by maintenance 
and intelligence representatives. For sev
eral weeks, flying the same monotonous 
routes into the same target daily, I (and 
the other crewmembers) reported the in
troduction of 85mm and lOOmm cannons 
along our route. We each reported the 
altitudes of the bursts and number of 
bursts- after a few days we were able to 
approximate the number of enemy 
cannons. Since this report would in
dicate to SAC staff and the Defense 
Department that the North Vietnamese 
were equaling our escalation of the war 
(thus negating the effect of the escalation 
and, ultimately, discrediting the Ameri
can administration's policy), this was the 
type of news that must not be true be-

cause it would indicate that our new estimated below 100 feet off the deck 
policy wasn't going to work, in spite of (SAM-2s are not effective below 1000-
pronouncements to the contrary. There- 1500 feet). 
fore , intelligence officers would blandly After barely shaking the several SAMs 
tell us to our faces that what we were fired, he had only enough fuel to limp to 
telling them did not exist-we must have the Gulf of Tonkin, where the aircrew 
imagined the airbursts, or we had bailed out when the engines flamed out . 
mistaken lesser calibers of AAA, which They were rescued and spent the next 
couldn't reach our altitudes, for the two days trying to describe what we 
85mm and lOOmm cannons! Our requests identified as a new generation SAM, the 
to change our course by as little as five SAM-3, to intelligence officers. Their 
miles, which would render the cannons explanation of a new SAM was not ac
ineffective until the North Vietnamese cepted and, because the pilot had run an 
moved them again , were of course airplane out of gas with no satisfactory 
ignored, because the cannons did not explanation , his career was ruined . This 
exist. When , some six weeks after we veteran of two tours in Southeast Asia 
reported their existence, evidence be- and our Squadron's leading instructor 
came too overwhelming to be ignored, pilot had to resign his commission as soon 
intelligence officers announced that as the war was over (after 10 years of 
IOOmm and 85mm cannons had been service). Because the SAM-3 was not 
photographed, in the same numbers we definitely identified in North Vietnam, 
had indicated , along our routes of flight our F-4 ECM equipment was not mod
as if the cannons had just been moved in ified with SAM-3 frequencies (a simple 
the day before! When aircrews asked to job), to provide our airplanes with 
cnange the inbound course to the target, warning signals and tones. During Line
since by now the AAA was getting ac- backer II operations several months later, 
curate and SAM sites were also being a number of us were tracked and fired at 
established (I think one or two BUFs by SAMs which our ECM gear did not 
were damaged during this period by record. Intelligence officers later in
AAA fire), we were told that such formed us that the SAM-3 was positively 
changes would have to be made by Head- identified in North Vietnam. I can not 
quarters SAC, at Omaha, Nebraska. definitely assign any losses of aircraft and 
Throughout that particular operation , the aircrews to this blunder, but I can say 
course, altitudes and airspeeds were with certainty that at least one F-4 was 
never changed. We had to rely entirely on almost lost to the SAM-3s during Line
our EWO's ability to jam the AAA radars. backer II: mine. 

Intelligence services throughout the One more example of the difference be-
military were affected by the yes-man tween SAC staffs and fighter staffs 
malaise . Thus , information going to should suffice. In fighters, pilots had the 
higher echelons and information given to option of carrying cassette tape recorders 
combat aircrews reflected policy , not during a mission. The recordings were 
reality . Even the fighter forces' intel- used exclusively to review tactics and 
ligence officers were affected by this . In procedures for change-in other words , 
August or September, 1972, one of the in a positive sense. SAC bomber crews 
13th Panther Pack aircrews encountered were required to carry and use tape 
several SA Ms in Banana Valley, next to recorders, and the recordings were used 
the Red River Valley. They received no exclusively to determine if the aircrews 
ECM indications that a SAM radar was were using prescribed SAC policies and 
tracking them, nor any audio warnings procedures- not to determine the vi
that SAMs were fired. They managed to ability of tactics or to make changes. 
see them in time to maneuver and quickly As a result , SAC aircrews (my own in
realized that the usual maneuvers to eluded) frequently jammed or broke the 
evade the SAM-2s were not su;fficient. recorders. If we were unable to get away 
The pilot used full after-burner, which ex- with jamming the recorders and were 
pended most of his available fuel, while guilty of violating a SAC rule, i.e, not 
using extreme maneuvers at altitudes using a checklist when pressed for time, 
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tervals with his portions of the required 
checklist. 

The division between SAC staff and 
line aircrews was unfortunate. Five out 
of the six members of each BUF aircrew 
were officers and the gunner was usually 
a senior enlisted man with many years' 
experience. The officers all had college 
degrees and many, with hours available 
for study while on nuclear alert in the 
U.S., had Master ' s degrees and Ph.D.s. 
Many gunners were also highly educated. 
Virtually all of these men were capable of 
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holding significant positions in civilian 
society, but had chosen to be professional 
military men . They had been selected by 
the Air Force, on the basis of intelligence , 
motivation , and aggression , to attend fly
ing or navigation school and had survived 
high elimination percentages to achieve 
their present positions . Thus , it was a 
tragedy when these intelligent and 
motivated career men watched the 
system reach into their ranks and pro
mote to the staffs the yes-men , the dul
lards or least competent men avail
able, who were regarded by the air
crews with disrespect. 

Thus were sown the seeds of de
moralization that resulted in the mutiny 
or near mutiny of a force of professional 
military men, all of whom were volun
teers to their jobs. The tragedy continues 
to this day. After the war , the staff of
ficers involved in the operation were 
usually promoted- Colonel to Brigadier 
General , and one , two, or three star 
Generals to the next higher rank. The 
conscientious officers, usually the 
Lieutenants , Captains and Majors who 
tried to change the tactics employed and 
were proven to be justified in their cause, 
found their careers ruined. Many officers 
.in the service and others , who were 
passed over for promotion and forced out 
of service in the last three years , have 
told me the same story when interviewed . 
They flew their missions , some heroical
ly, and voiced their objections through 
the chain of command. When they left 
Southeast Asia and picked up their 
personnel records to carry to their next 
base, they found that their annual Ef
ficiency Ratings (on which officer promo
_tions are b ased) had been downgraded 
without their knowledge (a violation of 
established Air Force procedures and 
regulations) and usually without explana
tion . 

Two months after Operation Lineback
er TI ended, I visited U-Tapao Air Base 
and interviewed the aircrews who had 
flown the Linebacker II missions . I was 
given a private interview with the com
manding general on the base , during 
which I related some of the stories I had 
heard and suggested one or two different 
ways in which to open avenues of com
munication between staffs and aircrews 
- methods which were successfully used 
in the fighter groups. The general be
came very angry , drew himself up , and 
summarized the SAC attitude on the 
subject: 

" In the fighter forces , you all have 
weak staffs , so you and the crews have to 
ask each other for ideas and help to get 
the job done . But here in SAC, we have 
strong staffs. We don 't need to listen to 
the aircrews! ! " 

A continuation of this attitude must 
result in a continuous waste of brave 
American lives whenever military action 
occurs. Is such waste necessary? 
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1. The dates were Southeast Asia time. In the U. S. it 
was 17 December . 
2. " Jink ing" - erratic tw ist ing , turning , climbing or 
diving maneuvers done every few seconds at random 
to prevent enemy gunners and radar from compu t ing 
a " lead " on the airplane. 
;s: Favorite m1ss1ons were ones tnat 1auncnea 1ate on 
the last day of the month . When the plane landed 
earl y the next morni ng, the staff officer qual ifi ed for• 
two months' combat pay ($130), and two months' 
income tax deductions ($1000) . The highest ranking 
office rs fought over these end-of-the-month miss ions. 
4. Interviews with SAC planners later indicated that 
on ly three waves were scheduled each night , but the 
t ime within the three-plane ce lls was extended so that 
a single wave , whose first elements took 20 minutes 
to pass over a target , were not followed by its traili ng 
elements unt il some 20 to 30 additional minutes had 
passed . Foreign observers in Hanoi , POWs and the 
North Vietnamese all thought they were being sub
jected to a nine-wave attack , spaced at hourly inter
va ls. The result was an even greater dispersion of the 
B-52 force. 
5. Many of us respected Baez for her sincerit y and 
object ivity in her anti-war views. We reall y wou ld 
nave been more pleased if Jane Fonda, whose v iews 
were 100% pro-North Vietnamese, were there in
stead of Baez . 
6. Fansong is the name given to this type rad ar by 
NATO . It was designed by the Russ ians and is used 
ex tensively wherever the Russians have sold air de-
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tense equi pment. It serves as the acquisiti on tracking 
and gu idance rad ar for the SAM-2 series miss il es . 
7. The init ial anti-SAM maneuver was a dive. 
8 . Reconnaissance photos released to the public in 
A pril , 1973, showed that several buildi ngs were dam
aged . One building was destroyed , but the Swedish 
Ambassador to Hano i naa visited tne Bacn Mai Hos
pital complex 10 days prior to Li nebacker II. He 
reported that the bu i lding was destroyed by acc ident 
in a raid in June, 1972, and it had not been rebuil t. By 
that time, prominent Americans, such as ex-Attorney 
General Ramsay Clark, had donated money for its 
reconst ruct ion . They gave nothing to the hospitals 
deliberately des troyed by the North Vietnamese in 
South Viet nam . 
9. Quotations were taken from a letter sent by a crew 
to a U .S. Senator . 
10. An in terview with one of the highest ranking SAC 
generals involved in the operation conf irmed my 
theory: he was unaware of crew disaffect ion and crew 
recommendati ons concerning tactics. He claimed to 
be unin formed about the extent of the sick-ca ll epi
demic or the number~ of men refusing to fly unless 
tactics were changed. 
11. For the eject ion seat. 
12. Another si gnificant poin t that General A llen over
looked was that many of the B-52 targets escaped 
destr ucti on and had to be des troyed by fighters 
car ry ing highly accurate guided bombs. Guided 
bombs came late to the V ietnam confl ict , but they 
proved their worth far beyond anyone 's expectations. 
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The NRA National Convention 
wasn 't all politics and factional •in· 
fighting . There was a large exhibit 

I )~,1-N-l JI 'I• hall set up with a wide variety of J • ~ I rl • things to see, not a great deal of it 
•I ' • new, but most of it very enterta ining. 
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1

~ • 'terest to our readers. Getting up off 

Of special interest to SOF readers, 
who own a mini-14, was the Matalife 
Industries Inc. treatment of some of 
the chronic problems inherent in the 
mini-14. Ron Mahovsky of Metalife 
showed us this mini-14 action , in 
which the gas piston, the operating 
rod and slide, as well as several other 
vital moving parts, are SS.-Chro
mium-M-treated. Since excessive 
wear at these points has been one of 
the mini-14's major problems, this 
process with a Rockwell of Apox 70-
72 will alleviate some of those prob
lems. With this modification, the 
mini-14 adds much to its potential as 
an addition to the arsenal of the man 
of action. For more info contact Ron
ald Mahovsky, Box 53 Mong Ave. , 
Reno, PA 16343. Phone: (814) 436-
7747. 

Al Mar, ch ief designer for Gerber 
Knives , had this fine new locking 
pocket knife to show us. The lock 
mechanism is released by depressing 

• the area inside the circle at the blade 
pivot point , to allow the blade to open 
or close, which it does with great 
smoothness and ease. The machining 
on this fine knife appears excellent 
and the materials, a stainless similar 
to 440C, are just r ight. Slated to sell 
for around $60, i t should be available 
very soon. Blade length is approxi
mately three inches or slightly less. 
The larger knife shown is a proto
type and no plans for production are 
currently in the mill. For further in
formation contact your nearest 
Gerber dealer. 
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. the floor and looking in to the booths 
proved to be a more successful 
method of f inding these items. 

L.E.S. Company execs, Norm Sachs 
and Chuck Witbeck, show SOF Pub
lisher R.K. Brown the prototype of 
their 9mm semi-auto. "Gas operated , 
the specially vented barrel , whic~ is 
mounted directly to the frame, gives 
almost no recoil,'' Witbeck told us. 
The prototype has been around for 
about two years now, but Sachs said 
that they are ready to go into full pro
duction right around the time this 

issue will reach our readers. They al
so told us that a .45 caliber model is 
planned for the near future . W e su_re 
hope so; the idea is a good one. While 
at the L. E.S. booth we spent some 
time with the L.E.S. binocu lars 
marketed by Seagull Co . Rugged 
enough to take the 85-90 drops to the 
concrete floor of the exhibi t hall, they 
are great for the field. Write L.E.S. , 
3640 W. Dempster Street , Skokie, IL 
60076. 
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A.G . Russell's booth was chock-full 
of his qual i ty blades of many styles. 
He showed us his newest copyrighted 
design, a boot knife called "The 
Stinger." The blade is similar to the 
Morseth sleeve knife and is approxi
mately 31/4 inches long; overall 
length is 61/2 inches. Of full tang con
struction, the handle slabs are of
fered in several different options. An 
ebony handle at $35, standard 
micarta for $50, ivory (white micarta) 
with red l iner for $70. Included with 
every boot knife is a clip-on heavy 
leather sheath that holds the knife 
well and offers ease of carry, along 
with good protection. A great design, 
extremely well executed, and the 
price is right. To order yours, send 
complete information (and a check) 
to: Phoenix Associates, P.O. Box 693, 
Boulder, CO 80306. 

Bob Brown is being helped into a 
one-of-a-k ind shoulder rig for the 
Gerber MK II, by Al Mar of Gerber 
Knives. Mar told us that it was made 
for him by his friends at Bianchi and 
that he thought that they had no 
plans at this time to produce any 
more of them. Of course, if they re
ceived enough requests through the 
mails we might just see a change of 
heart. The rig allows the butt of the 
knife to ti lt forward slightly, which . 
makes for a speedy draw. 
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Bianchi had a .45 holster on display 
that we found interesting. It's a 
multi-convertible type with a detach
able flap to cover the entire butt of 
the weapon when out in the field. 
Bianchi Vice-President Richard 
Gerten modeled this rig for us. He 
told us that it was intended for the 
military or police market, but we 
think it makes a fine rough country 
holster to avoid scarring up your side
arm more than you need to. You can 
wear it left side or right with flap or 
without, crossdraw or just about any 
way you want. One-direction snaps 
hold the belt flaps down real well. We 
liked it . For more information contact 
Bianchi Leather Products, 100 Calle 
Cortez, Temecula, CAL 92390. 

"U .S. Marine, on Target 
Laser . '' Sounds like a headline from 
the year 2001, but it could just as 
easily apply to the device we saw at 
the U.S. Marine Corps booth. A laser 
is attached to a M-16, and when 
"fired" at a special target , allows the 
trainee to learn proper sight picture 
without the expenditure of live 
rounds . "Dry fir ing is good training, 
but every round looks good . Put a live 
round in and it sure can change 
things . It can also start to cause bad 
habits. With this little goodie we get 
the best of both worlds," was the 
response of Sgt. G. Gregory, a 
Marine Corps armorer, when asked 
about the laser. It "fires" a laser 
beam (very low power) at a target 
equipped with "photo cells." When 
the beam activates one of these cells, 
a light shows on the target , indicat
ing where the hit was. A "shining" 
exam le of Marine in enuit 

This Vibra-Tek case cleaner caught 
our eye while it was being demon
strated at i.he exhibit. Made in Colo
rado Springs, i t will hand le the job of 
cleaning brass effectively and quick
ly. The base of this device is the 
vibration source that causes the 
crushed walnut shell cleaning ma
terial to apparently "flow" over, 
around, and through the car tridge 
cases. It has the big advantage of 
cleaning the inside of the cases , as 
well as out. The plastic bucket that 
holds the cases and the cleaning 
media can be simply lifted off and 
dumped as needed. The uni t with 
tumbling media sells for around 
$49.95. For more informat ion con
tact TES Inc. Dept. SF, 2807 North 
Prospect, Colorado Springs , CO 
80907 . 

Customized handguns are not new, 
but when they are produced by 
Austin Bhelert they are certainly 
worth looking at. Starting out with a 
standard S&W Mod. 39 or 59, he 
removes 5/s of an inch from the 
middle of the slide and hel iarcs it 
back together. Heliarcing is how the 
patented finger groove is added. He 
adds S&W sights, a hooked tr igger 
guard and a special patented ''screw
on" barrel bushing . A com plete ac
tion job and a set of cus tom Fuzzy 
Ferran grips are also added to the 
gun, which is returned to the owner 
completely SS.-Chromium-M-plated. 
Behlert told us that he prefers that 
finish because "it's got a Rockwell 
harness of 70 or higher and I can't 
scratch it. It just abou t wears for
ever.'' The mag . holds six and one in 
the chamber. Con.tact Austin Behlert 
for more info at 725 Leh igh Avenue, 
Union, NJ 07083. Phone (201) 
687-3350. 
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continued from page 11 

magazine. The average right-handed 
shooter holds the pistol grip in his right 
hand and the forearm in the left hand. If 
he wants to open the stock, work the bolt, 
or change magazines, he releases the 
pistol grip and uses his right hand. This 
could be fatal in combat. The right hand 
must remain on the pistol grip, ready to 
fire. From the instant the required opera
tion is completed, the time it takes to 
return the right hand to the pistol grip is 
lost, whereas when using the left hand for 
the other operations, the weapon can be 
fired instantly. Of course, the actual time 
involved is small, but with most bullets 
travelling around 3000fps, it could be the 
difference between life and death. The 
advantage here is with the man who fires 
first. 

Mr. Hall mentions the difference in 
ammo loads that can be carried between 
7.62mm and 5.56mm. This is, of course, 
necessary in an army where the troops 
spray the bushes on full auto. I have used 
the M-16 in combat and found that con
trol and shot placement were far superior 
on semi-auto. The inherent disadvantage 
to the smaller caliber is its lack of stop
ping power. Hundreds of articles in the 
gun magazines have hashed this out for 
years, especially between the advocates 
of big bore vs. high velocity, and no sure 
conclusion has been reached. However, 
Gen. S.L.A. Marshall , in one of his books 
on Vietnam, tells of a firefight where a 
G.I. emptied his clip (M-16) into a doped
up charlie and had to put a number of 
.45s in him to drop him. I believe the 
7.62mm could have stopped him, with 
fewer rounds and further away (he fell at 
the G.l.'s feet). I would be interested in 
hearing from a Korean War veteran on 
the effect of the 30-06 on doped-up 
Koreans in a human wave assault. 

I kept my M-16 clean and never had a 
malfunction in combat so my major con
tention with it lies in the area of dur
ability. None of the new stamped re
ceivers has the inherent toughness of the 
M-1 or M-14. (Of course they don 't have 
the weight either.) I worked for some 
time in a base armory only one step below 
Depot stage maintenance. I saw several 
M-16s come in that had been totally 
destroyed. A common practice when 
going to the range appears to be propping 
your rifle up against a 21/2-ton truck and 
if the truck moves before you retrieve 
your rifle, the truck drives over it. When 
a deuce and a half drives over an M-16, 
very little is left to fight with. The re
ceiver is crushed flat , the pistol grip stock 
and forearm are crushed and the barrel is 
bent. The weapon is a total loss. When a 
M-1 or M-14 is driven over (for some 
reason, not nearly as frequently), the 
_stock is cracked or broken, the barrel is 
usually bent and the receiver may be 
sprung. If it is, it is sent to the Depot 
maintenance level to be straightened and 
can be reused. 
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One disadvantage that the M-16 has 
which the folding stock rifles (except the 
Car-15) do not have is the inherent 
weakness of the recoil buffer system in 
the stock. If you break the stock (very 
easy to do with any of the new generation 
of weapons, either with a butt stroke or 
by incorrectly assuming the prone from 
standing in fire and maneuver exercises), 
the' M-16 is rendered inoperable and can
not be fired until repaired. The others, 
such as the Ar-18, can continue to fire if 
the stock is broken. In fact, the Ar-18S 
doesn 't even have a stock. 

I have never experienced any ammo 
problems with the Ar-18 family using 
U.S. ammo, although I have had trouble 
with Canadian ammo. I have not had any 
trouble with soft point ammo but that is 
irrelevant to combat use anyway. 

Overall, I don't think the M-16 is a bad 
weapon. It just needs improving. It's 
time we did for the M-16 what the M-14 
did for the M-1. 

Sincerely, 
Michael F. Meacham 
Tempe, Arizona 85281 ~ 

s tee l darts. Si lent. powerful. accurate . I its 
like a bu ll e t. 200 Ft. range. Rugged .:l8 cal. 
prec is ion aluminum, carry case. inst ruct ions. 
4 1,, · model $6.98$ 5 1/2 $ 7.98 1 Magn u m 6 112 ' 

$9.98' Extra darts $2.50/100 ' $4 .50/200 1 $1 1/ 
500! Buy 2 guns get 800 dart s . s ling, q uiver. 
pa tches. ca mo uflage. ta rgets FREE' 3 get same 

1400. cleaning rod, m uzzle gua rd : 4 same. 
2000. 20" mini -lilowgun 1 5 same. 2000. free 
7th gun ' Acid $1 .50 pos tageeacl1 gu n. HOUSE 
UF WEAPONS, INC. Ho,794·A J'rovo. ll tHh 
B 11 I . 

continued from page 37 
hole covers. There is a story around that 
he knocked out six MPs in about three 
seconds at Ft. Bragg. He's an amazing 
fighter. At six feet he weighs abut 230 lbs 
and is called " Spike" by his team mem
ber. If you happen to print anything about 
the toughest hand-to-hand combat in
structors, he happens to be the senior 
advisor for our group. 
SOF: Mike, what would you say has been 
the military's response on the administra
tive level to your training program for the 
military? 
ECHANlS: Right now the powers that be 
in the military do not believe that hand
to-hand combat training is needed; that 
it is no longer relevant. l believe, as long 
as there are soldiers in the field or in 
combat, hand-to-hand combat training 
will be needed . 

But the thing that the brass is really 
overlooking is that during peacetime we 
are supposed to be building strength for 
peace by building a stronger army . Peace 
is maintained through the strength of our 
army. Peacetime is not the time to be
come lax. This is the time to regroup and 
to mentally, physically, and psycho
Jogically get prepared for any upcoming 
battle. The best way to maintain in
dividual combat readiness and psycho
logical readiness is through the method of 
tuning the mind and body in close 
quarter combalitives such as the Koreans 
did with their Tae Kwan Do in all of the 
ROK army divisions. I and the members 
of my team feel that we need this tu main
tain mental and physical combat readi
ness. The upper echelons believe that it is 
not needed anymore. In fact , they are 
even taking away pugil stick training and 
other forms of hand-to-hand training be
cause of the "violence" injury factor. But 
what are they going to do if it ever comes 
down again to actual hand-to-hand 
.combiit? 

We are hoping that some of our train
ing and development of this new system 
can spark a new interest. But the soldiers 

THE NEW RS-1 SI IRVIVAL KNIFE= 
NOW AT THE IN-~OT JUST ANOTHER KNIFE BUT A 
TRODUCTORY PRICE TOTAL WILDERNESS SURVIVAL 
Of $50. BROCHURE PACKAGE! ·SEMI-DROPPED POINT FOLDl.NG 
FOR $1. BROCHURE KNIFE DESIGNED FOR HEAVY. DUTY USE "IC 
& SAW-$3. CONTAINS A 16 INCH RETRACTABLE WIRE SAW 

~PPROVED BY THE U.S. MARINES FOR COMBAT 
AND SURVIVAL USE.BLADE IS 1/4 INCH 

THICK OF 440c STAINLESS, TEMPERED 
TO ROCKWELL 58 -60 ON THE 
"C" SCALE * COMES W ITH A 
HEAVY STITCHED BELT LOOP 

SHEATH OF BLACK STEERHIDE. 
SHIPPED IN A 606/-T6 ALLOY 

:ALUMINUM TUBE WITH END CAPS 
FOR STORAGE OF GEAR 

ORDER THE NEW RS·1 FOLDING SURVIVAL KNIFE WITH WIRE SAW BY SENDING 
PAYMENT TO THE REMOTE SURVIVAL COMPANY. 
P.0.BOX 523, NEW HAVEN, CONN. 06503 
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of America and the other soldiers who are 
fighting throughout the world will remain 
in need of this type of a program. The 
brass who sit on their ass, who don' t fight 
the fucking battles anyway, the ones call
ing the shots - they don't need hand-to
hand combat. So therefore, it is very easy 
for them to say that the soldier doesn't 
need hand-to-hand combat. But for those 
of us who are out in the field who are 
called upon to accomplish certain objec
tives or missions for these men who are 
sitting on their asses, we need it. 

Consider the fact that the last new 
system of hand-to-hand combat , the 
O'Neil System, was developed in the 
1940's. Nothing new has been added 
since then. In 1942 it was adapted for the 
U.S. Army and the Special Service Force 
which became the 1st Canadian/ Amer
ican Special Forces. I don't think the 
brass should stick with a system when a 
better one has been developed and is 
available to them. Whether the brass 
likes it or not, the soldiers of America 
need it. 
SOF: Mike, you mentioned earlier about 
a mobile training team (MIT) that you 
are heading up. Can you tell us some
thing about that? 
ECHANIS: At this point we really don't 
want to talk a whole lot about the details 
of what we have in mind. However, I can 
say it will be a hand-to-hand combat MTT 
available to countries which are listed by 
the State Department as eligible to re
ceive this type of tra~ning. 
S.O.F.: Can you name any specific areas 
that you might be going into? 
ECHANIS: I could but won't. We are 
negotiating with several governments 
and I'd rather keep it confidential until 
such time as we sign a contract. 
S.O.F.: In your book, you write about 
hand-to-hand combat for soldiers; do you 
think it has civilian applications? 
ECHANIS: Most certainly. It is just a 
simple development of a manner of self 
defense in the knife book. A knife to me, 
is one of the best and most logical forms 
of self defense . Even if you know stick 
fighting or if you are a black belt in 
Karate or if you are a black belt in Judo , 
or if you're just a "tough Jose" in this or 
that, the moment that a knife has entered 
the picture is a moment where even a 
women or a very small man becomes 
lethal. These techniques utilized in their 
basic form by any size man or woman, in 
an actual self defense situation are the 
most effective method of self defense. 
S.O.F.: Then you have the moral, ethical, 
and legal right to use a knife? 
ECHANIS: Ask any woman who has been 
raped and I believe that deep down in
side she will be able to tell you that rather 
than be raped again, she would use that 
knife. Now we are not necessarily con
doning knifing people, but we are stating 
that it is a realistic self-defense system'. 

~ 
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THE PROFESSIONAL HAS ARRIVED 
THE RUGGED BINOCULAR THAT IS 

BUil T TO LAST A LIFETIME 
The L.E.S. Professional binocular was manu

factured under the continuing demand for a 
high quality, waterproof binocular made spe
cifically for outdoor use anywhere 

Its rubber (neoprene) coated exterior is a vast 
improvement over the normal shiny pebble 
grain finish. It absorbs shock and is highly water 
resistant 
resistant. 

For the pro who needs a pair of binoculars for 
heavy use in the field, the Professional is the per
fect choice. Its army green exterior serves as 
camouflage in the field and because it is dul l 
rubber coated it does not reflect light or glare as 
the normal pair of binoculars. 

The optics used are of the finest made, uti liz
ing the fine Zeiss type prismatic optical system. 
It includes fold down rubber (neoprene) eye
cups to accommodate easy spotting at short or 
long distances. 

To faci litate handling for the man on the move. 
it is encased in a lightweight, canvas carrying 
pouch with quick-open fasteners. 

The L.E.S. Profess ional binocular is a multi
purpose optical system for the man that must 
have it all. Light, compact and waterproof-it 
employs all the features a pai r of binoculars 
should hAvP. 

TO ORDER SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $89.95* 
PLEASE ALLOW FOUR WEEKS FOR CHECK TO CLEAR 

SEAGULL INTERNATIONAL ~ 
BOX 806 
MUNDELEIN, ILLINOIS 60060 

'INCLUDES SHIPPING & INSURANCE-QUANTITY PRICES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 

PLl;j ~/.00 6/f/PPIN(rA/tlb 

HANDUN(i /CA~H OR. CHEC. K.. 
oNLY 

NA/1/1£ _________ _ 

ADbRE55 _______ _ 

CITY_~~~~~~~--

.5TATE __ _ ZIP ____ _ 
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Military 
Collectors 

Special Offer! 

ORIGI NAL BRIT ISH 
PARATROOPER WINGS 

PLUS OUR 32 PAGE ILLUSTRATED 

CATALOG OF WORLD MILITARIA 

IA $4.00 VALUE! BOTH FOR 

JUST $2.00 O RDER N O W! 

1£anrrr fltlitarta 
P 0 BOX 35188 

HOUSTON. TEXAS 77035 

WHEN IN HOUSTON VISIT OUR 

SHOP AT 6116 SOUTHWEST 

FREEWAY llN THE COMMON 

MARKET>. 

OPEN WEEKENDS 

RUVEL & COMPANY 
U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS 
New G.1. Mti5 Army Held Jackets, S.M.L.X.L - $3S .OU ca. 

New M6S Liners - $14.95 ca. 
48" Paracroop Dropcasc - $10.00/37" Carbine 

Dropcase - $6. 75 
New G.1. Pistol Belts - $7 .SO 

G.1 . 2Vi" Gun-Cleaning Patches -200/$ 1.00 
Sealed Case - I0,000/$4S.OO 

Carbine 30-rd Mags - $3.80/Chrome - $S.SO 
Two IS-rd Mags &Pouch -$2. IS/ 15-rd Mags- $1.00 

Chrome IS-rd Mags - $3.00 
4-rd Hunting Mags - $2.2S 

Ml Carbine St0ck - $6.SO/Handguard - $3.SO 
U.S. Carbine Bayonet Arsenal-Reconditioned 

Bakelite Grips W/Sheath - $22.SO 
Sling & Oile r - $2.00 

Carbine Fromband Assembly W / Bayonct Lug -$S.OO 
MS Garand Bayonet W /Sheath - $IO.SO 
Garand M 10 Cleaning-Rod Set - $6.SO 

Garand Stocks - $10.00/Handguards - $4.00 ca. 
1917 Enfield Stocks - $9.SO/Handguards $S.00 pr. 

New Springfield Bolts comple te - $S.SO 
Low-Scope Bent Bolt Bodies - $4. 75 

Bent Bolt complete - $9.SO 
M14 Stocks - $12.50 

M 14 20-rd mags - $4. 00 
M14 Ammo Pouch - $2.00 

Ml4 Bayonet W /Sheath - $12.SO 
New Web Slings !or Garand, Springfield - $1.6S 

Garand Clips - 10/$1.00 
New G.I. 10 Pocket Cartridge Belts - $8.SO 

New U.S. Army 4S Auto Pis tol Hip Holster - $7 .9S 
New G.1. M7 4S Shoulder Hols ter - $14.9S 

GVT Type 4S Shoulder Holste r - $6 .2S 
Ml91145 Auto Mags - $4 .9S 

ARIS 20-rd Mags - $4.00/ ARIS Bayonets 
W/Sheath-$14.7S 

ARIS Nylon 20 -rd Ammo Pouch - $4.S0/30-rd 
Pouch - $6.00 

New G.1. ARIS Bipod - $12.9S/Bipod Case -$2.2S 
Genuine U.S. Machelle, 18" Long - $6 .9S 

G.I. Machelle Scabbards WWII Issue O.D. 
Canvas - $3. 25 

Late Issue G.I. Nylon/Plastic Material 
W /Steel Top - $6.25 

COMPLETE LISTINGS FOUND IN OUR CATALOG. 
SEND $1.00 (FREE WITH $S.OO ORDER). ALL ITEMS 
VERY GOOD UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. PRICES 
PLUS POSTAGE. ILLINOIS RESIDENTS S% TAX. 
RUVEL, S-1. 3037 N. CLARK. CffiCAGO. IL 60657. 
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continued from page 14 
of all Africans is the slitting open of 
stomachs, followed closely, of course, by 
that old standby, castration. Women 
aren't simply raped; they're raped to 
death , and Mr. Hitt spares us no adjec
tives in describing the stages and states 
of the dead and dying. 

How can one be sure about this book? 
Do we label it reprehensible? If it pur
ports to be a serious work about the 
activities of mercenaries in Africa and the 
warfare and politics of that continent, it 
deserves the epithet. If Mr. Hitt pr?
d uced this book with tongue firmly m 
cheek, deliberately giving us a fantasy, 
we must call it outstanding. .,-
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Knife Self-JJeiense, by Michael D. 
Echanis, 104 pgs., over 350 photos. Pub
lished by Ohara Publications, Inc., Bur
bank, California, $4.95. Reviewed by 
Art Gitlin. 

The art of knife fighting is one which 
everyone seems to think he knows a lot 
about or believes there's "nothing to it." 
There are several books on the subject in 
print, each claiming to be or implying 
tht it is the final word on knife fighting. 
This writer has studied the martial arts 
for 15 years, much of which was spent 
studying the many forms and uses of the 
knife. I have never found a knife book 
that I felt really covered the subject 
thoroughly. Recently, the manuscript of a 
new knife fighting book was sent to SOF 
for evaluation and review. A somewhat 
wary eye was cast upon the manuscript as 
this reporter sat down to read "another 
knife fighting text ." Well, that wary eye 
quickly became riveted to the pages of 
what can only be called the modern 
classic of hand-to-hand combat/knife 
fighting books. 

It contains page after page of effective 
techniques, designed to permit step-by
step learning of strategy and tactical 
concepts, rather than "tricks" or gen
eralities that when closely examined re
veal little. 

The many photos are clear, sharp, and 
uncluttered. There are enough of them to 
make cloudy, Jongwinded explanations 
unnecessary . The text was written ex
pressly for the advanced martial artist; 
however, these parts also contain enough 
information of general interest to avoid 
becoming boring or confusing to the 
average reader . Likewise , the author 
sometimes addresses himself specifically 
to the "special warfare" soldier with the 
same satisfactory result . 

That the author can address with equai 
ease and knowledge these two distinctly 
different types of modern warriors comes 
as no great surprise. Michael D. Echanis 
as a man deeply steeped in both traditions 
which is clear to even the casual reader. 
:Echanis has appeared on the cover of 
Black Belt Magazine and his Hwarangdo-

based , hand-to-hand system has been 
called by them, "_ . . one of the most 
effective systems of hand-to-hand combat 
in the modern world." 

The "system" revealed in this book 
was conceptualized , developed, and re
fined by Echanis and a small group of 
hand-to-hand combat experts from the 
elite of the U.S. military services-Green 
Berets, SEALS Rangers, ·and Marine 
Force Recon. They 've all seen action at 
first hand and at close quarters. 

It shows. The techniques, having a few 
frills ending with the final stopping of the 
opponent, are easy to understand and 
with some practice the concepts lend 
themselves well to personal readapta
tion and recombining of individual bits in
to "new" techniques . 

Ohara Publications, Inc., publishers of 
Black Belt Magazine, the professional 
journal of the U.S. Martial Arts, have 
decided that some parts of this book 
would be just too dangerous in the hands 
of persons not of advanced Martial Arts 
"rank," or members of special warfare 
units who need this training. They wi11 
offer the general public only the section 
entitled " Knife Self-Defense," in which 
Echanis' describes several methods, 
strategies, and ·techniques of unarmed 
self-defense against a knife-wielding 
opponent. 
(The other sections of this manuscript are 
knife fighting and knife throwing for com
bat.) 

The book section offered by Ohara on 
self-defense is , by itself, excellent. It 
belongs in the hands of every policeman, 
security officer, city dweller, traveller, 
military person , adventurer, and poten
tial victim. Echanis states (and I agree) 
that even a small person, when armed 
with a knife and some knowledge of its 
use , becomes more than a match for the 
250 pound hand-to-hand expert who is 
unarmed. That is not to say that the knife
wielder always wins. But keep in mind 
that every strike, cut, or stab of that knife 
is potentially lethal. I firmly believe that· 
the best defense against a knife is a 230 
gr . .45 caliber bullet at 890 F.P.S. be
tween the eyes of the attacker. However, 
this is not always possible or even ap
propriate. We are, after all , talki~g abo~t 
unarmed self-defense. The techniques m 
this book, once mastered, could spell the 
difference between life and death for the 
unarmed defender. I recommend this 
book as it is the best book on hand-to
ihand combat I've ever seen. In fact, I 
could even say that it's the only one. 

NOTE: The expanded book containing 
the other two sections, knife fighting and 
knife throwing for combat, will be made 
available to certified Martial Arts In
structors, police officials, and SPEC
W AR military personnel approximately 
,three or four months after Knife Self
Defense is released . Keep your eye on 
SOF for its release date. 
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PERSONAL DEFENSE (160 pp.) by 
Blackie Collins and Chris McLoughlin. 
Published by Blackie Collins and Chris 
McLoughlin, P .0. Box 18595, Atlanta, 
Georgia 30326 (1977). Reviewed by Art 
Gitlin. 

Self-defense is a subject much written 
about, and rightly so . For what could be 
dearer to your heart than being able to 
defend yourself against those whose 
hearts are not pure? (And dear reader, 
we both know that anyone who would at
tack us , could not possibly be pure of 
heart.) 

An interesting point about most books 
on self-defense is that they cover only one 
or sometimes two or three areas of the 
subject , i.e., unarmed fighting, or de
fensive handguns or knives, etc. Personal 
Defense is unique in that it covers a wide 
range of subjects that relate to self
defense, such as telephone harassment, 
dogs , firearms, attitudes, common items 
used as weapons, etc. The general quality 
of the book itself is very good. 

Written in a conversational , easy-to
read style , it contains many high quality 
photos , some of which offer step-by-step 
instructions on "how to" handle certain 
situations. Most of these are very good . 
They are simple and directly to the point. 
However, pages 152 and 153 show a 
sequence of a knife take-away in which 
the attacker has his left arm around the 
defender 's throat from behind and a knife 
resting against the defender's chest. 

It looked somewhat " risky, " to say the 
least , so I instructed a few of my Wu-Su 
knife-fighting students to try it on me and 
with each other. Even when the attacker 
was one of the two first-day students in 
the class, the defender got badly "cut" 
every time . This is not to say that this 
technique can not be made to work; I do 
say , however , that trying to learn how 
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from this book is not fully effective . 
The next few pages also offered me 

some doubtful moments . In reference to 

disarming a gunman , it says: "You can 
move faster than the gun can be fired. " 
The photo shows the defender approxi
mately five feet from the gunman with his 
hands raised. The idea is to slap or push 
the muzzle of the gun out of line and then 
beat the attacker senseless. The catch is 
that the gunman only needs to move his 
finger 1;. to 1/2 inch in order to fire that 
gun, while the aetender must move his 
hand approximately four feet in order to 
move the gun out of line. 

Over the past 15 years in which I've 
taught many policemen and security 
personnel self-defense as well as thou
sands of civilians, I've always taught 
(and been taught) that unless you are 
convinced that the man is actually going 
to shoot you (rather than just rob you), 
don ' t try to take on a gunman. The money 
in your wallet just isn't worth getting shot 
over . Remember him well, and when you 
can, stack the odds in your favor to put 
things right . 

Another area of general disagreement 
I have with this book has to do with the 
knife-fighting section. The authors say 
that the grip with blade extended from 
the bottom of the fist is next to worth
less. Personally , I find it to be the best 
position for deep cutting and in a life-or
death situation, is there any other kind? 

In the martial arts section prejudice 
rears its head and a partisan stand is 
taken. The authors state that of all the 
martial arts , "American Karate " is the 
absolute best for self-defense. They even 
go so far as to say that Kung-Fu (properly 
called Wu-Su) is just about worthless in a 
real-time situation . 

The best way to determine which art is 
the best has been a subject of discus
sion (sometimes very heated) among 
martial artists for literally 1000s of years . 
To date , no one has found a way to sep
arate the man from the style , and until 
one is found, I think that it must remain a 

matter of personal preference. With all 
due respect to Joe Corley (a master in
structor) , who is mentioned in the book, 
I'm sure he would agree that as long as 
he had a competent instructor and the 
desire to be among the very best, it 
wouldn 't much matter what style he 
studied. 

Putting these and a few other points to 
the side, I found Personal Defense to be a 
really worthwhile book for anyone who 
feels he could be attacked, especially in 
an urban environment. Generally speak
ing , this is a dynamite book and I recom
mend it to you highly. 

Information in this book that just 
isn't available in other books of its kind 
includes the dos and don 'ts of travelling 
alone , being out at night and avoid
ing muggings or robbery, to name only 
some of them. Good commonsense 
advice . In the dog section , there is even a 
discussion of how to avoid being attacked 
by a strange dog. The section on rape is 
excellent and the section on attitudes 
alone makes the book worth reading . 
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c01:itinued from page 6 
So, if you have access to any of that old 

corrosive stuff, feel free to shoot it in your 
squirtgun or pistol. It will work fine, 
but ... don't fail to completely strip the 
weapon and thoroughly clean it as soon as 
possible after firing, to avoid damage. A 
tip to minimize the chore is to fire a 
magazine of non-corrosive ball ammo 
through the gun after you have finished 
shooting the corrosive stuff, then clean 
the weapon in the normal manner. Much 
of the corrosive residue can be expelled 
from the weapon by utilizing this trick, 
thereby making the cleaning chore a little 
more bearable. 

And don't forget .... Don't attach that 
"snuffer" when you are shooting any 
ammo older than 1950, or be prepared to 
pay the price! 

Mr. Chuck Taylor 
contributing Editor 
SOF 
Dear Sir: 

I read with great interest the two arti
cles of yours published in the September 
'77 edition of SOF; however, I must take 
exception to your article, "M-16: Terror 
or Toy." 

I served with the 1st Recon. Bn ., 1st 
Mar. Div. in I Corps, RVN, and as TO&E 
weapon was issued and did carry the M-
16Al Automatic Rifle . ln reading be-

tween the lines in your article, I have in 
my own mind found what may have been 
part of the problem with your dislike of 
the M-16 rifle, that being that you were 
probably trained with the M-14 , and 
naturally a damn sight more comfortable 
with it, but I would like to comment about 
my experiences with the weapon. I was 
trained in boot camp, and in ITR with the 
M-14 rifle , and carried it when .I served 
with the 2/27 (2nd Bn., 27th Marine 
Regiment, 5th Marine Division) , but 
when still in training prior to assign
ment to an infantry unit , we were well 
trained with the M-16. We also used the 
weapon extensively in the staging units 
(where Marines were given a month 's 
final training prior to shipment to RVN) . 
While in the Nam , I carried the M-16Al 
rifle along with 36 magazines, a feat 
which I wouldn't have attempted with a 
M-14. With the exception of the times 
where no current weapons could be car
ried in specific areas, and in those areas 
or on any SOG type operations such as 
Provisional Recon , Sting Ray, etc., we 
carried Thompsons , M-2s , or AKs, but 
in all other operations the 16 was carried , 
and I only experienced one malfunction, 
and that was because I borrowed some 
magazines which had too many rounds in 
them (21) , which is not too bad a record. 

After our scoped M-14 rifles were re-
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placed by Rem M-700s for snipers , we 
had a hell of a time finding any M-14s 
that hadn 't had the stocks sawed off to 
make them more portable in the bush . To 
be truthful, we found the CAR-15 an even 
better weapon for the majority of our 
uses. 

I can recall very few instances where an 
NV A or VC failed to go down from a body 
hit from a 16, but undoubtedly those in
stances did occur, but I know of instances 
when the good hits from the M-14 fai led 
to stop people immediately , just as hits 
from the M-60, 41G , the .45, or point 
blank shots from a M-79 didn't knock 'em 
down , so there are exceptions to any rule 
or any situation. 

As I said, I read and enjoyed both your 
articles, and although I didn't agree with 
your article on the 16, I respect your 
opinion, as you earned your right to bitch 
about the weapon and the round, and 
since you are in a position to have your 
opinions published-that makes you the 
winner on the deal. 

As you are probably aware, they are 
developing a new type round for the 16 
which will supposedly be comparable to 
the penetration which you get with the 
NATO round, so how about scrounging 
up some of that ammo and doing a field 
test on it for your column? I would sure 
like to see something published also on 
-the FN/ FAL, and CEMTE rifles, as I 
don't seem to be able to locate the 
amount of material which I would like on 
those and other foreign power weapons . 

I must totally agree with your com
ments on the training and skill needed 
with an auto weapon, and am having to 
live with the misconceptions which come 
about because of false assumptions and 
lack of understanding in the use of auto 
weapons in the Police Department where 
I am employed. 

The administration is totally petrified 
when the discussion of issue of auto 
weapons comes up , so much so that when 
the idea is pushed, they get downright 
mad about it, so we get along as best as 
we can. To compensate for this, I teach a 
large number of police officers from de
partments all over this area in the proper 
and plausible aspects of auto weapons in 
hopes that when they become adminis
trators, they will not be as adverse to 
these types of weapons. I also shoot the 
various types of auto weapons which I 
have available, the M-16 , the M-14, the 
Thompson, the Sten, and one folding 
stocked AK-47 on a weekly basis as my 
ammo supply holds out , or should I say, 
when my suppliers of the ammo don't 
hold out on me. 

Looking forward to your articles in the 
future and to possibly hearing from you. 

Sincerely , 

RogerT. La Rue 
Field Sergeant 
Olathe Police Department 
Olathe, Kansas 66061 
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Chuck Taylor replies: 

Dear Sergeant La Rue: 
I appreciate your letter regarding your 

experiences with the caliber 5.56mm MI 
6Al rifle and read it with great interest. 
As I stated in "FULL AUTO,· · I welcome 
the experiences of others, since it seems 
that nothing is so absolute as to be with
out exception. 

Primarily for this reason, I make no at
tempt to dispute you, as you too earned 
the right to y our opinions in combat, 
which as fa r as I am concerned, is the 
ultimate test. Being a veteran of many 
firefights, it is obvious to me that the very 
fact that you are alive and present to even 
voice your opinions is ample illustration 
of your prowess with weapons. 

In regard to my reasons for disliking 
the M 16, or perhaps more correctly, the 
CAR-15 weapons-systems in its entirety, 
I can tell you that I qualified as an expert 
with the M 16 with little more difficulty 
than with the M 14. I was also trained 
thoroughly in the use of both weapons
systems, and in addition w«s responsible 
for the training and qualification of well 
over a thousand troops with each, prior to 
their deployment to Vietnam. 

The militmy should deal with statistic 
probabilities in order to evaluate the p er
formance of anything in combat, although 
they do not always do so. I have never 
claimed that the MI 4 was perfect, for as 
we both know, there is no such thing. We 
can merely attempt to create the best pas· 
sible weapon for the job. On a general 
basis, the MI 4 is a much superior battle 
rifle, mostly because of the fact that it is 
chambered for a more potent cartridge 
(7.62mm NAT0/.308) than the M/6. 
Actually, were I given a choice of battle 
rifles, I would choose the CETME, FNI 
FAL. or ARIO over the M14 due to their 
more modem design. However, please 
.note th.at all are 7. 62mm! I too have made 
one-shot kills on humans with the 5.56 
mm. but on an overall evaluative basis, I 
found that the 7. 62mm was a superior 
stopper by far, bucked the wind much 
more efficiently on long shots, and was a 
much better penetrator under typical 
combat conditions. Putting it in another 
way, if one were to shoot JO enemy tro
opers with the M/6 and six of them were 
stopped with one shot to the torso area, 
while the M14 stopped eight of them with 
one shot to the same area, the M14 is 
obviously superior. 

I also witnessed quite a few occasions 
where the more potent calibers failed to 
put the adversary down, but upon serious 
examination. all proved to be the result of 
a poor or marginal shot in which a non
vital area of the anatomy was hit, at least 
initially. I can quite honestly say that I 
never saw a case where the 7. 62mm did 
not do the job ... as long as the job was 
done properly in the marksmanship 
department. I cannot say the same for the 
5.56mm. 
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The .45 A CP also has an excellent 
reputation for stopping power which is 
well justified, in my opinion, whether 
used in the M 1911 pistol, M3/ M3AJ 
SMG, or the Thompson. The NVA trooper 
I shot at approximately 30 meters with 
the . 45 folded immediately, while the one 
I hit with a '. 357 Magnum ran 60 meters 
before expiring. I guess it all boils 
down to the old saying about · ·one man "s 
pride is another man's poison! ·· 

Best Regards, 
Chuck Taylor 
Automatic Weapons Editor 
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c.ontinued from page 38 
tol were waiting for the invaders. Within 
a brief period, gunfire cou ld be heard 
from all over town . The only two casual
ties taken by the mercenary force-a 
black and a white soldier killed and one 
black mercenary wounded-occurred 
during the initial phase . 

Although the attackers were able to 
neutralize several defensive positions , 
opposition strengthened the nearer they 
approached the presidential abode of 
President Kerekou. Even the most 
sanguine invader had to concede that this 
reception had been well planned. 

Barely two hours after the mercenaries 
had landed, their leader gave the order to 
pull back. Within the next 30 minutes, 
the meres straggled back to the airport. 
The pilot of the jet wasted no time in tak
ing off, leaving behind at least a dozen of 
the invaders , who had been cut off in 
other parts of Cotonou. 

Severa l facts emerged from the in
vasion . While President Kerekou admit
ted later that he had knowledge of the in
vasion, he was not certain when it would 
take place. He had maintained his troops 
in a state of alert for at least a fort night, 
which is one of the reasons why the air
craft had been able to land without 
problems; his security forces, though pre
pared , were neve rtheless initially taken 
by surprise. 

It is also interesting that the mercen
aries left behind them large supplies of 
weapons and ammunition, all of it neatly 
stacked alongside the control tower at the 
airport. Among these crates was found a 
complete list of names of all the mercen
aries . 

This list has since been handed to a 
select committee of the Organization of 
African Unity for distribution among 
me mber states . The names of these in
dividuals have been recorded and should 
any of them try to enter an African state, 
they will be arrested and tried . In most 
b lack states they are likely to be ex
ecuted. 

Of the mercenaries left in Benin, only 
one, an African of indeterminate origin, 
was captured. He was tried by a military 
tribunal shortly thereafter and shot. 

The rest have disappeared. Some are 
said to have entered the Republic of 
Togo, a state with whom Benin has par
lous re lations . Others are believed to 
have been hidden by members of Co
tonou's white community and eventually 
ferreted out of the country with consular 
help . 

While the Benin incident can be re
garded as the first full-scale mercenary 
invasion of any country in Africa , the use 
of mercenaries is not. Mercenaries, 
largely of French orig in , are active today 
in a number of black states, the majority 

of them on the west coast of the conti
nent. 

French mercenaries are known to be 
active and to have achieved considerable 
success with rebel movements ope rating 
against Cuban and MPLA forces in 
Cabinda. north of Angola . Like the Benin 
group , these Dogs of War have some 
type of connection with the doyen of 
French mercenaries active in Africa at the 
present time, Bob Denard. It will be re 
called that Denard and 30 of his hench
men were responsible less than two years 
ago for the overthrow of the Comores 
Government in the Indian Ocean. 

The new Comores Government has 
shown itse lf distinctly more amenable to 
French ties than the last, which also had 
strong Marxist links. 

For while there are not many reports of 
the activities of French-or, for that mat
ter, any other-mercenaries, it seems 
clear that the Benin operation is not the 
last to be launched with the coll usion of 
hired European guns. 

Already there are those who have 
mooted the idea of removing President 
!di Amin of Uganda with the help of 
these Dogs of War ... 
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continued from page 31 
Don't shoot. Give him time. We need in
formation. Back at headquarters they'll 
be pleased. What about the green from 
below? The aircraft went overhead, the 
'chopper staying to the rear. Sensible. 
Ask the 'plane to do an attack on the 
thicket. A roar of engines. A dark cross. 
Flame spitting from the wings. Like hail. 
Branches breaking from the trees. Then 
the aircraft was gone, climbing away 
clawing at the sky. 

Silence once more. Just the buzzing of 
the aero engines. Instructions. The 
radio came to life. "Sweep the thicket 
then call out to the wou nded enemy to 
surrender." Right. "Let's go." Fan out, 
don ' t bunch , weapons at the ready. In
to the thicket. Stooping low, the foliage 
thick . The small clearing charred and 
chaotic. Bodies lyi ng motionless in 
grotesque positions. 

Three men forward to search the 
bodies. The others keeping watch . No 
more trouble from them. Leave their 
equipment, don 't touch. Sweep past , 
shout "Surrender". The enemy behind 
the rock crawled out, sat, with hands 
clasped on head . Search him. No other 
weapons. Yes . Qne grenade. Take i~ 

away. 
Speak on the radio. Direct men up on to 

sides of the bank. The 'chopper 's going to 
land! Giant beats getting closer. Then 
down in the clearing. Sand stinging the 
eyes and exposed flesh. The plane still 
circling above. Engine off. Dying whine , 
then sti ll. Go back for the bodies. Collect 

cont inued from page 40 

ways and means of successfully conceal
ing hard-to-discover caches. Although 
there is little evidence of political organi
zation of those making these individual 
decisions, there is no question that these 
decisions have been made by people who 
have come to hard political conclusions
and who to some degree have had the 
mea ns to carry out expensive personal 
decisions, frequently under most discreet 
circumstances. 

It is very hard to determine the extent 
of this quiet' 'movement.'' However, gun 
purchases continue to increase, in re
action to criminal activity and to political 
harassment (in that apparent order), and 
in direct response to the economic dif
ficulties of the U.S. Interest in "gun 
burials " has increased so that a number 
of firms have seen fit to try to exploit an 
apparent commercial advantage, and 
there is a continually increasing reader 
interest in the subject. 

Into this broad framework, a recon
structed NRA marches, obedient to the 
express orders of an aroused membership 
who , although perhaps unaware of the 
complete situation , desire an effective 
political organization to best insure being 
heard-heard concerning deep and bitter 
grievances which have been building for 
the better part of the 20th century, and 
particularly for the past 20 years . 

Leaders of the gun owners have been 
comparing the situation to that of the 
black people in 1859, following the 
historic Dred Scott decision by the U.S. 

the weapons and equipment. Captured Supreme Court. ln that decision , a major 
enemy is wounded in the thighs. Needs contributor to the Civil War of 1860-65, 
medi cal attention. Not enough space for blacks were held to be property and not 
all. The whole patrol will wait behind. entitled to civil rights. The comparison is 
Another ' chopper will come for them. The an emotional one: just as blacks in 1859 
a!t-craft stays b~hind as comforting as- were told that as citizens with rights they 
s1stance. We watt. did not exist, so today gun owners-

~ keenly aware of clear __ Federal and _State-
netirne wespOl"lsl'fO\l°Rl b imitations! • 

leve l Constitutional guarantees of gun 
ownership and use-are being boldly told 
that no such rights exist .. . and that they 
will have to knuckle under to laws de
cided by a governing elite. There is grow
ing evidence that this is not being ac
cepted. 

lt is very difficult to tell what lies 
ahead: it appears that the American mid
dle and working classes are beginning to 
foster a basically revolu tionary senti
ment , aggravated by increasing govern
mental intrusions into their private lives . 
Judging from various signs, it would ap
pear that their sentiment is a reb irth of 
the general ideals of the (American) 
Revolution of 1776, however overworked 
such a comparison may seem. 

Many questions remain to be answered 
in the next several years, but it would 
seem that the gun owners represented by 
the National Rifle Association-indeed, 
after May 21, 1977, who ARE the Na
tional Rifle Association-have opted for 
at least one major, serious effort to gain 
redress of grievances through the politi
cal process. SOF guesstimates that this 
effort may last approximately three 
years, more or less, depending on a 
variety of factors. The attempt to gain re
dress and a settlement of the issue may or 
may not be successful. 

During this period, however, there is 
no question that the quiet , steady acquisi
tion of arms by the general public is going 
to continue unabated and very possibly 
accelerated by the ways in which govern 
ment reacts. This pattern of behavior has 
been estab lished independently of the 
National Rifle Association 's influence, 
has been ongoing since at least 1965 , and 
is unlikely to be depressed unless NRA 
efforts to resolve the gu n issue are wholly 
successful. 

If they are not, the United States in the 
1980s will likely be a powder keg waiting 
for a spark. "(jj1 
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continued from page 30 
-lt was this same spirit that I found time 

and again when I came into contact with 
Israeli fighting men. They knew exactly 
what would be required of them should 
the enemy strike: the attitude of all was 
typified by a youngster of about 20 who 
wore a single pip on his shoulder. Pat
ting his M-16, he smiled and for a mo
ment said nothing. Then cocking his head 
sideways, he said in broken English: "I 
like they come. Then I show them some
thing. All of them." He meant it; it was 
them or him. 

From every vantage point in the Golan, 
and from Israeli positions facing the 
Egyptian armies in Sinai, it is possible to 
see the brilliant white roofs of United 
Nations Emergency Force positions 
,straddling no-man's-land between the 
two cease-fire lines-the Israelis on one 
side and the Syrians on the other. It is the 
duty of the UN to maintain stability in the 
area, although any Israeli will ask you, 
before commenting on their effective
ness, to look at the 1967 and 1973 track 
record of the United Nations before 
forming an opinion. 

Although there are thousands of UN 
troops in Israel at any one time-mostly 
Scandinavian and Canadian-and one is 
constantly seeing white trucks and cars 
with the letters UN daubed on roofs and 
doors, relations with the Israeli author
ities have not been exemplary. 

At the fortified post in Golan I met one 

of the Israeli officers who spends part of 
his day liaising with the UN post nearest 
him. Each day at lunchtime he returns to 
his own people for food. Apparently, al
though UN elements live a life of luxury 
that compares with behind-the-Jines 
American conditions in Vietnam, their 
brief does not include offering a single 
meal to the one man with whom they 
work closest in attempting to achieve a 
lasting peace. 

Speak about the UN presence to some 
of the Israeli troops up at the front and 
most will open the corners of their 
mouths and deposit a thin sliver of saliva 
on the ground. 

In contrast, by general consensus, the 
Americans are different. The United 
States presence which is concentrated in 
Sinai has the sole objective-of monitoring 
any movement of troops on both sides 
through the use of extremely sophisticat
ed "sensors" buried in the ground. This 
electronic equipment is delicate enough 
to detect a small group of camels walking 
across the desert 15 miles away. 

Should the Egyptians decide to move a 
couple of divisions of troops and 600 
tanks across the Canal into Sinai, the 
Israelis will be warned immediately. If 
the Israelis were to do the same, Presi
dent Anwar Sadat's deputy in the region 
will have the news within minutes . 

Israeli officers on the Golan expressed 
the view a number of times that a 
similar monitoring system was essential 
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for the purpose of maintaining the status 
quo along the Syrian front. Present 
controls, which are largely visual, they 
felt, are inadequate. 

Like the UN units, the Americans in the 
desert live well. And they have brought a 
few of their comforts with them; Sinai 
now boasts its first desert-sand golf 
course and enough ice-cream-making 
machines to supply the entire Middle 
East. 
\ And after the banter and conjecture, 
serious talk. Most people in Israel 
concede that another Middle East war is 
inevitable. Speak to the average Israeli, 
however, and you get a dozen different 
viewpoints about when it will happen. 
The older generation is optimistic; the 
youth often take a more hawk-like 
approach. 

The timing of the new conflict ranges 
from early 1978 and extends to about five 
years. Not many people give much more 
time, especially now that the Afro-Asian 
bloc has control of the UN General 
Assembly. 

Israeli observers also maintain that 
unrest in the Egyptian Army could cause 
problems in the future, especially since 
Sadat's economy has gone haywire in 
spite of huge injections of American aid. 

In readiness for the coming struggle , 
Israeli authorities have accelerated their 
civil defense program, and although the 
program is subtle, the evidence is 
manifest. 

During my visit there were advertise
ments inserted in the Press telling 
housewives to lay in a week's supply of 
nonperishable food. There are also 
nightly television programs displaying 
the ideal home shelter, complete with 
stocks of food and water, fire extinquish
ers and equipment for burrowing out 
from under wrecked buildings or debris
covered shelters. 

The country has been divided into 
three civil defense zones. The first is the 
belt of land (six miles wide) along the 
frontiers, containing border settlements, 
each with an average population of 200 to 
300 people. There are about 20 of these 
villages near the Lebanese border, 
another 20 around the Golan Heights and 
about 45 along the Jordan river. On the 
Sinai front, population is sparse. The 
civilian population in these areas has 
been integrated into the army's forward 
defenses . Bunkers, army posts, and 
connecting trenches have been built in 
the villages and weapons supplied to 
civilians include mobile guns , heavy 
artillery, armored vehicles, and anti-tank 
and SAM missiles. The fortified settle
ments are intended to serve as a second 
line of defense, if enemy tanks manage to 
break through the army's front lines (as 
in 1973) or if airborne commandos 
attempt to seize control of the main lines 
of communication to the front . 

The second civil defense zone contains 
towns and villages 15 to 20 miles from the 
front, within range of heavy artillery. It 
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includes such towns as Nahariya on the 
Mediterranean coast (with a population of 
30,000), Kiryat Shmona in Galilee 
(16,000), Tiberias on the sea of Galilee 
(26,000), and Beit Shean in the Jordan 
Valley (13 ,000). 

Here top priority has been given to 
building enough shelters for the entire· 
civilian population as well as fortified 
buildings to house emergency services, 
food and water stores, and emergency 
power units. 

The third zone includes the three 
largest cities, Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, and 
Haifa, and the more densely populated 
areas along the coast. Since 1973, there 
has been a scramble to build shelters, 
and there are now enough of them to hold 
%s of the population. 

Israel now has 20,000 private and 5,000 
public shelters for its population of 3.4 
million. The public shelters cost $15 
million and another $15 million a year is 
to be invested. 

In the event ot a new war, the Israelts 
expect that seaborne and airbornt 
terrorist squads would be sent to attack 
the main cities . The army's civil defense 
units and the 13,000-strong police force 
(particularly its border guards) would be 
primarily responsible for combating this 
kmd oftt:rrurism. 

The border guards have been given 
special training in combat in built-up 
areas. In wartime the police would be 
equipped with armored vehicles small 
enough to maneuver in urban streets . 

This division of labor between the army 
and the police has been a source of 

in-fighting, since both are short of 
manpower. The police want to assume 
command of the civil defense troops 
which are divided into two units : one for 
guarding urban areas and the other for 
rescue duties. 

The Israelis are also preparing in 
earnest against the possibility of chemical 
warfare. A factory has been built to 
manufacture gas -masks according to an 
Israeli design developed from American 
and West German models . Some 35 
million gas-masks have been produced 
and distributed to 2,500 local stations. 
The Israelis have also produced protec
tive cradles for babies too small to wear 
gas-masks. 

Through all this Israel has become 
remarkably self-sufficient in the supply of 
weapons, including aircraft, artillery, and 
naval vessels. Some of this hardware is 
now exported. 

Astonishi~gly, South Africa has 
become the biggest customer of an Israeli 
arms industry that exports jet fighters , 
missiles, missile boats', one of the world's 
most popular submachine guns, and
perhaps most valuable of all- technologi
cal know-how. 

Israel has $100 million worth of orders 
from South Africa, which has problems 
buying arms elsewhere. because of the 
u1'1/ weapons embargo against its govern
ment. 

South African orders include both 
weapons made in Israel and those 
produced in South Africa under Israeli 
license. 

The Israeli Uzi submachine gun is now 
produced in auantitv in South Africa .. 

although the Israelis say the license was 
transferred from a Belgian manufacturer . 

The catalog of Israel's rapidly expand-
ing arms industry offers many items to 
foreign nations, including the following: 

• Kfir jet fighter. Speed roach 2.3 
(1 ,500 plus mph) , single engine, single
seat air-superiority fighter . Carries two 
30mm cannon and two Shafrir air-to-air 
missiles. Israeli advertising boasts it can 
turn a tighter circle than any opposing 
fighter. Price: about $4.5 million. Offered 
to many Third World nations. 

• Reshev missile boat. It is 188 feet 
long , weighs 415 tons , has a speed of 36 
knots , carries six to eight Gabriel sea-to
sea missile launchers , two rapid-firing 
76mm guns and a crew of 39.·Costs about 
$10 million. According to American 
sources , six Reshev missile boats , 
carrying seven launchers for Israeli-made 
Gabriel sea-to-sea missiles, are being 
built by Israeli shipyards for the South 
African navy. 

• Dabur patrol boat. Similar to U.S. 
Swift patrol boats used in Vietnam, it is 
65 feet long and weighs 32 tons. Six of 
these speedy ships are being built at the 
Sandhoek-Austral Shipyard in Durban, 
South Africa, under license from Israel. 
Four more are planned. 

• Arava STOL transport plane. De
signed in Israel, it is a simple rugged 
twin-engine propjet which can operate 
from a 1,000-foot field. It carries seven 
passengers, or 12,500 pounds of cargo 
and by adding weapons pods can be 
utilized as a ground-attack aircraft. The 
cost is $700,000. Sales include 13 to 
Ecuador, 6 to Bolivia, 25 to El Salvador 
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25 to Mexico, 14 to Nicaragua, most to be 
delivered over the next few years. 

•Commodore Executive Jet. In 1967, 
Israel Aircraft Industries bought tools 
and production rights to U.S. Rockwell
Standard Jet Commander. Israel1s 
lengthened the fuselage to accommodate 
as many as 12 persons, added range, 
more powerful engines. Speed 540 mph, 
range up to 2,100 miles. Cost. $1 to $1.6 
million. Tnifty sold. Customers Include 
Mexico, Panama, West Germany. 

• Shafrir air-to-air missile. This heat
seeking missile for ai~-to-air combat is 
described by American defense experts 
as a copy of U.S. Raytheon AIM 9D/ G, 
the Sidewinder. Israeli advertising says 
the Shafrir has "extensive battle exper
ience with overall kill ratio of about 
60%." 

•Gabriel sea-to-sea missile. This 
radar-guided missile has a range up to 22 
miles. Israel developed the Gabriel after 
a Russion missile sank an Israeli destroy
er· following the Six Day War of 1967. 
Sold to South Africa, Argentina, Singa
pore. Cost: $91,000 each, without war
head. 

In the long term though, the Israelis 
will be masters of their own destiny. 

Interviews, briefings with military 
officers, and observations of Israeli forces 
in the field indicate clearly two aspects of 
the nation's defense posture. 

The "smart" of early Arab successes, 
in the October 1973 Yorn Kippur War, 
coupled to surprises and unexpected 
Arab efficiency with sophisticated 
weapons, still rankles proud Israelis and 
makes them determined that no such 
situation will occur again. 
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There is a continuing need for arms 
help from the outside, with the U.S. as 
the principal supplier-and an accompa
nying worry that what are considered 
vital weapons will not be forthcoming fast 
enough in event of a new Arab adventure. 

Military officers generally concede 
their forces were caught asleep by Egypt 
and Syria, at the start of the 1973 war. 
They also gave credit to the Egyptians 
for devising a way to take advantage of 
the element of surprise. The Egyptians , it 
is said, attacked what had been Israel's 
two strongest arms-the air and tank 
forces. They did so with great initial 
success. 

There is little question that Israeli 
forces are more alert today. More impor
tant, they have changed their entire 
defense doctrine. The air force has 
counter-weapons-tank fire and artil
lery-to diminish the effectiveness of 
Egyptian missile fire. And tank forces . 
will no longer operate independently as 
they did with great success until the 1973 
War. They are now part of integrated 
tank-infantry-artillery teams, also used 
by U.S and NATO forces. 

The main problem today, as the Israelis 
see it, is the availability of sufficient 
sophisticated weapons and the money to 
pay for them. Also they view with despair 
U.S. sales of any weapons to any Arab 
nation. "Every one is an enemy of ours," 
is the word of all military or political 
officials encountered in the country. 

Generally, Israel can provide from 
internal sources all small arms and 
ammunition , most artillery ammunition, 
all signal and electronics equ~pment. I~ 
is public knowledge that Israel is also 

manufacturing its own main battle tank, 
the Merkava (chariot). A revolutionary 
combination 56-ton tank and armored 
personnel carrier, it has a crew of four 
and carries up to 10 infantry men. It is 
armed with the standard Israeli-built 
105mm main gun and its armor plating 
allegedly not only stops AP rounds but 
U.S. and Soviet anti-tank missiles. 
Israel now uses everything from modern 
U.S. M-60s to rehabilitated Russia_!! 
tanks captured from Egypt and Sinai. 

Aircraft engines, however, are an item 
Israel must get from the outside. And 
U.S. F-16s are what are needed most at 
this time. 

Israel would like to get up to 300 
F-16s; the first segment as complete 
planes and the rest comprising mostly 
components manufactured in America 
but with some parts built in Israel and the 
entire plane assembled in Israel. Opposi
tion has been expressed in the United 
States and among U.S. NATO allies to the 
latter Israeli desire-mostly for fear that 
low Israeli labor costs will have a long
range negative effect on licenses held by 
NATO allies for F-16 parts. 

The Israelis , however, are seeking to 
develop a viable aircraft industry and see 
the license to make some U.S. F-16 parts 
as vital to this industry. 

"It is in the U.S. interest that we be 
partly self-sufficient in providing arms for 
ourselves," an Israeli officer said, " but if 
we don't get a license to make some F-16 
parts, our air industry will disappear." 

In pushing for new and modern weap
ons the Israelis never mention nuclear 
arms. They don't like to discuss the 
subject. even when the reported exis-
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tence of a nuclear arms plant in the 
Negev Desert's Dimona area is mention
ed. While it seems clear that some Israeli 
nuclear weapons do exist, the standard 
government response is limited to, " We 
will never be the first to use nuclear 
weapons.'" 

"However, if the Arabs produce them, 
we will too. What we need are conven
tional weapons-to avoid a war if pos
sible, or to win it if one comes,'' said one 
IDF authority. 

One thing is clear. Every move made 
by the military or the civilian government 
in Jerusalem must of necessity stress 
preparation for war every day of Isreal ' s 

life. ~ 
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comes in suede, vinyl , or black, genuine
buffalo-leather cases. The Midi-Shield is 
available in only the latter case style and 
features a stainless steel belt clip. Both 
feature a split ring for keys at the base of 
the case; the Mini-Shield is especially 
suitable for a car key fob , public parking 
lots being the battle grounds they some
times are. 
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Velcro closure adaptable to boots, 
pocketbooks, or anywhere ! 

ORDER YOURS TODAY! 
Complete with 
two sheaths: 

plus $1.00 fo r postage and insurance. 

PHONE 404-943-9336 (24 hour service) 

BRIGADE QUARTERMASTERS LTD. 
P.O. Box 108-L 

Powder Springs, Georgia 30073 
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

THE AEROMAG BLOWGUN 

The Aeromag Blowgun is all aluminum, darts have machined aluminum 
air-cones with piano wire darts - NO plastic or rubber used on the blow
gun or darts, only machined parts. Blowgun and six darts $14.95, addi
tional darts $2.95 per set of six. Postpaid in U.S.A. NOT A TOY, FOR 
ADULT USE ONLY. 

If you demand the best, the Aeromag Blowgun was made for you. 
Japanese swords & daggers wanted, we pay top cash. 

AEROSPACE CONE 
P.O. Box 142, Decatur, Georgia 30031 
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continued from page 12 
armed and often crippled, the man was at 
Bowie's mercy . Much legend and fancy 
have been attached to factual information 
about Bowie, but nearly all sources agree 
on the point of his technique. 

Your book covers just about every 
phase of knife fighting imaginable , and I 
believe it to be the best work on the sub
ject since Styers published his book in 
1952. I think your techniques are simple, 
effective , and fully operational, unlike 
many other examples of techniques that I 
have seen. 

I also liked your emphasis on the Bowie 
knife. I have always claimed, and still do, 
that the Bowie knife, with about a nine 
inch blade, or slightly larger if one pre
fers, is much more effective as a weapon 
and general utility tool than the dagger or 
st iletto that is still popular with many 
soldiers. In the Marine Corps, we were 
instructed in the Styers method , using 
the KaBar fighting knife, which is for all 
practical purposes a Bowie knife . The 
clipped point of a Bowie knife is also 
better in that it makes a backhand slash 
deeper, makes a more wicked wound in a 
thrust, and creates a slash by the natural 
action of the wrist. 

In short, I would like to say that your 
book is a masterpiece. Good work! 

George Kalishevich, Coaldale, Pa. 
A. Thank you for your kind words. I 

have used your name , rather than 
initials , here so that our readers can 
watch for your book. It sounds like a ''cut 
above" the usual sensationalized ac
counts of Bowie and his times. Most of 
the stories about him have no more sub
stance than the tin -prop Bowie that Alan 
Ladd used in the action scenes of The Iron 
Mistress (this prop is now in the collec
tion of George Cooper). 

A nine-inch Bowie is a truly devastat
ing weapon but too cumbersome for 
everyday wear, which is why I usually 
recommend it only for home defense in 
anti-gun states and countries. However, 
some people prefer a Bowie as a jungle 
knife rather than a machete or bolo. For 
this purpose a nine to 11-inch Bowie is 
about ideal. In my collection I have a one
of-a-kind nine-inch Bowie made in 1967 
by John Nelson Cooper. Whoever orig
inally ordered it requested that it be pat
terned after the rare First Ranger Batta
lion knife of World War II. This massive 
Cooper Bowie is made from 1/2-inch stock 
(yes, I said one-half-inch stock); it has a 
solid steel handle with integral knuckle 
bow. It is not light and quick like my 
G.W. Stone 11-inch Mexican Bowie, but 
it is practically indestructible. I saw one 
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.,.._.._..._.,..._.,.._.. • ._,.._.,..,..,.t Cooper Bowie, not as massive as this one, 
that had been used as a jungle knife in 
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Custom Knives 

ROUTE 1, BOX 66 
WINTER GARDEN, FLORIDA 32787 

Catalog $1.00 
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Thailand for several years without ap
preciable wear. 

I have nothing against stilettos , though 
one should remember their limitations. In 
fact, my next book will feature stilettos 
and folding knives, as well as stick fight
ing and handcuffing techniques. In other 
words, the next book will be geared 
toward the policeman and civilian rather 
than the combat soldier. The stick fight
ing techniques illustrated in it, whether 
using a baton, blackjack, yawara stick, or 
police flashlight, will be simple and 
direct, as in the knife fighting book. I 
never understood why most martial arts 

1. AR15 or M16ALL PURPOSE SPECIAL FORCES BAYONET 
-Incorporates steel hacksaw back·edge, special wire· 
cutting leature with insulated handle and scabbard for 
cutti ng high tension power-lines, secret compartment in 
handle. Mint condition-a rarity patterned after German 
WWII special purpose bayonet . PRICE $29.95 each 

(5 for $110.00) 

2. FAMOUS GHURKA FIGHTING KNIVES-Original mili · 
tary issue with British Broad Arrow Marking and wood 
handle. PRICE $7.50 each 

3. GAMBLERS "DIRK"-lvory handle. PRICE $20.00 each 

4. INDIAN TRADE KNIFE-Bi -Centennial Indian Trade Knife 
" Harrodsburg, Kentucky 1774-1974". This limited run com· 
memorative replica is a close copy of'the type of knife issued 
to the Indians by the Brit ish for the assault on Fort Harrod 
and Boonsboro . All knives are serial numbered, have a 10· 
inch blade, red painted hardwood grip and brass hilt. Blade is 
marked with British Broad Arrow. PRICE $15.00 each 

J.R. HOPKINSON. LTD. 
RIFLEMAN'S KNIFE 

J.R. Hopkinson, Ltd . of Sheffield, England, one of the 
oldest knife-making firms in England, has custom tailored 
a traditional Rifleman 's Knife for Navy Arms. It features 
the finest Sheffield super-sharp hand-forged blade with 
wooden handle and polished brass cross guard. 

PRICE $20.00 

NAVY ARMS COMPANY 689 BERGEN BLVD., RIDGEFIELD, N. J. 07657 
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books show only complicated multi-step 
maneuvers that are practically impossible 
to learn from a book. Besides, as you 
point out, most weapon encounters (un
like "empty-hand " fighting) are settled 
with the first or second strike . Perhaps 
more important than knowing series of 
complicated exchanges is being able to 
set up the situation in advance so that it is 
to your advantage, plus the ability to get 
your weapon into action fast (the cele
brated quick draw of the Argentinian 
knife-wielding gaucho or the Japanese 
samurai swordsman). For example, if a 
policeman interrogates a suspect with his 
left side toward him and a baton con
cealed by his right leg, all he needs to do 
is give him a rap across the shins if the 
suspect becomes unruly. 

Q. Is there really any advantage to 
stainless steel? If you wipe off a high 
carbon steel knife after each use isn't 
that good enough? 

G.C., Joplin, Mo. 
A. High carbon steel will stain and rust 
with use , no matter what. This will affect 
the value of the knife in resale , a serious 
matter with expensive custom knives. To 
some, the marginal increase in edge
holding with certain types of high carbon 
steel is worth the problems . If you feel 
yon must have a high carbon steel knife, 
look for one that has enough chromium 
content to be at least rust resistant. 

Beware of knives that merely call them
selves rust resistant. For example , I pur
chased an Ek " Utility" knife for a price 
higher than a Buck or Gerber utility knife 
or even a Randall Model #10. This partic
ular knife was made by Gary Ek, son of 
the famous John Ek, who has made 
knives for servicemen since World War 
II. This model has been in their line at 
least since those days. The Ek line is 
advertised as rust resistant, yet this knife 
managed to rust even in a dehumidified 
safety vault. Since I was not scheduled for 
a hunt for several months, I let my wife 
use the knife in the kitchen (never putting 
it in a dishwasher or subjecting it to any 
other abuse), and the blade was covered 
with stains and rust within two days. All 
this is added to the other drawbacks of 
an Ek knife: imperfect grind lines , a big, 
clunky handle, and an unattractive 
sheath. This knife does cut fairly well, but 
it should not sell for more than $15. 

I believe the best all around steels are 
440C and 154CM. These are stainless 
(as best we can define that term) and 
have a high carbon content for superior 
edge-holding. These steels are as good as 
any for utility and superior to most for 
display . 

Q. J have heard that knifemaker Clyde 
Fischer goes after wild boar with only a 
knife for a weapon. Is that true? 

J .M., Venice, Ca. 

A. According to John Wootters , Clyde 
does indeed go after wild boar with dogs 
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and a knife. When I heard this, I did some 
investigating. Although Fischer is prob
ably the only one commonly doing this in 
the continental United States , this prac
tice is well known in Hawaii. 

Apparently, Hawaiians use knives for 
pig hunting for three reasons: 1) a 
Polynesian preference for edged weap
ons, 2) heavy brush which makes carrying 
a rifle or shotgun after dogs very difficult 
and 3) regulations against handguns in 
general and handgun hunting in partic
ular , stemming from laws passed after 
the attack on Pearl Harbor . As most 
hunters know , compared with still hunt
ing or stalking, hunting with dogs allows 
the hunter to get quite close to his quar.ry . 
Therefore , in the continental U.S. the 
handgun is the favored weapon for finish
ing off the boar, bear, lion, or bobcat held 
at bay by dogs, but in Hawaii that weapon 
is not available. 

I have heard several versions of how 
the hunter actually kills the boar with a 
knife. Clyde Fischer is said to trap it in 
marshland , then drag it out , sometimes 
with the assistance of apprentice hunters , 
and finish it with a thrust to the heart 
with one of his seven-inch hunting 
knives. (Clyde has yet to send me details 
of exactly how he does this .) 

George Cooper, on the other hand , told 
me about an order he got from a man 
named Hashimoto in Hawaii for another 
Cooper boot knife. It seems the man lost 
his last one when he plunged it into the 
skull of a pig, trying for the medulla
similar to the coup de grace in bull fight
ing-and the pig ran off with it. Inci
dentally, Hashimoto maintained that the 
dogs created a panic reaction in the boar 
so that it froze , allowing the hunter to 
approach it from the side or rear. 

I would have required a tetanus shot and 
a lot of stitches . 

If you want a trophy boar 's head you 
should stalk the animal with a scoped 
rifl e, carefully checking each animal 
sighted for the proper head and tusks . If 
you want a helluva lot of excitement or if 
you want to test your endurance , try chas
ing the dogs who are chasing a boar; then 
see if you have enough strength to stab it 
to death . I reme mber one black bear hunt 
where the dogs caught the scent, and we 
didn 't reach them until five hours later, 
after crawling and climbing through some 
of the worst brush and poison oak in the 
Cascade Mountains. When we finally got 
to them they had the bear treed beside a 
stream and a steep hill. I had to balance 
myself against the side of the hill , slick 
from four days of rain , while trying to 
s teady my .44 Ruger revolver for a killing 
shot. Visualize a hunt like that with only a 
knife slapping your hip at the end of the 
trail. 

Hunting wild boar with edged weapons 
is an old tradition in Europe . In Germany 
the boar and sword have an ancient 
history. In India of the last century British 
officers used to lance the pig from horse
back at the gallop. Yet none of these 
practices involved the endurance or the 
final closeness to the quarry of the 
Hawaiian hunt. Perhaps we will have 
more information of this hunt at a later 
time . Meanwhile, if you want more in
formation, the first place you should write 
to is: 

Division of Fish and Game 
Dept. of Land & Natural Resources 
1151 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu . Hawaii 96813 

WE BUY & SELL OLD WAR 
SOUVENIRS Jiff-~l~-
GENUINE ~ 
THIRD REICH -~-

The most detailed account I have heard ,..--------------------, ~tl6~! ··-was from a man named Bustillo , who , as JUNGLE TENT HAMMOCK All wit h the origin al hal yards and markings-
very good to exce llent condition , about 3x2 ft. 
Li mited supply - $18.50 whil e avai lab le . Order 
now for im med iate delivery . Sati sfaction fu lly 
guaranteed or your money refund ed. A lso send 
for our free catalog of many ot her exciting 
German and miscellaneous military collect ibles. 

d ·th h. 1 Outdoor Comfort-Rainpoof Top-Mosqu i to 
a teenager , use to go wt IS unce on ProofNetting-Z1pperSideOpenins-2s ' x74 " 
these hunts in Oahu. He said that the · $39. 95 
dogs, mostly mutts chosen for aggres- s2 .so post . 

& Hand I. siveness rather than blooded hounds , Samura i swords. 

actually grabbed the pig by its legs or m 11 itary collect-
whatever e lse they could latch onto. Then ables· air pistols 

and r i fles : catalog s1 
his uncle , who weighed about 190 TYCO co . Dept.SF-8 Box 302 . Vienna . VA 22180 

Delta International Box 631 DeptSF 
Lafayette Calif 94549(Dealers please inquire) 

pounds, would jump on the boar from the 
back, grab an ear and press down on the 
back of its neck with his left forearm , and 
stab into the boar's throat with his dag
ger. This method seems like the most 
practical I've heard. 

Remember that when you hunt with 
dogs, the dogs pick out the animal , you 
don 't . The chances are that the animal 
you find after you have chased the dogs 
for several hours will be toward the low 
end of the 80 to 250 pound pigs commonly 
found in Hawaii. Of course, that can be to 
your benefit since a 250-pound boar is not 
only stronger than a man of comparable 
weight , but it also has a much lower 
center of gravity. I once shot a 200-pound 
boar with two-inch tusks; he seemed to be 
all chest and head with tiny little legs. I 
have the feeling that if I had tried to dis
patch a boar of that size with knife alone, 
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OPENS LOCK-BACK BLADES FAS
TER THAN A SWITCH BLADE WITH 
A FLICK OF A THUM B .. . LEGALLY 

Converts most lock-back blade knives to a 
one hand operation for fast protection. 
Actually timed at 1 / 400th of a second . 
even with gloved hands. Made of heat 
treated spring steel , nicke l plated. Please 
specify your knife make, model and length 
of blade when open, when ordering . 

$ 295 Knife NOT Included 
Only ~~d Cash . M .O . o r Cert . 

· c heck. Add 5¢ if cas h. 
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WALLET • HOLSTER 

Looks Like Regular 
Wallet on Outside. 
Packs a 2-Sho t 
Punch Inside! 

ONLY $13.50 
POSTPAID 

CUSTOM-MADE 

For Othe r D e rringers 
Send Self -Addressed Slarnped Envelope to: 

sandal maker 
DeptS 1334 Westwooa Blvd Los Angeles CA 90024 

GERMAN 
ERMA ARMS 

SWISS AMT RIFLE 
PERSONAL SERVICE 
DEALER ENQUIRIES 

ONLY PLEASE 

EXPORT UPON EXPORT PERMIT 

CONTACT:LAWRENCE M COHEN 
IMPORTS, 409 JAMES STREET 
UTICA NEW YORK 13501 USA 

BRITISH COMMANDO i' NIFE made by 
George lbberson Co. , Sheffield , England . This 
is a Bri tish Government order overrun and 
every knife is stamped with lbberson 's name 
and trademark , ordnance number and current 
year of manufacture. The handle is covered in 
black and each knife has an authentic issue 
metal-ti pped , leather sheath as pictured above '. 
Size is 11 'h" and cond it ion is new. Price: 
$16.99 each plus delivery of $1.25. Factory let
ter of authentici ty comes with each knife. 

MATTHEWS CUTLERY 
BOX 33095 • DECATUR. GA 30033 

PHONE 404-636-7923 

PROTECT YOURSELF -- with "PARA
LYZER" CS tear gas aerosol FAST • 
SAFE • SIMPLE • THRIFTY • LEGAL 
most places, no permit needed. Stops 
300-lb man up to 20 minutes! Unit 
fits purse or pocket (8-ft ange) 
$5.50; Police Unit (15-ft range) $7.50 
(incl. post. & handling) . UPDEGRAFF 
ENTERPRISES, Box 322SF, Ashland, 
Oregon 97520. Print street address. 
Not sold to minors. 
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continued from page 23 

Unfortunately, there are a number of 
errors of fact in the book. Phillips gives 
the date of Castro's historic landing in 
Cuba as " December of 1955" (p.63). 
Actually , it occurred a year later. There 
were 82 not 83 expeditionaries (p. 63); 
there were 15 not 12· survjvors (p . 64). 
The attack on the Presidential· Palace oc
curred in 1957, not 1956, as Phillips im
plies (p. 64) . Batista was in the Palace at 
the time the attack occurred, not some
where else , as Phillips says (p. 64). There 
were, in the memory of this writer who 
was there at the time , no executions 
" before television cameras" (p. 77), al
though films of executions may have been 
telecast. Castro's "first fruitless effort to 
export his revolution" (p. 158) was not to 
the Dominican Republic but to Panama. 
Phillips tells a story recounted by Allen 
Dulles of a meeting with Lenin that 
Dulles missed ''in Switzerland after 
World War I" (p . 87). Either Dulles' or 
Phillips ' memory was faulty: Lenin had 
returned to Russia in April 1917, well be
fore the war ended. 

Phillips has a fine sense of humor
probably it helped him get through many 
of the tense moments of his career. 
Humor is a bright thread running through 
the book. Phillips tells of Operation 
Penis Envy: 

One day at CIA headquarters ... a 
man frantically waved me to a stop. 
He was clutching a memorandum in 
one hand. 

"I've got it! I've got it! " he 
shouted, thrusting a paper in my 
face. ''The greatest psychological 
warfare operation in history! The 
Soviets will never recover. Russian 
morale will plummet, never to be 
restored. The Communist system 
will totter!'' 

I read the title of the memoran
dum: OPERATION PENIS ENVY. 

With fantastic ardor, he explained 
his scheme. ''First, we make mil
lions of contraceptives! Condoms! ' ' 

I was aghast. ' 'CIA will manu
facture condoms?" 

" Yes, " he said, eyes gleaming. 
''Rubbers. Millions and millions. 
Not j ust ordinary ones, but giant
sized. Immense!" He spread his 
hands in the gesture fishermen use 
to describe the one that got away. 

"Rubbers four feet long?" I stam
mered. 

' 'Exactly. Then we drop them all 
over the Soviet Union. Planes flying 
everywhere, from St. Petersburg 
to Vladivostok! We'll drop them 
by the millions! '' 

"You are totally demented," I 
said. "What possible good will that 
do?'' 

" Oh, it's not the rubbers." He 
leaned toward me, his eyes wide 
with enthusiasm. "It's the propa
ganda-it's what we will say. You 

see, on each one will be printed in 
Russian: 'MADE IN USA. MEDIUM 
SIZE'! " 
CIA agents are human beings. As such 

they have their successes and their fail
ures. Like other government employees, 
they suffer the burdens of bureaucracy 
and they do what their superiors tell them 
to do, even though they may not always 
agree with the wisdom of those orders. 
The nature of their " peculiar" service
many are required to lead uncomfortable 
double lives-requires of them a rare 
dedication . 

This book is the story of one such 
dedicated individual. It is a personal ac
count. When revelations of CIA mis
deeds brought the agency under heavy 
fire, Phillips decided (at considerable 
financial sacrifice) to leave the agency 
and speak out in its defense. This level
headed, frank book is a solid shot in 
d~ense of the CIA. It is a good book. 
Future writers looking at the role of the 
CIA during the past decades will have to 
take it into account. The exigencies of his 
country demanded a peculiar service, and 
Phillips performed this service. Writing 
this book has been a service to the 
country, too. 

State you r r ight to keep and bear 
arms wi th this rich ly embro id
ered 4 V2" x3 " emblem . 6 hand
some colors · on black back
ground. Postpa id $3.75. 

FREE DECAL inc luded. 

THE AMERICAN 
P.O . Box 6696 Chicago , Ill. 60680 

$39.95 

BROWN 
TELESCOPICS 

558 MILLER 
ELGIN , lL.60120 
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SS AND NAZI Militaria. Biggest catalog , including 2 
large posters, $1.50 (refundable). Krupper , Box 
177SF Salina Station , Syracuse, NY 13208. 

NINJA - Japan 's " invisible assassins." Ancient 
methods have survived years of secrecy. Training 
overview manual and information on correspondence 
study. $5.00. Box 29453, Atlanta , GA 30359. 

Send 25e (stamps O.K.) for free information on 
throwing daggers and military knives . A . Johnson , 
Box 13094, Houston , TX 77019. 

The Gidley Catalog is totally u11ique. Deal ing primari
ly in unusual books, it offers articles , classi fi ed , and 
special discoun ts and services to subscribers. $2.00 a 
year U .S. and Canada. Sample 50e. Thomas Gid ley, 
PO Box 6706, Ft. Worth, TX 76115. 

COMMANDO GARROTE. 34" long piano wire with 
steel ri ng ends. Compact , very effect ive , send $4 .95 
to: Rodell Co ., 5318 N. Linder , Chicago , IL 60630. 

KNI VES - Fighting , Survival , Hunting , Decorati ve 
Handmade - Your Design or mine. Send $1 .00 for 
Color Catalog . T. M. ENOS, Rt. 1, Box 66, Winter 
Garden , FL 32787. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

" CUSTOM KNIVES.'' Large selection of fighting and 
boot knives , also hunting and folding kn ives . Catalog 
$1.00. Crawford Knives , 205 N . Center, West M em
phis, AR 72301 . 

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOG SHOW ING OUR 
COMBAT REL ICS, AND CLOTH ING AND COMBAT 
BOOT LI NE - $2.00 Postage Paid , War Two Shop, 
RD#1 , Box 154 , Micford , DE 19963. 

COME SOUTH! Leave high utility bills forever. Good 
hunting, fishing , sports. Land investments tailor
made for your needs. Other business opportunities 
available. Brigadier , 401 Barbashela Drive , Stone 
Mountain, GA 30088. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

ATIENTION COLLECTORS ! Send $1 for new cata
log, of El i te items , from , SAS came, web gear, flying 
gear from WW-2, came suits etc. , from many differ
ent countries , also elite insignias, books etc . refunda
ble wt order . ELITE MILITARY SUPPLIERS, 1305 N. 
STATE ST ., SYRACUSE, NY 13208. 

C.l.A . - " unofficial " belt buck le. Also FBI , Celt 
Machinegun, M .A.D.l.A . $6.00 each 3/ $15.00 -
A .S .P., PO Box 18595, Atlanta , GA 30326. 

Young man ex-marine - recon and ex-army "spec ial 
forces" with 4 yea rs secur ity experience wi ll trans
port any valuables for fee plus expenses . Wi ll also 
act as personal escort or body guard, fee depends on 
length and type of service. Write: "CANNON
ENTERPRISES," Box 202B , Bloody Hollow Rd ., 
RD# Chatham , NY 12037. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

FN-FAL, RA RE T48 (U.S. FAL) bayonet , unissued , 
$100.00; unissued 10 and lightweight 20rd . mags , 
$12.00; Gas wrenches or sight tools , $6.00, ORIG
INAL manuals $3.25, much more, list 25e , postage 
please, FALCO, Box 41367, Chicago, IL 60641 . 

I wil l do mercenary, anywhere in the world , call 
Arnold J . Grant at 1-813-997-4798. 

STAI NLESS STEEL LOOP GARROTE: Give your 
opponent severance pay for $10 plus $2 postage and 
insurance wri te: J . H . T ., 15774 Dolph in , Detroit , 
M l 48223. 

"Money , Men , Equipment and suggestions needed 
for a Flag Air Cargo Carrier . Same needed for Part 
123 Certificate. (Air Travel Club) submit offer and 
Resume to ln t ' I Trust Co. Inc. Nm ., Box 1006, Para
mount, CA 90723. All inquiries wi ll be answered ." 

ACTl 6N FILMS - All of your SUPER 8 FAVORITES 
FROM COLUM BIA PICTURES. Spor ts - Boxing , 
Football , Baseball , Hockey, Movies - EMMAN
UELLE (X) , GUNS OF NAVARONE , LAWRENCE OF 
ARABIA . COMMANDOES STRIKE AT DAWN. All 
in Super 8, Sound or Silent , Write for your free 
catalog . COLUM BIA PICTURES , 8MM FILMS, 
DEPT . SF , 711 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK , NY 
1op22. 

Independent Author / Investigator seeking informa
tion and contact with mercenaries and volu nteer pro
fessionals , foreign and domestic , for resea rch on 
book . Emphasis on post - 1960s experience and men 
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currently active in the lield . All research and replies 
kept st r ictly confidential . Call Col lect: 202-785-3826 
or Write: Mr. Lloyd , Box 32328, Washington , DC 
20007 . 

Mercenary, SSG , CCN, 7 yrs special forces , 2 combat 
tours Vietnam , operations and intelligence spec ialist 
Europe 4 yrs ., college major Clinical Psychology, 
Scuba, Special Investigator, Artillery , Infantry and 
Guerrilla operations specialist , research and writing 
experience. Serious offers only. Details . " Kelly ," 
C-SIRF, 2302 NW 38th Street , A-7 , Lawton , OK 
73505. 

PATRIOTIC NEWSPAPERS : Be totally informed , 
send $2.00 for list , act now! M . W., PO Box 159, 
Worth, IL 60482. 

FREE ! Police - Detectives - Mercenaries - and in
vestigators Li st ings of invest igative Schematics, 
equipment and Clandestine books. Quimtroni x, Box 
548-SO , Seattle, WA98111 . 

" Thompson 1928 Sub-machine gun replica models. 
Full size , wood and steel construction . Completely 
finished and assembled . $35 .00 ppd . Dealers inquire: 
Repro-Products , PO Box 71 , Prairie View , IL 60069. 

AUTOMATIC TELEPHON E and room monitors, long 
play recorders , miniature body recorders and trans
mitters , parabo lic microphones , etc . Catalog $2.00. 
Custom Recorder , Box 28005, Cleveland, OH 44128. 

NEED NEW ID? Change name/ age with full-color 
State ID cards, dri vers licenses , birth certificates , 
official ID! Detail s 25e. Eden Press , Box 8410-SF, 
Fountain Val ley, CA 92708. 

~~~~~~~~~ 

Cr imefighters! Police , Detect ives and Inves tigators. 
Special books tell all-How it 's done .. . Lockpicking
Shoplifting - Debugg ing - all three books $5.00. Don
o, Box 548-SO , Seattle , WA 98111 . 

~~~~~~~~~-

T RAVEL ON FOREIGN SH IPS! Good pay, no ex
perience. Send stamped self -addressed envelope. 
Globetrotter , Box 864-SF2, St. Joseph , MO 64502. 
Write now and " ship-0ut " ! 

~~~~~~~~~~~ 

UNUSUAL BOOK S. Lock picking, silencers, impro
vised firearms , explosi ves , bugging , self defense, 
and more! All clandestine and military subjects! 
Catalog $1.00, Box 264 , Mason, Ml 48854 . 

SOVIET ASSASSINATION WEAPONS. CIA and 
Military Intelligence Documents. Includes descrip
tions, funct ion ing , etc. of Sov iet Assass inat ion Type 
Weapons. $2.00. M16A1 Lower Receiver Drawings. 
Complete Forging Detai ls and Machining and Dril l
ing Dimens ions . Fu ll-Scale, 17"x22" . $5.00. Thomp
son SMG M1A. Machinist's Drawings for Receiver 
and Trigger Housing. $2 .00. Self Defense Firearms 
Handbook: Includes the infamous Fist Gun , Sleeve 
Pi stol. Wrist Pi stol , Shoe-Heel Pistol , Bel t Buckle 
Pistol , Pocket Watch Pistols , etc . $3.00. Under The 
Apple Tree, 5115 South Campbell, Chicago, IL 60632. 

WRITERS : " UNSALABLE " MANUSCRIPT? Try 
AUTHOR AID ASSOCIATES, Dept. SOF, 340 East 
52nd Street , N.Y.C. 10022. Plaza 8-4213. 

SOCIAL AND WILDERNESS surv ival planning and 
consulting ; Retreat plann ing and developing; R.M .O. 
Consulting , Box 6970, Calgary, Alberta, CN. 
INTERNATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS: Personal , 
corporate , financia l. Missing persons traced . Assign
ments undertaken. Debts recovered. An ything lega l 
considered. Submit your req uirements to : Dept. SP3, 
Box 693, Boulder , CO 80302. 
Pract ical Latitude Longitude tram bubble sextant or 
theodolite in field , sextant at sea. Sun and stars with 
ALMANAC , tables figuring, rules or mistakes using 
Hewlett Packard 67 and my custom program cards. 
Plot on vehicle hood or wherever. Whole system 
$27.00. Special order systems , bu t no crypto. CAR
LAT MONSER , Box 77, RR 1, Freeman, MO 64746. 
NINJA - Japan 's " invisible assassins ." Ancient 
methods have survived years of secrecy. Trai ning 
overv iew manual and information on correspondence 
study , $5.00. Box 29453, Atl anta , GA 30359. 

SURVIVE IN ANY HAND-TO-HAND ENCOUNTER! 
Effective unarmed, knife , stick and close-in combat
ives requi res more than mere " techniques! " You 

need combat -proven TACTICAL SKILLS! Exclusive , 
authentic manual , " THE TACTICAL SKILLS OF 
HAND-TO-HAND COM BAT (SELF-DEFENSE) " 
could save your life! No-nonsense, designed for 
COMBAT, not sport! Send $6.00 cash or money 
order to: Brad ley J . Steiner, 16627 North 25th Street , 
No . 14, Phoenix , AZ 85032. 

SPECIALIZ ED TRAINING AVAILABLE to responsi
ble groups in the arts of " catastrophe survival " -
nuclear , chemical, bacteriological warfare , economic 
collapse, riot , revolution , ecodisaster , etc . Intensive, 
tailored instruction. Will travel. Eric Rauda, Box 
1221, 2000 Center Street , Berkeley, CA 94704. 

SEEKING EMPLOYMENT - IN RHODESI A as farm 
and home sentry or secur ity man. Dependable , ex
ce llent physical condition, advanced SCUBA diver , 
experienced with military small arms , sharp shooter; 
with or without Doberman. Prefer living on premises . 
Pay negotiable. Contact D. McGrady, 2240 Dalson, 
Twin Lake , Ml 49457, U.S.A. 

RHODESIA BADGES: Light Infantry , $3.50. General 
Service, $3.95 . British South African Police, $4.50. 
Northern Rhodesia Regiment , $2.50. Also, South 
African General Service , $3.00. T-sh irt printed with 
badge of the Rhodesian Army, $5.75. Brit ish Air
borne wings for Army, Navy , RAF, Marines , $2.95 
each . British pullover Commando sweaters , new, 
O .D. co lor , $28 (s tate size). Brit ish Para camo 
smocks , as new , large on ly , $50. French Para came 
jacket , $20. SAS came windproof t rousers , $20. Used 
commando sweaters , $18. Anodised badges for 
British SAS or Parachute Regt., $4.00 each. Stable 
be lts for SAS or Parachute Reg t. , $20 each. RAF 
Parachu te Instructor wings , $4. SAS wings, $2.95. 
Special Operations Group Zambia wings, $6. India 
Para wings , $5. Pakistan Para wings , $4.75. New 
Canadian metal Para or Para Rescue wings , $8.50 
each. Old cloth Canadian Para wings, $5. Hand en
graved English pewter Special Forces tankard , $25. 
l1lustrat ed catalog, $1 (refundable). Lancer Mili
taria , Box 35188SF, Houston , TX 77035. 

ADVENTURERS - clandestine and concealed weap
ons systems and survival aids for your profession or 
hobby. New catalogs , brochures and li sti ngs of pro
fessional qual ity equipment and books . Send dollar 
TO: Armament Systems Products, Un ltd. , P.O. Box 
18595, Dept. SOF , Atlanta , GA 30326. 

" CUSTOM KNIVES." Large selection of f ighting and 
boot knives , also hunting and folding kni ves. Catalog 
$1.00. Crawford Knives, 205 N. Center , West Mem
phis , AR 72301. 

WANTED TECHNICIANS AND PROFESSIONAL 
ADVENTURERS. Overseas countries need you right 
now . Limited time . Write for information list. Send 
$3 for one, $5 for two, to : A. D. PANOS , 4-6 Voltairou 
Street , N. Kosmos , Athens 411 , Greece " Div ision 
M2." 

UNUSUAL ERRANDS , missions, courier , mercenary 
work for priva te party or government. Travel any
where, you pay transportation. Good pay . Danny 
919-872-3134. 

MINIATURE ELECTRONIC DEVICES - Multipur
pose micro transmitters as 28x17x9mm, receivers and 
many other dev ices. Send $2 for catalog and price list. 
Dealer inquiries welcome. Anastasios Panos , " Dept 
TSS," 4-6 Vo ltairou Street, N. Kosmos, Athens, 
Greece. 

US Navy Mark IV Gas Mask, new, $7 .50, prepaid . 
With carrier, $9.50. DEEP RIVER A RM ORY, 5700 
Star , Houston , TX 77057. 

WANTED BY COLLECTO R: Parachutist Wings and 
Badges (metal & cloth) from all countries of the 
world. All Letters Answered. Harvey V. Oberg, 413 
Woodhill Drive, St. Paul , MN 55119. 

ORIENTAL SWORD AND Kl (mind power) defense 
secrets . $20. (2-vol) Marine Sabotage Manual $5.95. 
James Bond Explosives book $6.50. 30e list. Fry 's, 
879 -0 Park , Perris , CA 92370. 
STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol regulations al l 
states and Federal Gun Laws, both booklets $3.00. 
Cri minology Catalog $2.00. Schlesinger, Department 
T35. 415 East 52nd St., New York , NY 10022. 
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BEST BY TEST ! That's what a Green Beret is . So if 
you 've earned yours, send today for your Special 
Forces l.D. cards. In fu ll color depicting master 
parachutist wi ngs, S. F . patch and crest. A lso has a 
place for your photo and O.D. number. Send $4 .00 to: 
Gene Kuhrmeier , c / o Ninja-Do Academy Box 291 
Naperville, IL 60540 ' 

ELITE / A IRBORNE BOOK S and unit histories our 
_specialty. Send for free list. The Battery Book Shop, 
Box 3107H , Uptown Station, Nashvi l le , TN 37219. 

COMBAT KN IVES custom made to your exact 
specrf rcat rons. Reasonab le prices and del ivery t ime. 
W rll also provide design ass istance. Difficu lt or 
problem designs welcomed. IF YOU ARE LOOKING 
.for unique concepts in knives and sheaths, I suggest 
you req uest l iterature on my standard models wh ich 
·include skinners, Bowies, diving, combat, and self
defense knives. Li terature $1.00 cash or poslage 
acceptable. Kn ives by Price, P.O. Box 782, Spr ing
dale, AR 72764. 

FIRECRACKER MATERIALS avai lab le, often 
locally ; GUN CONTROL worthless ; crim inals can 
make guns from pipes, matches, etc. Information, $2. 
Sanford, Box 41003-F, Washington, DC 20014. 

SURVIVE-ALL . Knife Fighting fil m , Super 8 B&W, 
approximately 200 feet. $26 .50 Home training 
textbook , unarmed defense aga inst a knife, stick and 
gun. Fifteen attack situations. $2.49 CA. Res idents 
6%. Nine var ious films available on Ju-Jitsu. Send 
check or money order to: Prof. Harold D. Brosious, 
290 Verde Vista Dr ., Thousand Oaks , CA 91360. 

EXPLOSIVES MADE EASILY and cheap ly from farm 
fert1 l1zer. Blast dugouts, trenches, culverts , instruc
tion , $2.00 from : DeFost , 925 Bradshaw Place, Prince 
Albert , Saskachewan , CANADA. 

BOTTLE SILENCER. Extremely ef fect ive , cheap and 
easi ly made. New, simp lified instructions $2. post
paid. J. L . Harr is; Route 5; Box 39; Henderson NC 
n~. , 
SPECIAL OPERATIONS CADRE: Field advisors. 
Small unit spec iali sts, Reconnaissance-commando' 
for high risk m iss ions. SOC Box 21863, Seatt le WA' 
98111 . ' 

" WHITE MAN TH INK AGAIN," 348-page book. 
History of terrorist acti vi ty in Afr ica , Mau-Mau-Zulus 
and others - $3.00. Also "Chemistry of Power and 
Ex_plosives," 500 pages fireworks, powders , nitros , 
primers , and much more. $8.00. Both books $10.00. 
Angriff Press; P.O. Box 2726; Hollywood, CA 90028. 

S.W .A .T. COMBAT magazine extensions for shot
guns. Increases shell capacity to 7 (18" bb ls.) 8 (20" 
bbls.) or 10 (26" bbls.) . Made for Remington 870, 
110, Winchester 1200, Browning auto. Installs easily 
without alteration. Buy direct from fac tory authorized 
distr ibu tor , only $18 ppd. for 7 or 8 shot model, 
$38 ppd. for 1 O shot model. Dealer and law enforce
ment agency .inqui ry invited. Police Equipment Sales , 
144 Beaconridge, Lemont (Boli ngbrook), IL 60439, 
(312) 739-2453. 

SOCIAL and W ILDERNESS survival planning and 
consulting; Retreat planning and developing ; Mili
tary arm s dealers; R.M .0. Consu l ting, Box 6970, 
Calgary , A lberta , CANADA. 

CANNON AND HOBBY FUSE 3.32" diameter , water
proof. New, different, better. 15 feet , $1. 55 feet, $3. 
95 feet, $5. Postpaid. Other goodies. Cata log - 25¢; 
Zeller En terp rises , Drawer W2X, Wickenburg AZ 
~&. ' 

AIRBORNE COLLECTORS: 36th ABN BG flashes 
$1.50 ea. Set of three $4.25 and S.A.S.E. Shooter's 
Serv ice, Box 805 , A lief , TX 7741 1. 

TEAR GAS SPRAY , heavy duty , wear in shirt pocket 
or clip to belt. $19.95 plus $1 ppd . and hdlg .; J. 
Bolger, Agent , 14813 Dorrance , Bridgeton, MO 
63044 . 

SAWTOOTHED machetes w ith sheaths; 18 in . steel 
blades; New, $5.95 postpaid. Send 50cz: for illustrated 
catalog of antiq ue and modern mi li tar ia. Arthur 
Philips Associates, 303 West 42nd St., New York NY 
10036. ' 

MILITARY ARMAMENT CORPORATION. RE
PRINTS of rare advert isement fl yers for M-10. M-11 
submachine guns (world's smallest), silenced pistol. 
$1 for al l 3 plus information for coll ectors/shooters. 
George Li u, 2000 Center Street, Box 1239, Berkeley, 
CA 94704. 

MAD MAD BOOK of FORMULAS, How-to-make 
l itt le goodies like poisons , knock-out drops, si lencers 
and much much more, a must in comp let ing your 
library . Li mited offer at $9.95. Act now. Second print
ing. James Multaler , Box 04746, Milwaukee , W I 
53204. 

UNUSUAL BOO K S - Lock-pick ing, sil encers, impro
vised weapons, ID, exp los ives, bugging , self
defense, survival, and more ! Catalog $1.00 . Box 264, 
Mason , MI 48854. 
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MEGA VITAMINS - Unexcelled power utilized by 
Black Agents, Russians, Super Athletes, Marksmen , 
Bodybu."der.s - v ia the new natural , yet high potency, 
mega-vitamins , can be yours. $4.95 for 50 day supp ly. 
M .O. -VISA- MC. Write for free booklet. Profession
al Nutritional Consu ltants. Kronen International 
3349 Piedmont Road , NE, At lanta, GA 30305. Phan~ 
(404) 237-5322. 

THE QUARTERMASTER : A mail auction of military 
collect ibles and re lated memorabilia. Sample catalog 
$1.00. Box 1165 San Lui s Obispo, CA 93406. 

WANTED : WWII U.S. CIVIL DEFENSE ITEMS Air 
raid wardens and all other branches, helmets, pins, 
badges, armbands, patches, etc . Chr istopher Marsh 
Box 1599, San Lui s Obispo, CA 93406. ' 

VIETNAM VET: 26, experienced Kung Fu and Pho
tography. Wants Mere employment or unusual mis
sions. A ll offers considered. Con tact - RA, 625 Post 
St. Box 1418, San Francisco, CA 94109. 

LOCK PICKING - Bugging - Making free call s - much 
more - Books & Suppli es - send $2.00 to: L.A.N.D. 
1-S, 625 Post St., Box 1048, San Francisco, CA 94109. 

WATCH BANDS , black or OD. M ade from Type VIII 
nylon webbing , using velcro for wrist and crysta l 
cover closures. Measure wrist circumference and 
send with $4.00 PPD, specify co lor; To: Rigger , 
5618-B.S. Quaker , Tulsa , OK 74105. 

BACK IN BUSINESS. Background: Nam , As ia, Mid
d le East , and Africa. Possess all own gear including 
SCUBA equipment. Will trave l your private or na
tional transportation , your expense . Your aims, 
gains, or politics of no interest. W ire-Cable Lance 
c/oP.O. Box 17291 , l rvine,CA92713. 

WANT TO PURCHASE parts manual for commando 
armored car. 4X4 light model V-150 MFR: Cadil lac 
Gage Co. USA can be photo copy. Write: Franks , 
Rt. 2 Box 1356, Copperns Cove, TX 76572. 

MILITARIA., .war relics, helmets , bayonets, edged 
weapons , mrli tary books , etc. for sale. Send 50cz: for 
comp lete il lustrated lists to : Globe Mi litaria Inc 
67525Ave.,Brooklyn , NY11220. ' ., 

VIETNAMESE RANGER CERTIFICATE (B .B.Q) 
Beautiful 4 co lor 8V2 x 11 award for fram ing. $10 
money order to Soc . V.N. Rangers Capt . Don Valen
tine, P.O . Box 29965, At lanta, GA 30359. 

GUN LAWS RESEARCHED ! Any state (with trans
port repr int) comp lete - $2.50 ! Federal Gun Act 
covering all f irearms , destructive devices , silencer, 
penal ti es, etc. , etc,; w ith index and outline - $3.00. 
;Both manuals on ly $4.95 PP. Free catalog. MESA , 
Drawer 9045-FJ , Steamboat Spgs. , COLO 80477. 

BECOME PART TIME GUN DEALER ! " Obtain ing 
Federal Fi rearms License," 1977 Edition ready!
$1.00. " Gun Dealer's Directory of Wholesalers ," 
improved, 60 best , guaranteed-$1.00. " Concealed 
Weapons Permits ," pistol carrying , owning and 
licens ing report-$1.00. ALL THREE BOOKLETS
$2.50 PP! MESA, Drawer 9045-FN· Steamboat 
Springs, CO 80477. ' 

EXECUTIVE PROTECTION MANUAL-self-he lp 
security programs: personal, family , off ice, vehicle. 
$5.95. W & A (SF), 5310 E. Pacific Pl ., Denver , CO 
!30222. 

WANTED: Current Canad ian Garno. Paratroop 
Jacket. Will buy or trade for jungle carnies/other U.S. 
A IRBORNE MILITARIA. Donald Taylor , A 1/ 319 
F.A. (ABN.) Ft. Bragg , N.C. 28307. 

U.S. MARINES AIRBORNE T-SH IRTS with gold 
Recon Jump W ings , $4.25. Sweat Shirts , $6.95. 
Gym Shorts , $4.25. High Quali ty; ADD $1.00 Postage 
and Hand l ing. Bromack ENT, 754 - 12th St., A , 
Manhattan Beach , CA 90266. 

HOROSCOPES CAST - K now the futu re , be certain 
about important decisions . Send birthdate , Place and 
hour with $20.00 to Kenneth Rozika , Box 142 , Hazle
ton , Indiana 47640 - or 812-784-2281 for detai ls. 

NEW MERC/SURVIVAL CATALOG! Available for 
the first t ime, from Phoenix Associates , is the New 
MERC / SURV IVAL CATALOG Vol. #1. We ' re 
featuring a comprehensive list of U.S. and foreign 
" hard-to-find " military sc ience books on guerilla 
warfare , exp losives/demoli t ions , self defense, FM 's, 
TM 's, survival and weapons. PLUS top quali ty 
military /para-mi li tary and surv ival equipment for 
the professional adven turer . Thi s catalog: MERCI 
SURVIVAL CATALOG Vol. #1 is now availab le from 
Phoen ix Associates. Send $1.00 (refundable wi th 
first order) to : PHOENI X ASSOCIATES, P.O. 
Box 693, Dept SF-2, Bou lder, CO 80306. Please allow 
30 days for deli very. 

ILLUSTRATED SUPPLY CATALOG $2.00 / 0VER 150 
DIFFERENT_ ITEMS! We carry a large and complete 
line of supp lies for the Martial Art ist , Col lector, and .---------------------~ 
Outdoorsman. Tong Wh ips, Swords , Throwing Stars, 
Yawara St icks, Nunchakus , Kicking Bags , Training 
Films and much, much morel Puma , Edge , Olsen and 
Tru-Balance brand knives for throwing , hunting , 
combat and general use. Take advantage of our low 
prices, good service and wide var iety of products our 
company has to offer. Order todayll D-Ann Martial 
Arts Supply , P.O. Box 41592 Dept. S.C. Chicago IL 
60641 ' ' 

AIRBORNE PHOTO BOOK S ... (1) 101st Airborne At 
H itler 's House. (2) 82nd ABN Div and Others in 
WWII (3) U.S. Airborne Fighters of WWII. (4) Early1 
U. S. Army Airborne and Air Assau lt Equipment - a 
photo history. $1.00 each, plus 35 cents postage. 
Write: WW2 Shop, R1 , Box 154, Milford , DE 
19963. 

. CARL ZEISS BINOCULARS 8x30, excel len t condi 
tion. Current retail price $519, wi ll sacr ifi ce for $275. 
SOF, #99 , P.O. Box 693, Boulder, CO 80306. 

AMT HARDBALLER serial #391, all stain less stee l . 
.45 w/ two magazines. Fired less than 100 rounds . 
Wi ll ship from FFL dealer to FFL dealer on ly. (Excep
tion : w ill deal directly with Colorado residents) , 
$350. SOF, #99 , P.O. Box 693, Boulder, CO 80306. 

Rhodesian Army App lications - $3.50 each , Rho-
1desian Information Book- $6.50, AM , Inc. , P.O. Box 
196, Lawrenceburg, KY 40342. 
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ELECTRONIC 
SURVEILLANCE 
has been prepa red for public sa le by the original authors. 

Thi s new publication, THE 
SCIENCE OF ELECTRONIC 
SURV EILLANCE, is bawd 
on a special staff study 
recently completed fo r the 
Nationa l Wiretap Commi s
sion. It open ly describes all 
known electroni c privacy in 
vasion techniques and secur
ity countermeasures . 

Topics Inc lude: 

• Telephoflu w .. e1ap1w>g ,1nd tw99u19 , sut-c1al IHHPO!#. $1.Hve11i a rn;e microphones, 
la1er1 and hgh1 l><!Jrt1 (1ev•ces, m1m~1ure rad io 1ransnHHers and reco1der1. rad io 
flood1119and UJnivcrctlec10" 

• Audio cow1termeasures and de t>ugg >ng se1v1ces, radio transm1ner de1ec11on 
me1e rs, magneuc and elttctron1c hug 1amm<ng svstems, te!ephontt de ·bugging 
and anafys11 and secure rooms 

• Eavesd<opp1ng 1n con1uu1ers . 1ypew,.1 e•s and duplicating machines 

THE SC IENCE OF ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE will provide l•w enfora:men t ofliciah, 
1ndu1trial t.e<:U•llV dirtcton. tr.umng <teadtm•M and rifo feuional eonsultantl w ith the de· 
1a1led mto•mat ion neot11ury to pJ., e llec11..,, elt!cl rontt M!cur itv p<ogram1 -- a ncCM""ry 

.W11ion IO the complete security hb•arv. 

•GUERRILLA. In my opin ion the best avai lable an-
:alys is of causes , streng ths and weaknesses of guer- f-----------------------< 
Tilla warfare. $10.00. HILTON ASSIGNMENT . Mere 

1805 op agai nst Libya. $7.95. Prepaid. L. Loper, 115 s 
'Fourth , Sugarland, TX 77478. 

!SURVIVAL WEAPONS PRIORITY REPORT-Covers 
~ irearms, calibers, ammo, other weapons. Be pre
lpared for the coming crisis ' ! Only $2.95 postpaid. 
!Rainier Books-MG, Box 30753, Seatt le, WASH 98103. 

jVIETNAM VET. LIGHT WEAPONS, INFANTRY 

!
A IRBORNE, SERVED W ITH 101st AND 173rd. 
SEEK IN G EMPLOYMENT IN RELATED FIELD. 
!CONTRACT OR FEE.-L. ANDREWS, 5140-11th 
·AVE. SOUTH , GULFPORT, FLORIDA 33707. 

1201 Bethlehem Pike 
Flourtown, PA 19031 
215-836-7575 
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Confirm Your Worst Suspieions A.bout . 

LIBERAL MEDIA BIAS 
Try Human Events at a SPECIAL RATE-20 Week~ SG 

If you are a person who has not been deceived by 
the mind-massage that passes for " objective" report
ing in the liberal media.1 you probably share with us 
this understanding: 

Liberals are no more capable of objec1i1·ely repor1-
i11g the news than 1he_r haPe been in running America 
for !he pas! 40 .1·ears. 

That being the case. it is import ant for you lo know 
about HUMA N EVENTS. the Capitol Hi:I news
week ly written by and for conservati ves. For over 32 
years. HUMAN EVENTS has been fearle ss in co n
fronting the issues ignored-or twisted - by the 
media. · 

We want to g ive you a taste of the to ne and style 
of HUM AN EVENTS. The best way is simply to li st 
some of the bylines from recent issue s: 

A WHO'S WHO OF AMERICAN 
CONSERVATIVES 

Holmes Alex ander 
Rep. John Ashbrook 
Rep. Robert Bauman 
Prof. Anthon y Bouscaren 
Sen. James L Buckley 
Sen. Harry Byrd 
John C hamberla in 
Rep. Phil Crane 
Ralph de Toledano 
M. Stanron E\" ans 
Sen. Barr y Goldwater 
Jeffrey Hart 
Paul Harvey 
Henry Hazlitt 
Sen. Jesse Hel ms 
Jenkin Lloyd Jones 
James J. Kilpalrick 
John D. Lofto n 

Phillip Abboll Luce 
C lark Mo llenhoff 
K evin P. Phillips 
Prof. Stefan T. Posson y 
Dr. Max Rafferty 
Leonard E. Read 
G ov. Ron ald Reagan 
V ictor Riesel 
Prof. Murray N. ROLhbard 
Rep. John Rou sselot 
Morrie Rysk ind 
Jeffrey St. John 
Prof. Han s Sennhol1 
Phylli s Sehl an ,· 
H enr y J. Taylor 
Sen. Strom T hu rmond 
Sen. John T ower 

And here are just a few of the ir headline artic les : 

THE T RUTH BEHIND THE ENERGY CR ISIS 
HOW SOV IETS HAVE VIOLATED HELSIN K I 

ACCORDS 
THE FOOD ST AMP RACKET 
A NEW VOICE FOR FREE ENTERPRISE 
HYPOC RISY AT THE UN ITED NATIONS 
NEW DRIVE FOR ANTI -BUSING 

AMENDMENT 
EVIDENCE CONFI RMS RED CH INA DOPE 

TRAFFIC 
RELIGIOUS PERSECUTION CONTINUES IN 

U.S.S.R. 
REVO LUTIONAR IES' SECRET BOMB 

FACTORIES 
THE STATE OF CONSER VATISM 
GUN CONTROL NOT THE ANSWER 
THE ZEALOTS BEHIND THE AMNESTY 

CAMPAIGN 
UNION TERRORISM RAG ES THROUGH 

NATION 
DEATH PENALTY ISSU E IS STILL A LIVE 
FREE ENTERPRISE C HA LLENGES U.S. 

MAILS 
TEDDY KENNEDY'S DOUBLE STANDARD 
HOW WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES 

BACKS TERRORISM 

Th is list could go on for pages. H UMAN EVENTS 
corrects the facts and unscrambles the interpretations 
offered up by the liberal media. HUMAN EVENTS 
gives you facts and insights that make people hang on 
your words-in any gathering. 

NO OTHER PUBLICATION 
DUPLICATES OUR COVERAGE 

Dozens of magazines, newspapers and newsletters 
(some costin g over S 100 per year) duplicate some of 
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HUMAN EVENTS' coverage. But none of them 
alone. nor a ll of them together. duplicate the hard
hitting behind-the-scenes information that HUM AN 
EVENTS delivers every week. 

You see. HUMAN EVENTS has been here for 32 
years- right in the shadow of our nati on 's Capitol. 
We 've built top-level sources of confidential informa
ti on. both in side and ou tside of government ... at the 
top of bot h politi ca l parties . . in stale capitals and 
corporate boardrooms. 

Our sources on the White House staff and in the 
Executi ve branch enable us often to ··scoop" the na
tio n's press. For example we were fir st in report in g on 
certain per ils in the Strateg ic Arms Limitations 
(SA LT) agreement s . . and the fir st publi cat ion to 
expose the mass ive defect s in the Nixo n Admin istra
tion's guaranteed annual income scheme which was 
defeated because of those flaws. 

IMPORTANT TIME-SAVING BONUS! 
HUMA N EVENTS digests the most important 

articles and news stories from ove r 200 newspape rs 
and magazine s. Our editor s monitor these pe riodical s 
and condense the most important information for you. 

Cover-to-cover read ing time for H UMAN 
EVENTS is o nl y abou t 30 minutes. but vou will be 
kept better informed than some persons who spend 
hundred s of do ll ars a year. and dozen s of hours a 
week . wading through stack s of books and per iodi cals ! 

Other regu lar features : re1·iell's of the im port ant 
book s .. . i111en· ie11 ·s with head line persona lit ies . 
roll call \'Oles to show vou how vour senators and 
congressmen are behaving .. . s1udies in dep1h on the 
issues people are talking about. 

CONSERVATIVES FIND HUMAN 
EVENTS INDISPENSABLE 

Here is what ju st a few of them sav: 

" HUMAN EVENTS carries a commentary on 
the Washi ngton scene and behind-the-scene to be 
found nowhe re el se this senator is deepl y 
grateful." 

Sen. James Buckley 

··1 can on ly think of how proud my o ld friend 
Frank Hanighen . would be if he were a li ve today 
and able to see the exce llence wh ich hi s publica
tion has achieved." Sen. Barry Goldwater 

··Your efforts over the past 30 years have con
tributed to a better-info rmed public on critical 
issues and events. 

"Not a week went by during my campa ign 
that I didn 't make time to read HUMA N 
EVENTS fro m cover-to-cove r." 

Gov. Ronald Reagan 

" I have fou nd thi s publication to be highl y in
formati ve and 'mu st' reading for any co nserva
tive who want s to stay abreast of the Capito l 
Hill po lit ical scene." Rep. John Ashbrook 

LIBERALS, TOO, READ 
HUMAN EVENTS 

Liberal magazines with ed ito ri al budget s much big
ger than ours. nonetheless pore through HUMAN 
EVENTS every week for facts whic h we learn from 
our exc lusive sources. Again and again . stories fi rst 
appearing in HUMAN EVENTS appear a week or 
two later in the mass media. Here is what Liberals 
have written about us: 

" HUMAN EVENTS is a relentlessly conserv
ative journal that sell s fewer than I 00,000 copies 
weekly and is little known outside Washington, 

D.C. But in a c ity where conservati ve opinion is 
hard to come by. the tou gh little tablo id enj oys 
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tion .. Newsweek 

"The most influential of the (Washington con
servative) group is the week ly newspaper. H U
MAN EVENTS .... The paper. establi shed in 
1944 is ... well produced and edited .. . it look s 
al the political news of the week with a r ightward 
myopia. but with an emotional restraint not 
found in many publicat ions th at share its view-
point. 

Cabe ll Phi llip s in the New York Times 
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Unconditional, Risk-Free Guarantee 
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THE ONLY MAGAZINE FOR THE 
PROFESSIONAL ADVENTURER! 

The newest, most controversial adventure magazine to ever 
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